COUNCIL MINUTES
Nineteenth Session
September 4, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 8s45 a.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Isao Yano (29-Ex)*
OBSERVER:

Sojuro Mizote (19-Ex), Sadata Hands (27-Ex),

Mr* Tawara, Block #54

The minutes of the previous meeting was approved as read*
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2.

From Block #57 Election Committee* notifying their newly elect
ed Councilman, Mr. Kaei ffstaoka.
From Mr* L.T* Hoffman explaining Dental staff cut is mandatory*

BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND
Narahara: Dr. Ochikubo will be here to explain his test case.
discuss this matter before he comes here?

Shall we

Council favored to discuss it here new*
Nodohara: We need lots of fund in order to use for cempwide use and for
test cases.
TSuzuki: At the Cabinet meeting, it was decided to ask all Japanese or
ganizations to support ACLU jointly. When the budget for this center is
decided, we could start that drive here* We need Council's approval on
this recommendation•
Nodohara: In order to show better result, it was recommended to ask all
organizations*
Narahara:

Before having your approval, is there any discussions?

Nakamura:
gether?

Are you going to start drive for local fund and test case fund to

Tsuzuki:

Test case will be one branch of Community Fund.

Numajiri: We are not going to be the sponsor.
opinion of working this out jointly.
Narahara:

We ere going to ask others1

Those in favor?

Unanimously favored.
Nodohara: Dr. Ochikubo received a personal letter through a soldier from
Patterson, Western Defence Commander Civilian Head. This soldier stated he
could receive or don't; it's up to him. Military Officers' Board wants
to test him on September 9th, in Salt Lake City and he has to appear in
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Lower Court in Los A n g l e s on Sept« 11th* I was asked to give Council’s
step at yesterday morning meeting* but I asked them to give full report at
the Council meeting today* We were called out again last night for a meet
ing at D.H* #30* Mr. Sasaki stated it was decided at the last Council to
start Fund Drive as soon as possible, I was asked what present Council is
doing on that. Dr* Ochikubo needs his traveling expense for Salt Lake
tripe* If we don’t approve, there is a group will to pay that expense.
We explained Council is supporting all cases, not only his case. Baba
and Shiramizu cases were dismissed because they are soldier’s family. If
Dr. Ochikubo wins his case, all Japanese Americans could go back to west
coast.
Narahara; Dr* Ochikubo needs his expense immediately, but there is some
one who could pay temporary. It has to be reembursed to that party.
Nodohara: It was explained it is shame for Japanese to ask ACLU to pay
all expenses. We should assist financially all we can.
Suwadas There are 27 pages questionnaire in that letter. Some of those
questions effect lots for his and others' status, so he wants to ask Council’s
Stand. He needs lawyer's advice; therefore, h© has to see Mr* Kido. He
needs that traveling expenses. It was called to our attention that we should
fight this case for Japanese Americans.
Narahara: Mr. Wirin called Dr. Ochikubo yesterday round 5s 00 p.m. He
was glad to hear Dr. Ochikubo is going to appear before Army Officers*
Board. Mr. Wirin is arranging to transfer this Army Officers* Board t©
Los Angeles. If that*s granted, Salt Lake City trip expense is not ne
cessary. Mr. Tsukemoto asked for full support because this is for all
of us.
Mumehara; We never knew about Dr. Ochikubo* s case until we read on news
paper. We should support, so work together with that group.
Naraharas Mr. Frank Yamasaki is leaving tomorrow; therefore, there is no
leader. I wanted to ask you to find citizen leader in your block.
Takahama: Did we decide to support Dr. Ochikubo*s case financially at the
last Council?
Narahara;
Can we approve his trip expense today?
yesterday.

That*s all we were asked

Nodohara; If this case is dismissed at Salt Lake City, it will become
personal case.
Narahara; Time is getting short.
paid expense for the residents?

Can we gurantee the rebursement of pre

Suweda; Dr. Ochikubo is trying to fight for all ^apahese Americans.
should help; there is no question.
Mumehara; I make a motion to help this case and all other test cases
financially.
Nakamura:

I second the motion.

We
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Narahara; I explained Council is going to help, so the payment of this
particular expense should be paid. But I was asked to make^l^e^it is going
to be reimbursed.
Suwada:
Fujii;

I make motion— ---- ------There is a motion on the floor*

Narahara;

I want to understand this is just the recommehdation

of Council*

Suwada; How come we decided to assist $6.00 to each block when we invited
Mr. Wirin?'
Narahara;

All those in favor of the motion?

Favor---11
Oppose— — none
Suwada; Can I amend? Council approves, but we should explain it to the
block and get people* s approval first; then we could get full support.

Hideshima;

I second*

Mumehara;

I agree to that*

Nakamura;

I favor that.

Narahara;

Those in favor of the changed over recommendation?

Unanimous.
Narahara; I like to present to you Mr. Tsukamoto, Mr. Watanabe, end our
past chairman, Dr* Ochikubo. The Council highly approved in the action you
have taken* Approval of the Council which is to be recommended to the
residents* “ill you explain your test case more in detail?
Ochikubo; This is my case under my name, but it is your case* When Mr.
Wirin was here, he asked for Injunction Suit. I thought fully before I
started this esse. We are wondering when we are going to go back to west
coast. I want to leave a record even X don’t win the case. ^r. Patterson,
Western Defense Commander Civilian Head, wrote a letter to me last Saturday
to appearc before Army Off fleers* Board. I got a call yesterday from Mr.
Wirin yesterday about 5:50 p*m. We made an arrangment to meet Mr. Wirin
in Salt Lake City, before the hearing. For justice and your clarifications
after the war, I want to leave a record.
Narahara; Thanks a lot. Hay questions. Yesterday you mentioned about
the Los Angeles trip. I mentioned about the transfer of that Review to L .£.
Ochikubo;

It*s more or less confidential.

Narahara;

I want you to understand I didn’t mention any details.

Hidèshima;
Ochikubo;
Suwada;

I don’t think they will do that.

How much expense do you estimate for your Balt Lake City, trip?
Under $100.00.

I think we should explain in detail about our discussion this morning
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Narahara: We discussed this problem quite a bit this morning quite tho
roughly. Our final conclusion of the matter was, as far as all these test
cases are concerned, not only interest of center residents but also of all
Japanese* As far as point is concerned, this Council had approved in the
prior meeting - its cause, we should all beck up, not only morally but
financially* Problem of yours is recent one* Did not have opportunity tod
discuss. Discussed that portion of it* Determined absolutely necessary
that we support this, and motion was approved this Council as body, approved
of bearing expenses of this trip* This Council approves but goes as recom
mendation to the residents* That was unanimously taken here so we want you
to be sure thst you have full cooperation* Not only morally but financially
in all these test cases, especially yours*
Ochikubo:
Suwada:

Thank you very much*

Is there any other question?

I hope he always fight for all Japanese Americans.

Tsukamoto:

We have appealed to him so many times, so don’t worry.

Ochikubo: I like to express our appreciation^; in behalf of the dental staff,
for all the worries. There may be more trouble coming up, as we received
a notice today. W e ’re depending on you, we’ll back you up, as far as
y o u ’ll back us up.
Tsukamoto: It has been three months since this started.
a special committee in order to speed up this matter.

May I suggest

Narahara: May I ask the report of last Cabinet meeting about Dental staff
cut and meeting procedure.
Suwada:
Narahara:

Read that communicationj that will explain*
Will Mr. Fujii explain that in Japanese?

Takahama: At the Cabinet meeting, it was decided that we can not do aiything more about Dr. Ochikubo’s case, but we haven’t stopped fighting.
Wuwada: We stressed the point of picking Dr. Ochikubo because it seems they
based on service rendered in past.
Narahara: May I read a letter from Dr. Collier to dentists. Mr. Hofftaan
stated why Council step in when they have understood this cut. Any good
suggestions?
Suwada: Chairman of the Council is doing the most important job.
you think it is not right to terminate him?
Narahara: Do you want the C0Uncil to find that reason?
committee to find it out.

^on’t

Can I ask Health

OPTOMETRISTS:
Nakata: One optician relocated, so there is only one. He has passed his
pre-physical examination. If Project Director recommend, we could ask him
to be deferred.
Narahara:

If you approve this, I could taken this up with Project Director.
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Unanimous*
MEETING PROCEDURE
Suwada: At the Cabinet meeting, it was suggested a committee of four to
correct the agenda befdre the meeting.
Narahara:

Can I have your approval?

Unanimously favored.
Narahara:

Mr. Yano and I will appoint four.

BLOCK #25 COUNCILMAN
Fuji!: General Election Board asked few Councilman to go to Block #25
and persuade them to send their Councilman.
Narahara:

May I ask oid committee to go again.

Hideshime:

We never promised to attend that meeting.

Suwada; How can you ask that to our committee? Door is wide open for
Mr. Sasaki to come back. I cannot go. I don’t know about the other two.
Hideshime:
Narahara:

I cannot go.

Take some other step*.

Do you have another step?

TSuzuki; We did all we can as the Council. Door is wide open for them to
send delegate. Therefore leave it up to General Election Board.
Mumehara:

I agree.

Takeuchi: We are always thinking about the welfare of the residents
General Election Board mentioned there is a possibility of them xx send
ing Councilman ii Councilsend’s a committee, so we should send a committee.
Nakamura:

Can I have Mr. Tsuzuki explain it again.

TSuzuki: Council’s w o r k U s finished.
can. Door is wide open.
Narahara:

Ask General Election to do if they

Those in favor of M r. Tsuzuki*s recommendation?

Favor---14
Oppose-— — »5
Narahara; It’s approved. Not necessary to take any further step.
ask Mr. fujii to report this to General Election Board.

May I

Due to time, the meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Masuj i Fuj ii
To* H ‘*<s# MAT-iU 04
Office Manager
Community Couhcil

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Nineteenth Session
September 4, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 8:50 a*m#
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Isao Iano (29-Ex).

Sojuro Mizote (19-Ex), Sadata Hands (27-Ex),

The minutes of the previous meeting was approved as read*
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

From Block #37 Election Committee, notifying their newly elected
Councilman, Mr* Ksei Kataoka*
From Mr* L*T. Hoffmah explaining Dental staff cut is mandatoiy.

BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND
The Council Cabinet decided to ask all Japanese organizations to support
ACLU jointly* When the budget for this canter is decided, the drive will
be started* The Council approved this recommendation unanimously* It was
announced Dr* George Ochikubo is going to appear before the A m y Officers*
Board on September 9th in Salt Lake City** It was called to the Council*s
attention that Dr. Ochikubo needs his traveling expense, end we should pay
this since it was decided to assist these test cases financially* A motion
was made to help this case and all other test cases financially and reim
burse this particular expense with the approval of the residents* Motion
was carried unanimously* Dr* Ochikubo explained it is my case under ny
name but it is your case* He wants to leave a record for justice and
clarification after the war*
DENTAL STAFF
Project Director explained to the special committee that the present staff
cut was issued two months ago and stated it was mandatoiy* At the Cabinet
meeting it was decided that we cannot do anything more about the termination
of Dr* Ochikubo, but we haven*t stopped fighting* Mr* Hoffman stated den
tists Understood the cut and the Council is doing extra work* Health com
mittee was asked to find the reasons why Dr* Ochikubo was selected to be
terminated*
OPTOMETRISTS
It was reported there is only one optometrist left and he will be inducted
into the army if we do not ask for his deferrment. It was unanimously
approved to recommend his deferrment with understanding of Project Director.
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MEETING PROCEDURE
Council Cabinet recommends the committee of four to correct the agenda
before the meeting. This recommendation was approved unanimously. Chair
man and Vice Chairmen will appoint these four.
BLOCK #23 COUNCILMAN
It was reported General Election Board suggests few Councilmen to go to
Block #25 and persuade them to send their Councilman. The Council feels
Council’s work concerning this case is over, end the door is wide open
for Block #23 to send their Councilman. Therefore, it was decided to ask
General Election Board to ask them to send their representative.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fuji!
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Twentieth Session
September 7, 1944
The regular Council meeting was celled to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Maseru Narehara, at 8:40 a.m*
COUNCIL MEMBERS. ABSENT: Sojuro Mizote (19-Ex), Sanjiro Kawaguchi (54Ex), Kaei Kataoka (37-Ex), Somenosuke Muramatsu (41-Ex), Chojuro
Numajiri (42-Ex) •
OBSERVERS:

Mr. Fujisada, Block Managers

The minutes of the previous meeting was approved as read*
RELOCATION
Narahara: Army Officers came here 5 p*nu yesterday and want to meet with
our committee at 9:00 a.m*. Will Mr* Takeuchi report about this case*
Takeuchi: Two Sundays ago, few of us were called for a meeting. A m y
needs many defense workers including Issei* Community acceptance and
housing are guranteed. Work will last for duration* 40 hours week and
1 1/2 overtime* $208*00 is average wage* They want more of family group
There is Army depot all over, and you could choose the place* General
arrangement is almost same as Relocation centers. Work is more or less
amunitiort manufacturing*
Suwada:
Narahara;
meeting.

Boys over 26 years old will be deferred from the army*
May I ask Messrs. Y ano, Takeuchi, and Kanzqki to attend that

OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*

To all centers asking their cooperation on test cases*

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
i.

From Mr* & Mrs* Isao Yano, letter of appreciation.

BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND
Narahara: We should report about these test cases to the residents as
soon as possible*
Suwada:

We must have people*s fullest understanding and cooperation.

Narahara:
case*

I want to make sure you explain Dr. Ochikubo*s case is people*

Mumehàra:

We had that meeting already*

Igarashi;

We did too*

Suwada;

We must go on record eveiy block will be reported uniformly*
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Unanimously favored.
Narahara: I was called to the meeting last Monday night concerning pay
ment of money, It was decided to give him $140 to $160.00 temporary
for his expense, and he will return the uhused money.
Nodohara:

What is the title of those group of four or five?

Narahara:

We have not officially recognize then as anything.

Hands:

They are his advisors.

Suwada:

They are just interested people in these test cases*

Narahara: We want you to understand we haven*t recognized that group*
It is just backers of individual.
COUNCIL EFFICIENCY
Igarashi:

Mrl Mumehara presented already.

Narahara:

I think we could discuss qbout vacancy block and absent.

Suwada: We should find out the reasons when certain Councilman is absent
for few weeks in succession.
Takahama: At previous Council, we were supposed to notify in advance.
If we do that, we don*t need this.
Suwada:

Observers should attend.

Kaneko:

We should practice this strictly.

Narahara:

Can I have your approval of urging observers.

Unanimously approved.
Narahara: Mr. Shinoda, a member of the General Election Board, stated
Council hasn’t accepted Mr. Sasaki’s resignation, so they cannot elect
new one. Can we accept Mr. Sasaki’s resignation so they could have
another election?
Unanimously approved.
Narahara; Then Mr. Sasaki’s resignation is officially accepted.
can we do about $6, #7, #14?
Takahama:

Mr. Watanabe supposed to send his replacement.

Narahara:

What happened to Block #7?

What

Fujii: Block Election Committee is doing all they can, but continuous
funerals are dragging it.
Narahara:

How about #6?
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Will you send reminder to them*

Narahara:

Is that all we could do at this time?

Suwada: I know Chairman and *ice Chairman are busy, but can we ask your
personal contact when you pass by*
Naraharas
Hideshima:

I will do that*
Ask them to sand abserver.

,

SELECTIVE SERVICE
Shima&oto:

Do we have to fill in General questionnaire?

Fujii: All citizens or aliens must do it.
cation*
FUNERAL
Numajiri:

You will receive 4CH classifi

,
Dr* Iriki, Block #7 Block Manager, presented these problems.

1* Carrier service
2. Two carriers to
3* H&namura case to find facts about

for funeral and wake servicO.
be furnished by WRA to go to Delta.
possibility of claim. Find through Legal committee
private car and driver without license.

Takahama:

May I report Hanamura case*

Naraharas

Is it all right at this time?

Takahama: It was reported one light was bad, dim. George Morishita re
ported who was driving out, a man was walking on right side, so the re
port is kind of wrong. There are two more witnesses, so they are inves
tigating further.
Narahara:

We will have Legal committee check these.

PAIR PLAY COMMITTEE
Fujii: Mr. Nicholson came here, and we promised to send letter to our
friends in west coast or give him a list of names* We haven't done anything
so I brought this matter today.
Narahara: I have written to Mr. Carr who Is the head of "Friends of
American Way" to send us copies of their letter. We should report this
to block and ask for full Cooperation. Heart Mountain had drafted a letter
for Isseis who cannot write.
Suwada: I have hundreds of friends in San Francisco, but I cannot pick
who could assist at present.
Narahara :

Best way is to write to those who are always writing to us.

Unanimously favored to do so.
Narahara:

How about the ones I am asking from Mr. Carr.
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Present that when it comes*

REORGANIZATION OF CAS
Narahara:

We haven11 progressed*

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
EDUCATION
flideshime: PTA is electing their new officers* Education Department is
planning to open few Mess Hall for stuc^y. Elementaiy schools is looking
for music teachers, and asking assistance from Adult Education Department*
There are 550 teachers shortage in Utah* We were called by Mr. Sanford
concerning teachers* shortage* It was suggested to raise wage to $19.00,
but we found that recommendation was never forwarded to Washington* There
are only about 16 high school teachers at present* it is servious matter*
FOOD
Igarashi: 8,000 lbs of »mocfci* was ordered about a week ago.
worth of food is being sent to high school cooking class.

$50.00

Tsuzuki: Mr. Hoffman is goihg to attend Director* s conference to be held
at Denver. We were asked to present food problem; therefore, we asked to
raise 45£ and sugar ration. If you have any other request, please give
it to us by next meeting.
HEALTH
Narahara: We adviced Mr. Hoffman concerning optometrist. He stated WRA
cannot do anything about draft* It is the responsibility of WRA to replsce
if there is no optometrist. He cannot gurantee how soon. We suggested
that we will write to Arny. Mr. Hoffmah stated Council is doing too much
work. W e told him we have to do if it is the voice of the people. They
don*t advise us to do when it hurts the Administration. We asked Mr.
Turner about the appeal; he stated any person or group could do that. We
told them we want to try even if it is rejected. What is your opinion?
Tsuzuki: Let* s appeal.
should do it.
Kaneko:

Decision Is up to them.

As the residents, we

I second.

Narahara;

Those in favor?

Unanimous.
LABOR
Suwada: WRA is cutting down 2 hours short so they don*t have to pay over
time on boilermen.
We are pushing raise of pay for undesireable work.
We are going to ask for answer for 1942-45 overtime.
INFORMATION
Kawamoto:

12 boys are called for induction on September 15hh.
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PUBLIC SAFETY
Fujii: Every since badge system took effect, we need an escort when we
go out for weiner baks or party after 7 p.m.. This is more restriction,
so it was suggested Safety Committee to ask that to be taken off.
HEW BUSINESS: '
COMMUNITY WIDE AG FAIR
Nerahara: Agricultural section wishes to have a Fair. M r. Bell wants
it as community affair instead of just Ag. There are homegrown products,
domestic science, needle work, childrenrs work, booths idea, end also
Rodeo idea* Joint sponsorship by Council and Ag was suggested* Tentative
date is Sept* 30th and October 1st. May I have your approval on this?
Unanimously favored.
Nerahara:
Fund.

If we sell things, that income could be turned into Community

Tsuzuki:

Make it 50-50 basis.

Nerahara: We need steering committee-special board to outline general
program. Representative from Block Managers, Ag section, CAS group, Council
Co-op. How about the idea of Community Fund?
Unanimously approved.
Nerahara:
Suwada:

We need 2 representatives from the Council, who can help on this?
I think Chairman and Vice Chairman.

Tsuzuki:

I suggest Chairman of Public Relation committee.

Nerahara:
Relation.

Vice Chairman and I will help, and may I ask chairman of Public

BLOCK MANAGERS* ATTENDANCE
Takahama: How about each Council end Block Managers get in touch everyday; then we don*t have to go as observers.
Suwada: It is good public relation when we exchange observers.
get in touch between time*
Narahara:

Is Mr. Suwada*s plan meet with your approval?

Unanimously favored.
MEETING

TIME

Kaneko:

Let* s start at 9 a.m.

Shimemoto:
Unanimous.

I second.

Let*s
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There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:55 a

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed SummaryTwentieth Session
September 7, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 8:50 a.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: Sojuro Mizote (19-Ex), Sanjiro Kawaguchi (54Ex), Kaei Kataoka (57-Ex), Somenosuke Muramatsu (41-Ex), Chojuro
Numajiri (42-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved as read.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
I.

To all centers asking for their cooperation on tesf cases.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.

From M

& Mrs. Yano, letter of appreciation.

OLD BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND
EAch Councilman was asked to report full information, concerning test
cases, especially Dr. 0chikubo*s case/to the residents as soon as pos
sible.
COUNCIL EFFICIENCY
In case of absence, each Councilman was asked to send an observer without
fail. Office Manager was asked to rush the replacement of Block #7 and
#14 Councilmen with the cooperation of General Electioh Board. Chairman
wa s asked to persuade Block #6 residents to send their representatives.
Mr. Shizuo Sasaki*s resignation was officially accepted by the Council so
the General Election Board could ask Block #25 to hold a special election.
FUNERAL
It was suggested to ask WRA to furnish two carriers for funeral to go to
Delta. Legal committee was asked to find the owner of private car involv
ed in accident of late Mr. Hanamura.
FAIR PLAY COMMITTEE
It was decided the best way is to ask your personal friends to write to
Hon. Heniy L. Stimson, Major General Charles M. Bonesteel, and Mr. Dillon
S. Myer, a letter similar tO the one Heart Mountain Council had drafted.
This letter will be published for those who wish to use it for this pur
pose.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
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EDUCATION
Mr* Hideshima, Chairman, reported Education Department is planning to
open few mess halls for stuciy. It was reported there are 350 teachers
shortage In Utah; and it» s hard to find additional teachers for Topaz*
There are only about 16 high school teachers at present; therefore, Ed
ucation Department is making a personal interview with capable teachers
in other sections.
HEALTH
Chairman reported Mr. Hoffman stated WRA eannot do anything about personal
d e f e r m e n t from draft. Mr. Hoffman stated it is the responsibility of WRA
to replace optometrists if there is a vacancy, but it cannot be guarante
ed how soon. It was decided to ask for Mr. Ted Iida*s deferment direct
to his local Board from the Council.
LABOR
Mr. Suwada^ Chairman, reported WRA
man* s work. It was reported Labor
for undesirable work. At the last
decided to ask for definite answer

is cutting down two hours of boilercommittee is advocating raise of pay
Labor Representatives meeting, it was
for 1942-43 overtime.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Public Safety committee was asked to ban escort whibh is needed for out
door party after 7 p.m.
RELOCATION
Mr. Takeuchi, Chairman, reported there is A m y Recruiting Team here to
meet with Council committee at 9 a.m. today. Army needs many workers
including Isseis for storage work. Community acceptance and housing
are guaranteed, and general arrangement for depot is same as relocation
centers* Average wage will be little over $200, 40 hours week and time
and a half overtime. Boys over 26 years old will be deferred from the
draft. Chairman asked Messrs. Tano, Takeuchi, and Kanzaki to attend the
meeting with A m y officers.
NEW BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FAIR
Chairman reported Agricultural Section is planning a Fair on September
30th arid October 1st, Mr. Bell wants it to be a Community Fair sponsor
ed by the Council and Agricultural Section jointly. This plan was una
nimously approved by the Council. A Steering committee including Block
Managers, Agricultural Section, CAS, Co-op, aid the Council was suggested
by Mr. Bell; this was approved unanimously. Chairman, Vice Chairman,
and Chairman of Public Relation committee will represent the Council. It
was suggested to turn 50# of income into community fuhd when any group
sponsors money making program at the Fair.
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The meeting was adjourned at 11s55 a.au

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fuji!
Office Manager
Community Council

•*4+

COUNCIL MINUTES
Twenty-first Session
September 11, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Maseru Narahara, at 9:08 a.m,
COONCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
OBSERVERS:

Iwao Takahama (9-Ex), Kaei Kqtaoka (57-Ex)*

Mr. Ogawa, Block Managers
Mr. Taware, Block #34
Mr. Hashimoto, Block #14

The minutes of the previous meeting was approved as corrected. Under
New Business - Community Fair - "It was.’decided* to turn 50^ of in
come to community fair," change to "it was 1 suggested1 to turn 50^."
HOSPITAL
Narahara: Before we go into regular business, I iread the minutes of Hospi
tal Staff meeting which we were called in. You know, we didn’t attend. Eva
cuee doctors agreed, if nirmal equipment and service ^re given to ambulatory
cases, to be moved to Block #3. Three men patients were transferred to 31-B, and two women patients to 3-2-A without any arrangements. We went to
see the place and found it is not suitable for patients. We want to ask
Project Director and Ass*t. Project Director to see the place. MivJk Mrs.
Hoffman came to see the place Saturday night. Mrs. Hoffman was nurse; she
thinks at least two of men patients are hospital case. We went to see the
place yesterday morning, but nothing was done; We thought he might .be bet
ter to ask Inter Faith group to help out this situation. When we were there
in the afternoon. Miss Kirchner and Dr. Collier came. Miss Kirchner stated
it is Council*s fault because she appealed to the Council two months agd to
recruit nurses* aides. Dr. Collier stated what less can be do when there isn’t
enough nurses* aides* Dr. Collier admitted he made a mistake on one woman
patient; he ordered to take her back to hospital. This situation was explain
ed to Chairman of Block Manager and Mr. Yoshida of Welfare Section yesterday.
Suwada:
30 patients were sent home. There aren’t any attendants as promised
for the rest home. There is nq^oilet arrangement. Two kitchen workers are
helping just on eating time. I hope special delegate investigate the pre
mises. Mrs. Fujita stated Miss Kirchner told her that she was going to be
transferred to a better place where there are better arrangements. She &ave
false information. She was transferred back to the hospital against her
wishes last night, *iie didn’t want to leave Mrs. Tani alone last night.
Suzuki:
place?

Didn’t Dr. Sugiyama have something to say when that transfer took

Suwada:

That* s Dr. Collier’s fault.

Narahara:
Suzuki:

Evacuee doctors are connected indirectly.
I hope evacuee doctors pay more attention to patients.

TSuzuki: Dr. Collier stated it is the Council’s fault. We should explain
it’s not ours. Mr. Hoffman stated it is WRA responsibility to take care of
patients.

Narahara: Mr* Hoffman stated Miss Kirchner will take regular channel to
recruit workers. What do you think about M r. Suwada*s suggestion to see
the premises?
Nanda:

It is same as our bare apartment.

Suzuki:
there?

There are enough room at the hospital.

Why not Just leave them

Mumeharaj We should demand Dr. Collier* s future policy.
ing to work against Council.

It seems he is try

Narahara: Dr. Collier mentioned yesterday was far as this Council is con
cerned, I don*t think I care to talk to the Council. If there is any com
plaint you better bring it up to Mr. Hoffman.*
Handa:

Dr. Collier are not human; fcanodckxi best way is to ask for his transfer,

Suwada:

You could only feel how it is when you see the condition.

Narahara:

How is Block #3*s feeling about this?

Kawasaki:

Not so good.

Narahara: Friday night, I heard that they were going to move them to Block
#3. Saturday night when I saw it *did my blood boil*. My feeling about it
was very, very bad. Shall we take about 20 minutes or so off and see the
place. What do you think?
Takeuchi:

I think it*s a veiy good idea.

Narahara:

Then we will recess for awhile to investigate the place.

Narahara:
think?

Shall we ask Block Managers to see the place too.

Hideshima:

What do you

I think they should.

Narahara: If you all agree that Block Managers should see this too, 1*11
phone them.
Unanimously favored to ask them.
Suwada:
Narahara:

What is the best advice?
Any suggestion?

Kaneko: I suggest the hoppital take the patients back until necessary facili
ties are set in.
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Hideshima: Those conditions make them worse; therefore, ask
for that step immediately.
Narahara:

What do you think of that suggestion?

Unaminously approved!
Narahara: Have hospital take over patients immediately. That*s
the point.
Sugiyama: Have Medical Chief come here and recommend to him.
Wouldn’t that be faster?
Narahara:
As I mentioned before, Dr. Collier stated Mif there is
anything concerning hospital, call up Mr*. Hoffman.” , so it
wouldn’t be any good to call upon him. Mr. Sanford is Community
Management Head and hospital is under Community Management, so
have him come.
And under Project Director, there are three Assist
ant Project Director, Messrs. Bell, Sanford, and Niesse.
Instead
of putting pressure on them, have them come.
It’ll be faster.
Suwada:
there.

That’s too slow.

Narahara:
Suwada:

We are the one asking.

We should go

I d o n ’t see any difference if they can come here.
You have confidence that they’ll come?

Narahara:

If they c a n ’t, then w e ’ll go.

Majority favored to see Mir. Hoffman immediately.
Nakamura:
Suwada:

Supposing they are not there.
Somebody will be there.

Narahara: What shall we do?
giving any information?
Yano:

Assistant Project Directors.

Shall we just go there without

I think we should make an appointment.

Narafeara: My suggestion is to telephone them that we ’ll be out
there in about 15 minutes, so whether they have nay meeting or
appointment, this is much more important concerning residents.
Suwada: We should tell him that even if he has other appoint
ments, that we want about 15 minutes time, then he can’t say
’n o ’.
Narahara:
First, have hospital take over patients immediately
until proper arrangements for rest home is set up.
Second,
The rest home in Block #3, should have proper facilities and
clean proper attendants.
And point No. #3, what should we do
about D f . Collier.
Takeuchi:

We have to use that petition now.

-4
Hideshima:

Wait till we receive an answer from Mr. Hoffman*

Narahara: I have received verbal answer already.
Mr. Hoffman
said permanent vacation cannot be given to Dr. Collier.
I
asked for written answer.
Takeuchi:

Use this petition now.

Narahara:

Shall we sue it now?

Suwada:

Get that written answer first.

Narahara;
sary.
Suwada;

Once Mr. Hoffman mentioned written answer is not neces
What are we waiting for then?

Narfehara: We were watching for h i s improvement*
improvement, but it is showdown now.

There were

sobb

Suwada;
We have to let Mr. Hoffman know werare going to send
petition.
let’s have Councilmen to approve the next step.
Kawamoto:
I understand it was already approved.
to the answer.
It’s already decided on.
Narahara;
happened.

Use according

That’s very true, but another point is something else
Can we approve that how? Those who approve?

Unanimous.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:55 for afternoon session in order
to meet Mr. Hoffman at 1:30 p.m.

The afternoon session was called to order by the Chairman
at 1 :30 p.m.
Narahara: The reason this Counci has called the Administration
in today was to get some pertinent information regarding this
hospital situation.
I like to go back to Saturday night, Mr.
Suwada and I informed you of the rest home in Block #3.
You
assured us something would be done about it or see Dr. Collier.
Sunday:, there were no changes occured at Block #3.
At the suggest
ion of the residents, Inter Faith members were called in to inspect
and get their reaction and so we did.
Bev. Okayama and Mr. Ikeda,
and their opionion, it wasn’t just right.
.Another suggestion was
that Block Managers’ Chairman be there, and also- Mr. Yoshida of
Welfare.
The decision among the group was the move Administration
made was not right.
Inhuman treatment to the patients.
Suggest
ion was made by group last night that Council takes situation
over and deal with Administration.
This morning Council discussed the rest home at length and decision
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was made that all go and see the condition#
And after that,
the decision made by ihe Council was that there are 5 things that
Council was to request to the Administration#
That the Adminis
tration take the patients at the Block #3 rest home*immediately
to the hospital.and (Z) If rest home is necessary id the center,
then proper facilities he installed and also proper attendants
he placed there#
If those arrangements can he made Council felt
rest home is ifckay. In reference to that, Mr. Sanford showed me
minutes of the hospital staff meeting where it was approved that
rest home was approved provided necessary and adequate facilities
be made before any patients he sent over#
And third point was,
we would like to know just what steps the Administration would
take regarding to Dr. Collier’s position.
This morning, general
approval of the Council of Dr. Collier was, we believe, that he
made the last move as far as residents are concerned#
Those are
the three points we would like to have you answer for us.
Hoffman:
I’m not sure we could clarify that easily.
I still
feel there is major problem we ought to clarify, then other’s
w o n ’t be difficult#
That is, relationship to Council to matter
of this sort.
I appreciate this situation was brought to my
attention and the way, which was the proper way.
I did agree to
do something about it, to see Dr. Collier which was done.
I
was not satisfied with the situation and something is being done
but we ooiae, again, to the major question involved to the matter
of this sort. Must think on and agree on.
That is, whether
plain professional people charged with reponsibility of the
health of the community, whenit comes to determine what is
necessary and adequate on basis of what we have, not on what
we need. Based on positions available and not available.
For
sometimes, several months I think, hospital through its represen
tatives endeavored to work with Health committee in acquainting
to establish this rest home.
To get your response and help.
But absolutely no response from Council at time we were endeav
oring to work ou this, no expression interested on it.
Health
committee preferred, didn’t want toaect on this.
In another
words, Council was waiting for steps have to be taken and
then going through what we are now.
Rest home is based only an emergency matters because of shortage
of trained professional people at the hospital.
There are only
4 registered nurses now and about 80 patients.
One nurse is
going back to Gila, that means only 3. This is a serious situat
ion and something needs to be done.
Attempt was made to acquaint
you and get some help in getting some block acceptance.
No
block has expressed any interest on these people. Mess halls
have refused.
In hospital determination, I recognized the final
responsibility whether those hospital patients can be sent back
home as rest home, I accepted it and ask you do the same.
So
far, Council not will to do that.
One patient had to be taken
back to the hospital.
That mistake was acknowledged and now
corrected.
I admit, as does the people of hospital, it does not
look right for ambulance to bring down food rom hospital,but
when I brought that up to the hospital, they said they c a n ’t do
anything about it. Mess Hall refused.
We need team work on
this.
What does disturb me is, just what I told you, and Council
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spending this time.
Final determination was that it will
he that way on the professional basis.
An opportunity was given to help out in the beginning.
Ask
ing you as Project Director, and put yourself of being a help
and preventing such thing happen.
To begin with, have mutual
and common interest for welfare of the community.
This afernoon, the Medical Department, Welfare are working
together to make arrangements for necessary facilities, that
should have been made before they got in.
Best home agreed
upon doing the best we can but mistakes have happened and those
mistakes are being corrected.
Do you have anything to add Mr.
Bell?
Bell: With all my heart and with all sincerity of the other
members of the staff, first interest is common interest.
Provide maximum service that is possible here on project.
And
that’s waht we are working hard to do.
Narahara: Council decided this morning that it w a s n ’t necessary
to question.
Only thing was what the Administration might do
of the whole thing.
There is certain amount of, not in mutual
thinking, ust thinking on part of Administration.
Council has
our part in, as far as thinking is conerned, and might be
difference of thinking.
This particular meeting today was to
ask these 3 questions to the Administration regarding patients
in Block #3.
Can hospital take patients immediately?
Hoffman: One has been taken back.
With the medical decision of
3 doctors in determining of basis of nurses and other help is
available.
Whether these particular people are on the basis of
the services possible to take care at the hospital.
Then w e ’ll
do everything possible to see that necessary services are provid
ed to care in block.
Narahara: Point 1 and 2 are sort of combined, is that, if the
rest home in block is necessary, then proper facilities be install
ed first before they are takin in there, such as water and
toilet.
We believe i t ’s absolutely necessary.
Hoffman: Y o u ’re right.
I assume it would have been done.
It’s not up to Council to decide what those services should be.
Up to hospital and those are taken care of.
Narahara:
If they were actually ambulatory cases, Dr. Collier
admitted be made mistake on that, that’s unexcusable.
That’s
one reason why Counoil took that step.
Decision made was unex* i
duS&ble,
Council don’t feel that i t ’s right for Administration
to take that particular stand because Dr. Collier admitted
right there he made that mistake.
Hoffman: A mistake was mad, he immediately corrected it.
I ’m
not here to discuss Dr. Collier.
You know what my stand is.
Main principle involved was called to my attention Saturday

-7night.

We would work out, we are working out.

Narahara: On this first point, suggestion was made by Council.
We are to understand this is left to medical staff.
Hoffman:
I d o n ’t see anything else.
I have discussed this
individual case with Dr. Collier, but I d o n ’t want the Administra
tion to order professional people.
If you want, I could discuss
with Dr. Collier.
There are 80 patients who need more attention:
decision has to be made.
We will take step, but present condition
has to continue for awhile.
Doctors think their condition w o n ’t
get worse even if they are there.
Harahara:
In another words, then this move made by Dr. Collier
is sending this patient to Block $3, you are taking it for ^rant
ed that they made a right move.
Hoffman:
I didn’t say that.
I did discuss with Dr. Collier each
one of 5 patients.
Give my opinion as to layman’s point of view,
viewpoint of community and hospital, what I thought would be
proper move for doctor to make.
This is professional metier to
decide.
I am bound by my position to abide.by this position, but
I am calling to your attention.
Perhaps, talk over with them if
no objections, your suggestions and expressing, again, our lay
m a n ’s point of view.
I hope we an get together to discuss on this.
I believe the function of the Council is to help people out there.
We will take this further but at present time, it will stand as
it is.
One person had been taken back to hospital in terms of
immediate service.
Working today to improve service for people
there.
Decision made by doctors that their health will not be jeopordized by present service in the block.
Narahara: At the present moment, patients in Block #3 will stay
where they are.
Second question is in conjunction with the first.
You can’t leave those people alone.
Hoffman: Again this would
certainly maximum services
determination is that, not
sion for those responsible

be of combined opinion.
What is adequate that can be provided will be. ISy
a matter for you or me to decide.
Deci
for those services.

Narahara: Why we mentioned was the fact that Mr. Sanford showed
me the minutes of the approval of rest home if proper facilities
were installed.
Hoffman:
I’m sorry it w a s n ’t done.
Reason why this was rushed
a little was because of additional patients at the hospital.
Result was eye specialist from Salt. Lake City was coming here for
eye trouble care.
Narahara:

Then you say this is forced upon the hospital staff.

Hoffman:
That’s not quite the proper conclusion.
Services had
to be provided for these positions.
Decision was made they need
less services than those brought in.
Otherwise there would be

-
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more time*
Narahara;
Our third point regarding Dr. Collier’s transfer.
At the last meeting when we met with Dr. Thompson, he mention
ed the faot that official answer should be forthcoming from
you.
Generally that particular time, we understood that your
expression at that time was final official answer but as yet haven’
had in form of writing.
Hoffman:
Could give it touyou officially here*
get it in writing.
Narahara:
time.

Endeavored to

I mentioned the things you told me at that particular

Hoffman:
If I can recall, I think I already said, that is, in
terms of relationship, functions of Project Director and Medical
Director in terms of what he is here for.
I d o n ’t ask division
heads for decision, but I do advise for help*
We generally just
come to agreement*
In terms of that relationship of fellow staff
members, I have felt that if we could stay with this and let
hospital run its services there as it best could*
Report they
are going better in hospital, could render better services for
community.
I cannot approve that recommendation for removal and
transfer at present time.
Glad to explain it further so you could
understand, but I think i t ’s pretty well explained.
That is my
answer.
Narahara: I like to review back, the original request of hospital
staff in recruiting of nurses’ aides, the Council took a definite
stand that it is necessary and we will cooperate and assist.
We
so feel the need is still there.
As you know, upon investigation
certain facts were revealed and presented to Administration as
request or recommendation of Council.
If these facts and grievan
ces that were revealed could be straightened out, then that will
be best way for Administration and residents.
We received un
favorable written answer to that from Administration.
Council
felt there should be much constructive, concrete suggestion,
made by Health committee to Miss Kirchner and Dr. Collier which
time it was not favorably accepted.
While marking time for
better suggestion that be favorable, other grievances occured.
Those grievances presented for-our recommendation, for removal
of Dr. Collier.
Since then Administration called to the attent
ion about necessary assistance for recuritment of workers.
They would take necessary set up procedure as to the replace
ment of this recruiting of help.
From them on, we have not
takien any step.
Since that time, this new incident occured
which caused Council to make decision, Dr. Collier not working
for best interest of residents.
Suwada: If I could correct Mr. Hoffman’s statement.
Before the
hospital took the action, they did not confer with our committee
or suggest anything to us about rest home.
I d o n ’t know any
thing about it. Never was referred to us.
Dr. Collier told
us that Council was responsible because we didn’t recruit nurses*
aides.
Regarding your statement of hospital staff told us,
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I never was told about this certain problem*.
Hoffman:

I think only one that can answer that is Mr. Sanford.

Suwada: You kinldy came over to see that Saturday night,
then you promised to see Dr. Collier to send proper adequate
care.
Council has no business with Dr. Collier. We were never
in conference with medical chief about this.
I don’t see why
Dr. Collier had to tell story to move the patients. Mrs. Pujita
didn’t want to go back to the hospital last night because of
other patient.
Some people have to quit work to take care of
patient and we have man power shortage.
Please correct your
statement of our committee discussihg about Best Home.
Narahara. Another suggestion was made here, other wceian patient
is a widow.
She has a boy in Salt lake.
If no care can be
given by the hospital on this case then it is necessary to
teletype to boy to return and take care of her.
It is not right
for her to be left alone all by herself.
Hoffman:
I certainly would advise against that. Arrangements
have been made for attendants to take care of them.
I am sure
i t ’ll be provided.
Suppose we leave it this way, w e ’re disturb
ed about this, and I would like to go into the whole thing.
I do feel support, but much rather work it out that way because
I feel, if we do not and everytime something come up, whether
important or not, we would have to go through this.
This send
ing wire to eon to come down here, I certainly oppose to it.
W e ’ll take responsibility for that to see I certainly oppose
to it.
W e ’ll take responsibility for that to see that person
is properly staken of.
I think we can work something out.
Narahara: There is some misunderstanding about the word ’ambula
tory’. I understand persons who do not require medication, that
can walk around, medical understanding is they are the ambulatory
cases.
Those that can get around without any handicap, may
have certain disease. Any other questions you like to ask Mr.
Hoffman?
Suwada: We were called by Dr. Collier once to meet in his office.
We refused, I don’t think I need to explain why we refused.
If we heard about this before, we would surely confer with t hem.
We have informations of other camp about their rest homes.
Hoffnan:
I made up my mind what I would do about it.
want to discuss it her.
Narahara:

Don’t

Is there any question?

Hoffman:
I like to ask for question, not to answer now parti cafe
larly, but is there any way we can get together and overcome
this general problem.
I see, not only hospital, but problems
we all face here.
I see our community breaking down.
I see
many things get so bad that WRA and Administration would be
forced to do something we haven’t done before.
Recommendation
made and talked over by staff. Maybe that w e ’ll decide will
agree, will find same means not tried so far, we could solve
this hospital situatio, the rest hoem.
We have 11 nurses

-im 
position open now#
This rest home is just for temporary.
As
soon as more nurses are hired, they will be returned to the
hospital I want you to take some time to discuss and solve
total problems of this community.
I guess thatfs all I have to say, and glad I had this chance
of talking to you.
Mir* Hoffman left---- »>— —
Narahara:
Nakaha:

There,s your answer.
I like to resign from the Health committee.

Narahara:
I don't think it's just a health problem, it»s resi
dents* problem.
Narahara: When I think back of what Mr. Hoffman said about
Council cooperation, I think we did the right things up to now.
I donft believe we made one move that was wrong.
When the Administration stops our recommendation, it is no use
sending recommendations.
There is going to be serious labor
shortage.
If the Administration doesnft cooperate, viiat can
we do? Most council is here to act in behalf of resident.
Answers to our recommendations would be negative.
Banda:

Give them 30 days notice for their cooperation*

Narahara:
council.

Block Managers and all will cooperate and support the

Mumehara:

We have to hold Block Meeting to make detail report.

Hideshima:

Have a joint meeting with Block Managers.

Suwada:
Invite representatives of all organizations.
It is
time for us to request an answer for 1948-43 overtime.
Mumehara :

I agree•

Unanimously favored the plan.
Narahara:

How shall we go about it?

Messrs. Hoffman and Sanford came in.
Hoffman : I think I mentioned that during our discussion here.
Mr. Sanford was meeting with Mr. Pratt and others.
He is here
to give further explanation on arrangements to be improved.
Sanford: This matter will be taken care, not by the hospital,but
Welfare Department. Decided by the personnel of the hospital
and community management.
That could transfer as of tomorrow
to Welfare Department under Mr. Pratt.
Hie Diet Kitchen will be opened as soon as we can get a cook at
Hall $Z+ Even if we have only one client, it's ready to
open •
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open •
And the workers taking care of persons who were transferred
from hospital to Block #3 are transferred to Welfare and
will continue to give examination and see if they should be
Sent back to hospital*
One hope is that one entire buildiig
turned over to this*
Have literatures and radio in the rest
home so they* 11 have some company to make life enjoyable*
Nurses are desperate with lack of help right now in this situat
ion. Number of them were terminated, left down to 14 as of
Saturday night*
I didn’t realize Washington had already approved to make major
adjustment of installation of immediate toilet facilities right
in the barrack*
Mr, Watson can make this arrangement within a few week. No one
from Medical stand that actually needs that. Exception of one
case that will be taken care by hoursi servant, or whatever he
may be called*
Expect to move her close by, so she’ll be avail
able 24 hours a day*
Narahara:

Sound very good.

Sanford: By making this move, we could eliminate entire ward there.
Relieve situation much as possible*
Narahara: Point I like to stress,
should have been discussed before.

I think these arrangements
The point w e ’re so sorry about.

Hoffman: Reason we didn’t do this before; we took up again and
again, but never found any block to voluntarily open up one
barrack so these people could be together.
Finally came up I
understood Health committee temporarily inactive, we d i d n ’t
want to force such situation.
Did best we could.
Narahara: I haven’t brought this up to Council yet, it just
occured to
, the thing that happened before.
At the last
Council, I was member of Council Administrative Staff Meeting
committee.
At the time of Dr. Pressman had first come here
and was introduced to staff. He mentioned the fact as far as
Topaz hospital was concerned, it was all wrong.
Didn’t find
anything right.
Hie mentioned that definitely.
He said that
as f a r as job is concerned, he knows most of these problems correct
ed before he left.
After that I had an occasion to see Dr.
Pressman.
Right along with that expression he made, he mentioned
something about rest home. Mentioned that it was too bad that
we didn’t have a regular rest home.
Detail, I don’t know but
I just wonder if rest home was mentioned in.
Sanford: Here’s the situation.
If we go to Washington and ask
for materials when i t ’s so scarce to put up building when we have
less than 6,900.
Request of the Health committee went to InterFaith to get idea. No block would volunteer to open up barracks
to turn into rest home.
That was the thing that stalled for so
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long*
It was understood people had to have medical supervision,
but to return them to hospital now will rob people of limited
care which they have right to demand.
Narahara: Then w e fre to understand these people in Block #3
is under Welfare, but will have medical care*
Have attendants
to care for full time.
Sanford: W e fre doing everything we can.
I like to get all thè help we can*

No end of worry to me,

Thank you very much for your understanding and patience*
Narahara:

Going back to what we were discussing before he came.

Suwada: This is imprtant matter, so I wish the Chairman to
appoint few members.
Unanimously favored.
Yano:

How about nomination.

Narahara*
I want Mr • Suwada to be in.
This committee will have
to put in time. May I ask Messrs. Hideshima, Tsuzuki, and
Nodóhara to help.
Unanimously approved.
ARMY DEPOT

Takeuchi • This depot is 12 miles from Sidney , Nebraska.
They
are planning to reòruit 5000 from Topaz.
We were asked to send
representatives to investigate the place with WRA expenses.
Narahara:

Do they want Councilrs suggestion?

Takeuchi :

It wa s n ft clearly so.

Narahara:
Inspectors have no responsibility to work for them.
Are they asking for our approval?
Yano leave it up to Relocation Office.
Suwada:

Relocation Office hi|s some prospect, so leave it up to

m Horn*

Unanimously favored.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Toshiko Matsubara, Secretary
Masuji Fujii, Office Manager

/
/
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Twenty-First Session
September II, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr, Maseru Narahara, at 8:30 a,m,
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:

Iwao Takahama (9-Ex), Kaei Kataoka (37-Ex),

The minutes of the previous meeting was approved,
BUS INESS :
HOSPTAL
Chairman reported three men and two women ambulatory patients were
transferred to Block #3 last Saturday afternoon.
No arrangement
such as toilet and water were installed; therefore, chairman ask
ed Mr, Hoffman to see the place Saturday night,
Project Director
saw the need of immediate attention and promised to correct the
condition as soon as possible. Nothing has been done as of
Monday,
Dr, Collier admitted he made a mistake on one woman
patient; and she was taken back to hospital Saturday night.
It
was reported about 30 patients were send home last week.
This
drastic measures were taken on account of serious shortage of RN
and Nurses Aides,
It was reported evacuee doctors agreed if
proper facilities and services are given to these patients; but
two kitchen workers are helping them just on eating time and no
facility given to them.
It was decided unanimously to investigate
the premises.
All Councilman went to see the place.
It was
decided unanimously to ask for transfer of these patients back
to empty ward immediately until proper arrangement for Rest Home
is provided; secondly, provide proper facilities and clean proper
attendents; thirdly, ask for definite answer concerning Dr,^Collierfs
transfer.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:55 a.m. in order to meet with
Project Director at 1:30 p.m,
Mr. L.T. Hoffman, Project Director was introduced by the Chairman,
and three questions were presented to him,
Mr* Hoffman explained there are only 4 RN and about 80 patinets.
This present move is only on emergency matter because of shortage
of trained professional people at the hospital.
Dr. Collier
has met the situation with what help he has at the hospital;
therefore present condition has to continue for awhile.
The
adéquat facilities or services are decided by Medical Chief* Mr.
Hoffman stated that he cannot approve the removal or transfer of
Dr. Collier at present time. ^-Mr. Hoffman mentioned that Council
nor residents did not seem toTÏhterest in securing a Rest Home
in the Blocks.
It was explained to Mr, Hoffman that Council was
never consulted on this matter. Mr. Hoffman appealed for C o u n c i l ^
cooperation in order to overcome general problems.

Twenty~First Session
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M p * Sanfoari AssisYt Project Director, reported these patients
will be taken care by Welfare Section under Bär* Pratt beginning
tomorrow*
Diet kitchen will be open as soon as a cook can be
found at Dining Hall #2*
It was unfortunate that Council w a s * ^
consulted on this matter*
After the reports by our Administrative Staff, the Community
Council expressed their opinion that it will be difficult to act
in behalf of the residents if the Administration cannot give us
more cooperation on the problems of mutual concern*
ATMY ORDINANCE DEPOT

It was suggested by Army Officers to send two representatives to
.investigate the Army Depot in Nebraska with Army expense*
It
was decided to let Relocation Office select their representatives
from persons who are interested*
The meeting was adjourned at 4 *20 p.m*

Respectfully submitted,

BSasuji Fhjii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Twenty-Second Session
September 14, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 9:07 a,m.
The minutes of previous meeting was approved*
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.

To Local Board #69, Berkeley, California, for Dr* T*M. Iida's
deferment*

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2*
5.
4*
5.

From Granada asking information how we are raising and distri
buting hospital appreciation fund.
From Mr* P. Carmichael explaining the need of vocational train
ing.
From Mr. Kaei Kataoka, Block #57, sending his resignation be
cause he is relocating*
JACL Bullentins.
From Sumo League expressing their gratitude to the cooperation
of the Council, also attaching financial statement*

BUSINESS:
VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Shall we ask Block Manager to take care the request of Mr. Carmichael?
It was decided to ask Block Manager to handle this*
MR. KATAOKA* S RESIGNATION
It was accepted because he is going out of the center within a week or so*
DR* OCHIKUBO*S CASE
Dr. Ochikubo is back in Salt Lake City last Tuesday, but we haven*t heard
anything more* Mr* Hoffman stated Arty wants to make it an individual
case; therefore ACLU is having hard time trying to fight at Supreme Court.
HOSPITAL
Chairman: Mr* Hoffman dicta* t give us any definite answer last Monday
here as you all know* All Block #5 patients were transferred back to
Hospital yesterday morning. Our first request is taken care now. We went
to see M r . Hoffman last night. Nothing has done to fix the Rest Home. Mr.
Hoffman didn't say definitely, but he mentioned Administration is con
sidering the transfer of Dr. Collier.
Kawamoto*

What are we going to do about the petition?

Chairman:

It is up to the move of the Administration.
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Suwada: I think the main reason of transferring patients back is your
serious effort. We took picture of the premises of Block #5, It seems
Mr, Hoffman is thinking our recommendation seriously, Mrs, Hoffman is
helping from last Monday,
Chairman:

MEy question about hospital case,

Kawamoto: I want to express the opinion of our block meeting. 1 was
asked why we are still holding petition when Mr. Hoffman stated he cannot
transfer him.
Chairman: We never had a good Medical Chief. Dr. Simpson wa/s the best.
After we made that fuss, I heard general condition has improved quite a
^bit. If he changes his attitude, we thought it might be better to give
him another chance. Therefore we delay sending that petition. There is
a feeling by M r, Hoffman to transfer. If he is transfer without using
petition, it is better because of relationship with the Administration.
We don’t have to loosen up on our demand even Mr. Hoffman hinted the
transfer.
Block Manager hasn’t selected their committee.
Takeuchi:

We should use petition immediately as decided at last meeting.

Mumehara:

I understand that way, but all petition’s are not in, is it?

Suwada: Chairman explained our stand up to Saturday night.
more excuse now.
Fuj^i:

There is no

Petitions from Block #19,25, and 57 are no in yet.

Chairman:

What procedure shall we take to Block #19, 25, and 87?

Takeuchi:

Send notice to Block Manager.

Chairman: We need the fullest cooperation of whole residence.
Council decides, we want all blocks to give full cooperation.

When

COMMUNITY FUND
Xano: At Steering Committee meeting, selling hot dogs and ice idea was
favored. Percentage plan of sharing profit was presented for farther study.
Nodohara: It was decided here to suggest to raise some Community Fund.
We have to make plan now,
Tsuzuki:

Give chance to various organizations to raise fund.

Takahama: Decide first whether we are going to use the Fair in order to
initiate the movement of Community Fund.
Chairmen:

That’s a very good point.

Takahama:

L et Council sponsor so whole profit will go into Community Fund.

Chairman:
Fbnd?

Are we going to use Community Fair as mean to raise Community

Unanimously favored the plan*
What Committee shall we ask?
Public Relation Committee is the one, but can I ask Council Cabinet as
special committee.
Takahama:

I suggest Public Relation Committee and Council Cabinet combine.

This plan was favored unanimously.
TSuzuki: My plan is the Council will not actually take pert.
organizations have that chance.
Chaiiman: I like to decide that at Cabinet meeting.
tomorrow for Cabinet meeting.

Let various

Can I ask 9:00 a.m.

Tsuzuki: It won’t take 5 minutes to decide this, so let’s finish it. If
we take all profit, no one is going to help; therefore we have to do all
the work ourselws.
Numajiri:

It was decided to leave it up to Cabinet so do ad decided.

Cahirman: We will have it 9:00 a.m. tomorrow.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Kanzaki: October 8th to 14tk is Rational Fire Prevention Week, so we
were asked to give full cooperation. I suggested a good lighting system
around the Auditorium; and the Administration is studying this.
Mumehara: I presented a plan to ban escort after 7:00 p.m..
told it is not traffic business.
Chairman:

But I was

This rule is taken off now.

May I ask Mr* Shimamoto to attend Block Managers meeting Saturday morning
for about an hour.
PUBLIC RELATION
Nodohara: M r# Ogawa of iingei Club reported to me that we are welcomed to
see their financial statement!
RELOCATION
Xano: Instead of Relocation Committee, it was suggested by Hoffman to use
Future Planning Committee.
NEW BUSINESS:
ACCIDENT OF MR. KAlAXAMA
Mumehara: Mr. Kateyama lost his one eye while on work. We want Council
to find WRA policy on his life compensation or insurance. Not only this
case, but all other cases including Messes. Yamada and Mitsuyasu.
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Chairman:

Will Welfare Committee check them*

ARMY ORDANCE DEPOT
Yano: This Relocation Bulletin just explains the work»
persons could apply at the Relocation office#

Those interested

DAMAGING 60V*T PROPERTIES
Fujii: Capt# Adachi wants Council to pass ordinance so they could punish
those who destry government properties#
Chairman: We received about similar proposal from Acting Project Attorney,
so we will have ¿*egal Committee look into it#
CONFINEMENT OF DOGS
Fujii: About couple months back, we sent a notice to dog owners, who did
not innoculated their dogs, to confine their dogs until further notice# I
would like to know it is still necessary at this time#
Takahama: Rabies spreads through air, too# When dog is bitten by coyoWe,
he is sure to get it# When that jpmppens, it is too late# When dog gets
these rabies/ he bites children# I suggest they wear mujggles for proteetion#
This suggestion was approved unanimously*
Chairman:

Will Office Manager write to them to that effect.

The meeting was adjourned at 11:55 a.m#

Respectfully submitted,

Ma8uji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Twenty-Second Session
September 14,. 1944

/fKa J>

The regular Council meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Maseru Narahara, at 9:00 a.m.
GOUNCl¿j MEMBERS ABSENT?

None

The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS;
1* To Local Board #69, Berkeley, California, for Dr. T.M, Iida»s
deferrment.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:

1. From Granada asking information how we are raising and distri
buting hospital appreciation fund.
2. From Mr. P. Carmichael explaining the need of vocational train
ing.
3» From Mr. Kaei Kataoka, Block #37, sending his resignation be
cause he is relocating,
4. From Sumo League expressing their gratitude to the cooperation
of the Council, also attaching financial statement.
BUSINESS:

HOSPITAL
Chairman reported all Block #3 patients were transfer back to Hospital
yesterday morning; therefore, our first request is taken care of. Since
we received unfavorable answer from Project Director concerning Dr. Collier
transfer, it was decided Administration has forced the issue upon the re
sidents and there was a need to send a petition to Washington.
COMMUNITY FUND

It was^ reported Community Fair Committee approved the plan of raising
Community Fund through selling hot dogs, ice, and etc. at the Fair. One
plan is to let various organizations sponsor these program in order to
raise their funds, another plan is that Council sponsors these program so
Cabinet study this further tomorrow morning.
COMMUNITY REPORT:
PUBLIC SAFETY
Mr. Kanzaki Chairman, reported National Firp Prevention Week is from Oeober 8th to 14th, We were asked to give full cooperation for this program.
Committee has sugguested to install better lighting system around Community
Auditorium. Chairman announced a procedure which require a need of escort
for out of center program after 7:00 p.m, has been taken off.
NEW BUSINESS:
ACCIDENT ON MR, KATAYAMA
reDor^e<^ ^r* K&tayama lost one eye while working in the project.
Welfare Committee was asked to find WRA policy of his life compensation
or insurance and all other cases including Messrs. Yamada and^Mitsuyasu.

September 14, 1944

Page two
DAMAGING OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

It was reported Internal Security Chief asked the Council to pass on
ordinance so those who destroy Government properties can be punished.
Chairman reported Council received similar proposal from Acting Project
Attorney, Gegal Committee was asked to study this matter.
CONFINEMENT OF DOGS
Office Manager reported dog owners who did not inoculate their dogs was
asked to confine their dogs until further notice. Council was asked to
decide it is still necessary to enforce this at this time. It was. re
ported Rabies spreads through air and bite by coyotte. When dog gets
Rabies, he bites children. For protection it was suggested to put muzzle
on dogs which were not inoculated.
This suggestion was approved unanimously.
Meeting was adjourned 11::55 ¿..¿a*

Respectfully submitted,

Maeuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Twenty-Third Session
September 18, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 9?00 a.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
(27-Ex).
OBSERVER:

Takashi Tsuzuki (13-Ex), Sadata Handa

Mr. Noda, Block Managers
Mr. Tawara, Block #34
Mr. Hayashi, Block #19

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.

Tsukamoto
Ochikubo
Watanabe
Asoo

The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1.
2.
3.

To Amache Doctors’ Doen Kai
To Block #23 asking for their petition
To Mr. L.T. Hoffman, regarding funeral services

INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From Block #7 Election Committee notifying their
new Councilman, Mr. K. Yanagi.
From Block #37 notifying their new Councilman,
Mr. M. Suzuki*
Recommendations from Block #8 and #41 concerning
closing of their mess hall.
From Mr. L.T. Hoffman asking for our representative
to a meeting with Project Director.
From Dr. Sugiyama notifying names of Nurses«* Aides
who are going to receive certificates.
Administrative Notice No. 139.

TEST CASE
Chairman:
I haven’t discussed the other night meeti g here yet,
Dr. Ochikubo. Will you go ahead and make your report.
Ochikubo:
I reached Los Angeles last Tuesday and appeared be
fore Army Officers1 Hearing for 4 hours.
I was checked about
Registration and Tule Lake potatoe harvesting.
It was cleared
there is no more military necessity now, but we will be return
ed individually.
Court hearing was extended to September 25,
1944, until General Bonesteel makes his decision.
I was in Los
Angeles and Pasadena, and met couple hundreds of people.
They
are very sincere and friendly.
They are studying various problem
like housing, work, and safety for us.
They are willing to do
all they can.
In order to feel public sentiment, I went around
with Mr. Saburo Kido many outstanding eating places and public
places; but I never received any bad feeling.
I was surprised.
I found around Loa Angeles little Tokyo that they d o n ’t want
any more of Little Tokyo.
One of Mr. Shiramizu’s former high
school teachers asked her to visit her former town, but she never
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answer.
I was asked to visit home as soon as I could come
back.
They want to see more Japanese in California.
I heard
ACLU is going into hole $200.00 monthly,
I told Mr. Wirin
what Topaz is doing financially.
Endo and Korematsu Cases
are coming up in October, so we should like to help soon.
I
know Poston is doing something toward that because five boys
there are testing this case.
If you have any question, I
want to answer.
Chairman:

Do you have to appear September 25th?

Ochikubo:

No*

Yano:

Does your case need no military necessity?

Ochikubo:
It is no military necessity, period; but— -— i t ’s
not mine only, it is your; but it is going to be individual
case.
ACLU could file brief for 100, and they will be approved.
They will file another 100, and they will be permitted.
Then
newspaper will say winy are Japanese coming back? Army will
say no more military necessary.
Yano:

What is the nature of Army Officers1 Board?

Ochikubo:
They are appointed by General Bonesteel.
They are
testing how I am taking my case, and also to find how far I am
willing to fight.
I t ’s up to how center people feel qbout my
case.
There is quicker way, but I may have to go to jail; there
fore I like to know how you feel toward my case.
Chairman:

You said you want to have people’s attitude.

Ochikubo:
They say time is short.
It is short because Oct.
10th is just around the corner.
They need financial support,
not only moral support.
Chairman: We decided to support financially and asking all
centers and organizations to cooperate. We haven’t received
any answer yet, so we will remind them.
Ochikubo: Wh$n I wqs Chairman, my stragedy was to initial
the drive here first and ask the others.
Someone has to stafct,
they all are waiting someone to start. When ACLU is asked by
others, it is hard when it has to be reported there is no
contribution from Japanese, When we donate so much for ACLU,
Americans in outside are going to donate.
I heard quite a bit
about Alien Property lands been taken away around Los Angeles.
Poston has organized land owners’ group to contribute to fight
these cases, but nothing has done here.
Chairman:
Can I ask Mr. Nodohara to report further about a
meeting we had at Block #23.

~3r
Nodohara:
This case is very important case; so it was suggested
the Council or special committee to take up as Camp-wide issue
instead of individual case*
Dr-. Ochikubofs expense was $110.00,
but I forgot the detail statement.
Tips are not including
in this, so we would like to allow a bout $5*00.
Tsukamoto: We have to depend on leader, but it has to be some
thing worth while.
Dr* Ochikubofs case is very important one
and valuable case, so we want you to assist all you can.
Watanabe:
During last term Mr. Wirin of ACLU was invited here,
at that time he wanted to have D*t. Ochikubo test his case.
It
was reported tot&l expenses will be around $10,000 and you have
decided to assist.
We have to depend on ACLU; therefore, we
should act soon to help them financially.
Chairman:
Public Relation Committee presented two plans.
One
is to ask unclaimed rebate and other to ask for donation from
residence.
We decided to do both. Thank you for coming gentle
men; and we will discuss this under Community Fund.
E0MMITTEE REPORT:
PUBLIC RELATION
Nodohara:
According to Heart Mountain Council minutes, Spanish
Embassy requests names and sex of Japanese and those who asked
for repatriation and expatriation.
SPANISH CONSUL
Igarashi:
Spanish Consul asked WRA to check names of Japanese w h o
have relatives in Japan.
If our committee is to take care, we
could do with the approval of the Council*'
Chairman:
If the Council approved, we could ask Joint Committee
to do.
Spanish Embassy asked WRA to check to do it this time.
Hideshima:

What is the reason?

Chairman: They say we used to do it every year.
your approval?

Can I have

Unanimously approved.
LABOR
Suwada: We had Labor meeting last Saturday here. Main point
was to ask definite answer on 194-2-43 overtime.
Speacial Committee
was appointed to see Project Director today.
Foremen of
Swine and Cattle fame to see me this morning.
They need 350
tons of hay, but we only have 200 tons.
If they could harvest
corn stalk, we could save lots.
They need volunteer to harvest
this.
HOSPITAL
Fujii:

I was asked to report the result of Block #23 block

-
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meeting.
They will not take petition at this time because rea
sons are not sufficient.
Dr» Collier admits he becomes blind
once awhile and certain Administration staff member know that;
therefore, let Mr. Hoffman recommend the transfer base on
this reason.
If the answer is no, they will take petition.
They want written answer of today’s meeting.
Chairman:
Their recommendation is good, but I think we dis
cussed enough.
Suwada: They d o n ’t know why elective surgery is practice now.
They haven’t discussed enough because they have no Councilman.
We should request their block to send Councilman.
Yano: Written answer is not enough, representative should attend
our meeting.
Chairman:

Which is better.

Suwada:
1 make a motion there is no necessity of written
answer on this.
Mumehara:

I second the motion.

Unanimously approved.
COMMUNITY FUHD
Chairman:

We are waiting for answer from other centers.

Takahama: Didn’t we have to approve Dr. Oehikubo’s expenses?
We should pay this soon as possible.
Chairman:
I d o n ’t think it is right to ask for Just that at
this time.
Suwada:
It is about time to appeal for drive to other centers
and pay Dr* Ochikubo’s expense out of this.
L e t ’s start it
here.
Chairman:
Suwada:

Can I ask Council Cabinet to study this further.
Have all members discussed.

Chairman:
Cabinet recommend last time, so I recommend the Cabinet
do the same thing because it takes too much time.
Bideshima:

I agree with M r# Suwada.

Suwada:
Got the approve of Council to take immediate action
and Cabinet to work out the detail.
Hideshima:
Chairman:

I second the motion.
Any discussion.

-5Takahama:
Other centers are studying too, so they are taking
time* We are not that much in hurry, so wait a week or so.
Chairman: We decided it is not Just our problem, so we decided
to ask others.
Unless we have goal, it is hard to ask for
donation.
Suwada:

We cannot wait.

You could set the goal.

Mumehara:
After hearing Dp. Ochikubo*s report, situation is
urgent.
Call Cabinet meeting immediately to study.
Nodohara: We decided last time we should call upon other
centers; therefore, it is better to wait for answer.
Those in favor of Mr. Suwada1s motion, raise your hand.
Approge*
Oppose—

•5
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Qaairman:

Motion is defeated.

Mumehara:

I make motion to let Cabinet study.

Nodohara:

I second the motion.

Chairman:

How many favor?

Large majority favored.
NURSES* AIDES
Chairman:
17 Nurses* Aides are going to receive diploma, and
we are asked to asiist.
Unanimously approved.
Can we ask Cabinet to make plan.
Unanimously approved.
We will have Cabinet meeting 9:00 a.m. tomorrow.
Meeting was adjourned at 12:13 p. m.
Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fuji!
Office Manager
Community Coirneil

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condenseé Summary
Twenty-Third Session
September 18, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order "by the
Chairman, Mr. Maseru Narahdra, at 9:00 a.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Banda (27-lbc).
OBSERVER:

Takashi Tsuzuki (13-Ex), Sadata

Mr. Noda, Block Managers
Mr. Thwara, Block #34
Bär. Bayashi, Block #19

Mr. Tsukamoto
Dr. Ochikubo
B£r. Asoo

The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2*
3.

To Amache Doctors1 then Kai
To Block #23 asking for their petition
TotMr. L.T. Bofftoan, regarding funeral services.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From Block #7 Election Committee notifying their
new Councilmen, Mr. K. Yanagi.
From Block #37 notifying their new Councilman, Mr.
M. Suzuki.
Recommendations from Block #8 and #41 concerning
closing of their mess hall.
From Mr. L.T. Boffinan asking for our representative
to a meeting with Project Director.
From Dr* Sugiyama notifying names of Nurses 1 Aides
who are going to receive certificates.
Administrative Notice No. 139.

BUSINESS:
TEST CASE
Dr. Ochikuho stated he appealed before Army Offcers* hearing
for four hours at Los Angeles last Tuesday.
It was cleared
there*s no more military necessity now, but it will be indi
vidual case.
Court hearing was extended to September 25th
until General Bonesteel makes his decision.
Dr. Ochikubo
met many people in Los Angeles and Pasadena; and they were
very sincere and friendly.
Be and Mr. Saburo KLdo visited
many outstanding public places but never received any bad
feelings.
It was reported that AGLU has a deflicit of about
#200.00 monthly; therefore, Dr. Ochikubo mentioned Topaz
residents decided to help ACLU financially soon.
Since ihdo
and Korematsu cases will be tested in October, Dr. Ochikubo
asked the Council to start fund drive soon as possible.
Dr. Ochikubo would like to know how the residents feel toward
his case because he has plan.

Twenty Third Session
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HOSPITAL
It was reported Block #23 will not take petition at this
time because reasons are not sufficient*
Block #23 made
certain recommendation, but this recommendation was not
accepted*
COMMUNITY FUND
It was reported we have no answer from any center concerning
the support of test cases* A m o t i o n was made to get the
approval of the Council to take immediate action on fund
drive here and ask the Cabinet to work out the detail*
This
motion was defeated*
Another motion was made to ask Cabinet
to study further*
Uhls motion was carried with large majority
vote*
NURSES' AIDE CERTIFICATE
It was reported 17 Nurses' Aide are going to receive diploma
on September 29*
It was decided to assiStthe program and
Cabinetfcwas asked to make plans*
COMMITTEE REPORT:
SPANISH CONSOL
It was reported Spanish Babassy asked IRA to cheok names of
Japanese who have relatives in Japan*
It was approved that
Spanish Joint Committee to assist this census#
LABOR
Mr* Suwadet Chairman, reported Special Committee was appointed
at representatives meeing to see Project Director to ask for
definite answer on 1942-43 overtime*
Meeting was adjourned at 12:13 p*m*

‘

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Mxjii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Twenty-Fourth Session
September 21, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by
Chairman, Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 9 :10 a.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Sanjiro Kawaguchi
suke Muramatsu (41-Ex).
OBSERVER:

(34-Ex), Someno-

Mr. Sato, Block Managers
Mr. 'iff. Tsukamoto

The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
OUTGO ING COMMUNICAT IONS:
1.

To Block #23 reporting the decision of the Counoil con
cerning their recommendation.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS!
1.
2.
5.

From Local Board #69 about Dr. Iidafs deferrment.
JACL Bulletins
From Spanish Embassy regard to the renunciation of citizen
ship

BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND
Narahara: We discussed this matter at the Cabinet meeting as asked
Today, we have not received any answer from other centers
Cabinet
recommends to wait until the end of this month.
Of course we will
send out reminder to each center.
Can we have Councils* approval?
Any question?
Unanimously approved.
TEST CASES
Narahara: JACL is sending questionnaire to members to apply if
they have intention to return to Pacific Coast.
We received the
same from Mr. Wirin through Dr» Oehikubo.
It is definite that
Army is willing to give permit to return to West Coast, but it is
individual base.
Many Japanese have returned already.
ACLU is
testing to make it blanket issue.
What step shall we take about
Mr. Wirin’s request!
Takeuchi : When Mr. Wirin was here, he stated these test cases
a recall blanket case.
Now it is going^Thdividual case.
This
evacuation is unconstitutional.
If we go back individually before
it is decided whether it is unconstitutional or not, we should
think deeply.
At least we should wait until we see the decision
of Korematsu and Endofs cases before filing this individually.
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Suwada:

Mr. Takeuchi has a good point.

Takeuohi: With eommon sense, I don’t know the legal side, we
shoujd at least wait 3 more weeks until October 10th.
Hideshima: I doubt Supreme Court will give its decision right
away.
We may have to wait another half year.
I suggest Legal
Committee to study this from legal side further and $• discuss
this at the next meeting*
Narahara:
reasons.

Shall we ask Mr. Wirin’s opinion about Mr. Takeuchi’s

Takeuchi : I make a motion that we ask Mr. Wirin’s opinion con
cerning the application until the decision of Supreme Court is
known.
H anda:

I second the motion.

Unanimously approved.
Narahara: May I introduce Mr. Tsukamoto who is here to report
concerning test case.
Yano:

What does Mr. Tsukamoto represent, individual or group?

Tsukamoto:
Our group has been working hard for this case.
It
seems the Council is not working wholeheartedly for this.
Most
of residence are for this case.
Unless we have full cooperation,
we cannot accomplish the purpose.
Therefore, this group disbanded
last night.
I came here to report this, and personally I will
like to report the feeling of residence and that group.
If
Council asks us to any work, we are willing to do all we can.
Narahara: Mr. Sugawara came to see me yesterday to find the out
come of the last Council meeting.
He more or less requested the
immediate action.
I was asked to attend their meeting last night
with Mr. Nodohara.
We decided we cannot attend that meeting offi
cially, so we didn’t go.
I told Mr. Sugawara the Council is
taking the right step.
We are asking for full support of all
centers, Any question? If not, we will drop this.
Once we were
asked to let JACL represent Topaz Nisei, but we could not answer
because there Is no Nisei group h e r e . . Since Mr. Kido is leaving
for Washington on 23rd, we should give him answer before he leaver
We don’t need any extra money at this.liJACL is poor financially,
and they want more membership.
Hashiguchi :
Narahara:

Do we have to send representative?

He just wants to represent m s .

Takahama: let citizen leader in each block organize group to
help JACL.

-3Suwada: Why do we have to rush?
that long ago*

Nisei should wake up and done

Narahara: Mr* Kido wants to represnt all Nisei when he files
brief on October 10.
I think it is very good point.
Numajiri : Since there is no obligation, the Council could ask
him to represent us.
No one has asked Dr. Ochikubo to represent
Nisei, but he says he represents Nisei.
It*s same as this case.
I make a motion to ask Mr. Kido to represent Topaz Nisei since
there is no obligation.
Kaneko:

I second the motion.

Unanimously approved.
COMMUNITY FAIR
Y a n o : Fair Board asked me to be in charge of entertainment.
We are planning booth at the Auditorium.
25$ of net earning
will be transferred to Community Fund.
This was approved by
the Board.
Red Cross, Student Aid Fund, USO, CAS, High School
Year Book will take part.
HOSPITAL
Fuji!:

Block #19*s petition is not in yet.

Mizote : We are taking it and we will send in when we see the
original.
’• 1;■ p

Narahara:
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It’s no use, so we will go ahead.

TRAFFIC REGULATION
Yano:

W e ^ r a f t i n g it with Project Attorney.

Takahama:

How about destroying properties?

Yano:
I will read the drafted regulation.
before passing ordinance.
Narahara:
ssion.

We will give a copy

I think we need the recommendation of Judicial Commi

Takahama:
Itfs not necessary because we are the law making
body and they are Administrative body.
MEMORIAL SERVICE
Nodohara: At the Cabinet meeting, it was decided to call in
Block Managers, Red Cross, USO, InterFaith group to make detail
plan for memorial service#.
Narahara:

Can I have your approval?

Unanimously.
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NURSES1 AIDES PARTY
Suwada:
In order to raise moral at the hospital, a party was
scheduled#
Dr# Sugiyama is the chairman and a movie will be
shown by certain persons#
At the Cabinet meeting, it was
decided to give |2#00 to graduate nurses aides from Hospital
Fund*
We have to send a letter of appreciation or merit#
Narahara :

Can we have approval?

Unanimously approved?
Takahama:

Health Committee chairman should make speech#

CLOSING OF BLOCK #8 AND #41 MESS HALL
Hashiguchi : We received report that our mess hall will not be
closed if the Council finds some solution to the labor problem#
We think there are some other way to meet this labor shortage#
Suwada: At Manzanar, they closed few Mess Hall, and the result
was to line up for dinner like Tanforan.
If this is going to
come to many blocks, it is going to be serious matter.
Takahama; Make the limit to 25 person#
them close*

If it goes below 25, let

Narahara:
When we find the Administration is definitely going to
send official statement, we could take step.
Ife cannot make it
sampt wide issue at this time because there is no official notice
out.
Hideshima:

We should recognize this recommendation.

Suwada;
I make a motion that we accept these recommendations as
reasonable.
Nodohara :

I second the motion.

Unanimously approved.
Kaneko: Ask them to extend until Spring because weather is bad
at this time.
Narahara:

It is not camp wide issue, so we cannot take it up.

Suwada: Mr. Hoffman had conference with Block #8 and #41
delegates and he hasn*t answered yet.
Ask Mr. Hoffman what he
thinks about it.
Narahara:
Yano;

Is it all right this way#

They ask for serious consideration.

Narahara: We have no answer,
ask for answer first#

so we cannot take it up.

We will

5COMMITTEE REPORT:
BLOCK MANAGER
Narahara :

Block Manager selected cordinating committee•

FOOD
Igarashi : Diet kitchen will open from coming Friday.
Mitchel needs janitor and

Mrs.

OAK CITY TRIP
Handa:
I went to Oak City Cannon to eat chicken.
nice.
I suggest we make that trip.
Narahara:
*
Suwada:

It was veyy

How many could go?
One cannot go
Others can go

I like to intrite all office workers.

Meeting adjourned at 12:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Twenty-Fourth Session
September 21, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by Chairman, Mr.
Maseru Narahara, at 9:00 a*m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:

Sanjiro Kawaguchi (54-Ex), Somenosuke Muramatsu

(41-Ex).
The minutes of previous meeting was approved*
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.

To ¡Block #25 reporting the decision of the Council concerning
their recommendation*

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2*
5.

From Local Board #B9 about Dr. Iidafs deferment.
JACL Bulletins.
From Spanish Embassy regard to the renunciation of Citizenship*

BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND
It was reported Council Cabinet recommends to table this matter until
the end of this month because we have not received any answer from other
centers. Chairman will sand a reminder to each center so all answers
will be in by September 50th. This recommendation was approved unanimously.
TEST CASE
It was reported JACL is sending questionnaire to members to fill in if
they have intention to return to Pacific Coast* We received the same
from Mr* Wirin, AGLU attorney, through Dr. Ochikubo. After brief dis
cussion, a motion was made to ask Mr. Wirin1s opinion concerning this
application uhtil we find the decision of Bido and Korematsu cases. This
motion was approved unanimously. It was decided to ask Mr. Saburo Kido
to represent Topaz Nisei when he files brief at the Supreme Court next
month.
COMMUNITY FAIR
Council Cabinet* s recommendation of contributing 2SÎ& of net earning of
all booths end concessions to the Community Fund was approved by the Fair
Board. Red Cross, Student Aid Fqnd, DSC, CAS, High School fear Book, and
few others will open a booth at the Fair in order to raise their funds.
MEMORIAL SERVICE
It was decided to have a joint meeting with Block Managers, USO, Red
Cross, end InterFaith to make detail plan for memorial services.
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NURSES* AIDE PARTI
Council Cabinet recommends to give $2.00 each to graduate Nurses* Aide
from hospital fund. It was als& recommended to send m. letter of merit
from the Council* These two recommendations were approved*
The meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fuji!
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Twenty-Fifth Session
September 25> 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by
the Chairman, Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 9:00 a.m.
COUNCIL] ^MEMBERS ABSENT: None
ABSERVERS:

Mr. Hayashi, Block Managers
Mr.
Tawa$a, Block #34

OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1.

To all centers reminding the answer on test cases.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

From Block #14 notifying their new Councilman.
From Students Aid Fund Committee Attaching
financial statement.
#
From Mr. S. Noguchi enclosing «Wishes of soldiers*
parents«.
From Co-op enclosing Inaugulation pictures.

OLD BUSINESS:
TRAFFIC ORDINANCE
Chairman:
You have a copy of proposed ordinance in your drawer.
Will you study this and we will pass or amend at the next meet
ing.
HOSPITAL
Chairman: We are making final plan with Block Manager; so
until then, we will table this matter.
COMMUNITY FUND
Chairman: We were studying a way to ask for unclaimed rebate.
Can we have any recommendation from Co-op members?
Tsuzuki:
There is a committee from each block to study how to
allocate the unclaimed rebate.
If we decide we are going to
ask for unclaimed rebate, write to this committee officially
from the Council.
Chairman:
I think it is better for each Councilman talks over
with your Congressman.
Tsuzuki:
You could write to Mr. Yamate, chairman of Co-op or
talk to unclaimed rebate Committee.
Chairman:

Can I have an approval to ask Public Relation Chair-

-
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man to contact Mr. Yamate.
Unanimously approved.
Tsuzuki:

You better write to Mr. Yamate.

Suwada:
we have to make fundation for good reasons. We have
to explain to Congressman and rebate committee in each block.
Suzuki:

What is the goal?

Chairman:

We ha v e n !t any goal yet.

Suzuki:
Unless you have a goal, there isn*t much interest.
If you have good explaination of why you need so much for what
use, then people will willfully donate.
Unclaimed rebate is
second step.
Chairman:

We have many uses of it.

Suzuki:
I am agiinst asking for unclaimed rebate first.
It
is easy to collect #3,000 or $4,000 if we list the good causes.
Suwada:
This Community Fund idea was started because many groups
collect so much, so often, from the residents. We need a goal
first.
Study past financial condition of all organizations
in advance.
Chairman:
CAS will be taken by themselves.
We will study
order camp wide matters.
Then we will study this further with
Public Relation Committee and report later.
We asked appointive
staff to defrey the expenses of Sgt. Ben Kuroki*s visit here be
cause we didn't have any fund and we didn't invite him.
There
were good chance to invite others, but we couldn't because
there was no fund.
If it is camp wide matter, we pay out of that.
Suwada:

We have made definite purpose.

Numa^iri:
Purpose is for Community use and other purposes ex
plained by Chairman.
Y0u cannot set a goal.
Kaneko:

^on't touch religious matter.

Takeuchi: One purpose was to defrey traveling ecpense or such
which purpose is for the Community.
Trust Fund of CAS will take
care many cases.
Community Fund will be used for other purpose;
therefore, I think we could set rough goal.
If we explain this,
people will understand.
Takahashi:
Chairman:
Suzuki:

This explanation is very good.
Iw it all right with you, Mr. Suzuki?

You ought to fe«fz know at lest rough goal.

-3Takeuchi: Let CAS take xare their businesses. We could decide
test cases budget after receive answers from other centers.
Then we could set this goal after studying expenses of last
year.
I make motion to set $300.00 as goal.
Chairman:

It is hard to set that goal now.

Hodohara:

I suggest Council Cabinet study and set goal.

Hideshima;
Kaneko:
Fujii:

I second.

Then is a motion on this floor.
There is no second to Takeuchi»s.

Kaneko:

I second.

Chairman: We are following the wrong route.
several drive if we follow this motion.

We have to make

Takeuchi: I make a motion to set a total goal and sub divide
the total goal.
Suzuki:

T h a t fs very good.

Chairman:

you cannot decide it now.

Hideshima:

If we call it recerve fund, we could make people

*3"UcIiXIlCi♦

Nakamura:
There was about #500.00 or over unclaimed rebate
i2S;.u . e * I1: was decided to give $300.00 to High School Band.
If it is only for $300.00, ask Co-op for this fund.
Chairman: We have to find detail expenses, so how about wait
for awhile in order to make detail study.
Hideshima:
to study?
Chairman:

As suggested by Chairman, can we ask Council Cabinet

Can we wiat Mr. Takeuchi*s goal until Cabinet study?

Approved,
Recess foi* 10 minutes
Chairman: Will some one attend Student Aid ^und Committee meet
ing tomorrow morning at 10 a.m..
I will ask~Education Committee
to attend*
Co-op sent us our memorial Induction picture.
COMMITTEE REPORT:
HEALTH
Chairman:

Mr. Bgnford phoned Mat just now.

Ail dentists are

w a rn gf ]f

,
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going to Oak City tomorrow; therefore emergency cases must be
taken care at clinic between S:30 to 9:30 a.m.
LABOR
Suwada: We had Labor Representative meeting last Saturday.
Washington answered they cannot pay 1942-43 overtime in cash.
Workers want to have it pay in cash.
It was decided to ask
Mr. Niesse to extend our request to Denver Project Directors»
meeting where Mr. Myer is present.
There are $200,000 old
overtime in all. We have $13,000 overtime.
Others have much
overtime, too; so I suggest we communicate with others.
Chairman:
Do you approved the request of Labor Rep. grup?
Unanimously approved; then it is the request of all residence.
Ca*i I have Mr. Swada!s suggestion?
Unanimously approved.
NEW BUSINESS:
PICNIC
Chairman: Wednesday is all right withDelta baker for picnic.
Is this date alright?
Approved.
We will leave here 10:00 a.m. and eat at 4:30 p.m.
Handa:

4*00 p.m. is better

Chairman:
Can I ask Messes. Handa, Suwada, Tsuzuki and Jfano
to arrange the detail.
How many can go?--— 37 plus guests.
L e t Ts make it 9:00 a.m. and 4*00 p.m. dinner
MR. FUJIIfS VISIT TO OTHER CETERS
Chairman:
Can we ask Mr. Fujii to ask for their fullest coopera
tion. We heard Dr. Collier is taking his vacation and Doctor from
Minidoka is coming here, so. will^ou check everything ¿bout him.
Check on overtime, test cases, and etc.
Suwada: Mr. Fujii have worked for long time for Council.
I suggest to give him $10.00 for his spending money.
It was approved.

\

HOSPITAL VICINITY
Nakamura: 5 workers in Block #12 have to go around the lot
because there is big lake there.
Shimamoto:

We cannot gragel beeause it is too soft.

I

14 *« *

-5Handa:
Suwada:

Only way is to lay lumber.
I will look into this.

Meeting adjourned at 12:10 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fuji!
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Twenty-Fifth Session
September 25, 1944
The régulai Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 9r00 a.m*
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:

None

OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1*

To all centerd reminding the answer on test cases*

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2.
3.
4*

From Block #14, notifying their new Councilman*
From Students Aid Fund Committee attaching financial
statement•
From Mr* S* Noguchi, enclosing ^Wishes of Soldiers1
Barents*®
From Co-op, enclosing inaugulation pictures*

BUSINESS:
Nm

ORDINANCE

A copy of proposed ordinance was placed on table of each Council
man for study by the next meeting.
HOSPITAL
It was reported that final plans were making and the matter
was tabled until then.
COMMUNITY FUND
It was approved a nd Public Relation Chairman was asked to get
in touch with Mr. Ysmate, Chairman of Co-op, and find out if
there is any way of asking for unclaimed rebate.
It was suggest
ed that Council Cabinet should study a definite goal of the
Community Fund*
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
HEALTH
All dentists are going to Oak City tomorrow; therefore emergency
cases must be taken care at clinic between 8:30 and 9:30 a.m*
LABOR
Committee Chairman Mr* Suwada reported that Washington answered
they cannot pay 1942-43 overtime in cash.
It also decided at
this meeting to ask Mr. Niesse to extend our request to Denver
Project Directors» fleeting where Mr. Myer is present.
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The above decision was approved by majority votes.
NEST BUSINESS
Oak City Picnic:
It was approved that the Council have a picnic
on Wednesday, September 27. A committee of four was appointed
and they will look into small details of the affair.
Following committee was appointed, Messrs. Banda., Suwada, Tsuzuki
and Yano.
MR. FUJII *S VISIT TO OTHER CENTERS
Mr. Fujii is going to visit other
check on overtime, test cases and
centers.
It was approved to give
money since he worked for Council

centers and he was asked to
other conditions of other
him $10.00 for his cigarette
for a long time.

HOSPITAL VICINITY

A

big lake has been created in the vicinity of the hospital, and
Mr. Suwada was asked to look into this in order to make some
improvements on the situation.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fuji!
Office Manager
Community Council
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Twenty-Sixth Session
September 28, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 9:00 a.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
guchi (34'“Ex )*

Iwao Takahama (9-Ex), Sanjiro Kawa

OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2*
3*

To Minidoka, introductory letter of Mr* Fujii.
Teletype to Mr. Hoffman, Denver requesting action
on old overtime*
Mr. Wirin, two questions on test case.

INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1.

From Mr. Niesse concerning the Urn.

OLD BUSINESS:
ORDINANCE
The Council unanimously approved adoption of the Ordinance
penalizing those that willfully or intentionally destroy or
damage personal and government properties subject to decision
of Juvenile or and Judicial Commission.
COMMUNITY FUND
TEST CASES
The Center-wide drive for test case funds will be started very
shortly. The detail plan of this drive will be studied by*
the Cabinet Members.
DR. OCHIKUBOTS CASE
Since the Council did not have sufficient information on the
denial of Western Defense Command to Dr* Ochikubo, the Couhcil
decided that Public Relation Committee bë given authority to
select any resident to assist them in securing necessary in
formation and also to discuss further on the possibility of Dr.
Ochikubofs case effecting all Nisei.
HARVEST FESTIVAL
Mr. Yano reported in detail of the coming Haryest Fe stival on
September 30th and October 1st.
Chairman was ssked to repre
sent the Council to speak at the Harvest Ceremony. Mr. Nodohara
was selected to act as a Chairman of the Ceremony.
DOGS
The Council approved the recommendation the drivers who acci-
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dently injures any dogs interfering with moving vehicle will
be absorbed from any and all blame*
OAK CREEK PICNIC
Chairman thanked Outing Committee for the splendid arrangement
made for the Oak Creek picnic*
The meeting was adjourned at 12:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Sakaye Katayam^,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Twenty-Sixth Session
September 28, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr* Maseru Narahara, at 9:00 a*m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:

Sancirò Kawaguchi (34~Sx)*

OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2*
3.

To Minidoka, introductory letter of Mr* Fuji!*
Teletype to Mr* Hoffman, Denver requesting action
on old overtime*
Mr* Wirin, two questiohs on test case.

INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1*

From Mr* Niesse concerning the Urn.

OLD BUSINESS:
ORDINANCE
The Council unanimously approved adoption of the Ordinance
penalizing those that willfully or intentionally destroy or
damage personal and government properties subject to decision
of Juvenile or and Judicial Commission*
COMMUNITY FUND:
TEST CASES
The Center-wide drive for test case funds will be started very
shortly* The detail plan of this drive will be studied by
the Cabinet Members*
DR* OCHIKUBO1S CASE
Since the Council did not have sufficient information on the
denial of Western Defense Command to Dr* Ochikubo, the Council
decided that Public Relation Committee be given authority to
select any resident to assist them in securing necessary in
formation and also to discuss further on the possibility of Dr*
Ochikubo*s case effecting all Nisei*
HARVEST FESTIVAL
Mr. Yano reported in detail of the coming Harvest Festival on
September 30th and October 1st*
Chairman was asked to repre
sent the Council to speak at the Harvest Ceremony* Mr* Nodohara
was selected to act as a Chairman of the Ceremony*
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DOGS
The Council approved the recommendation the drivers who acci
dently injures any dogs interfering with moving vehicle will
be absorbed from any and all blame»
The meeting was adjourned at 12:00 p*au

Respectfully submitted,

Isao Eano , Tice Chairman
Acting Office Manager
Community Council
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Twenty-Severity Session
October 2, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr* % s a r u Narahara, at 9:00 a.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Tokuji Sugiyama, (4-Ex), Kichizo
Kanzaki (28-Ex), Junta Koga (35-Ex), Kikoichi Shimamoto
(36-Ex), Somenosuke Muramatsu (41-Ex).
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2.
3.
4*

Letter of appreciation to Dr . Sugiyama, chairman of
Nurses1 Aides graduation party.
Letter of appreciation and a token from the residents
to the 17 Nurses' Aides who will receive their certificate.
To Topaz Times concerning about dogs running in front
of moving vehicle.
Col. Rich, State Director concerning about D**. Iida's
deferxment.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONSr
1.
2.
3.
4*
5.

Dr. Noble, Anhual
JACL, release
Gila, Test Case Fund
Amache, T^st C«se Fund
Mr. Numajiri, letter of resignation

OLD BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND - TEST CASES
The Communication from Gila and Amache Centers did not have the
information that we requested but never the less its contents
reveal both centers was of the opinion they should support these
test cases. This subject and the letters were referred to the
Public Relation Committee for further study and investigation
who will in turn report to the Council
HOSPITAL
The Chairman reported of his meeting with M r . Hoffman on Saturday
September 30th, in regard to Dr. Collier's transfer.
Since Dr.
Collier is leaving on his vacation on October 5th for two weeks.
Dr. Sieath is taking his place and also Dr. Pressman is to be
the A cting Washington Chief Medical officer, Mr. Hcffman suggest
that it might fee wise that the Council wait two weeks before
taking any action. A-j; the Denver Conference,
H0ffman stated
that he cannot make an official recommendation that Dr. Collier
be transferred.
In his capacity as a Project Director this would
not be in order.
D e c M o n on tranfer must be made by Chief
Medical Officer. With present shortage of doctors the only
possible change in Topaz can be made by round robin deal with
other centers.
If this move is made by Dr. Pressman then the
effect of the residents' request to appointed staff will not
be so bad. The body approved of referring this matter . ,,

Joint Coordination Committee of Block Managers and Councilmen,
since the recommendation of Dr* Collierbtranfer is approved
by the Council Body*
OVERTIME
The report was made by Mr. Suwada on the information received
by the Project Director of the result of the Denver Conference
decision in regards to 1942-43 overtime* Mr* Hoffman stated
that Gila had $7,000 and Granada $4>500 in overtime that they
could settle this matter themselves*
Topaz has #13,000 ih over
time*
In other centers old overtime is not problem with them*
Mr. Hoffman was advise if some reasonable plan can be presented
to settle Topaz overtime here then Washington would consider
the approval if sufficient justification is made*
Suggestion
made by Mr* Hoffman was to take January 1st 1944 date of payment
of overtime back to 1942 but in the mean time Topaz to consider
curtailment and consolidation of activities so as to release
some workers to replace those that have overtime so that compen
satory time off may be taken* He further added that when ite
would be impossible to replace those that have C time then the
justification for cash payment on all overtime may be justi
fied.
He also suggested Committee of 3 or 4 bo meet with Pro
ject Director on this matter*
Suzuki: The last report of Mr* Hoffman was that they were
$200,000 in 1942-43 overtime.
It is very strange that new
report involves only 3 centers.
The decision of Congress was
necessary to pay old overtime w§s reported lost gives the im
pression that the Administration is not fully aware of all
information regarding these overtime* The method of settlement
of overtime is not resident problem.
Suwada: The Council Labor Committee cannot at this time make
any recommendation as to the priority of activity for residents
exceptmnce. These suggestions must come from resident workers.
Chairman: Does this mean that Community Council cannot approve
of taking any responsibility on matters of pvertime and priori
ties? The recommendation of the Council is that responsibility
to settle all overtime rests with the Administration.
The deter
mination of priority is also part of Administration responsibility.
Unanimously approved.
REPORTS:
HARVEST FESTIVAL
Mr. Yano reported that ^ r v e s t Festival ended successfully last
night.
Community Council had Mr. Nodohara act as Chairman in
dedication program and Chairman Mr. Marahara spoke for the
Council. There were few booths selling ice cream and sandwiches
but their financial report is not ih as yet.

-3INFORMATION
Information Committee reported that on October 7th there will
be six boys leaving for Actige Duty.
WELFARE
Mr Numajiri reported on findings on Mrs. Gotofs case who died in
Tanforan of food poisioning from meal served by WCCA.
It would
be necessary to find the status of Alien Japanese in regards to
claims to OS Government.
He also stated that it was impossible
for him to check on Katayama, Mitsuyasu and Mayeda cases up to
now. He had intended to check on these cases but other functions
had prevented him from doing so far which he extended his apology.
NEW BUSINESS
An official invitation was presented to Council*s wives to be
present at the M r s . Hoffman reception tea at Rec. #4, on October
7th at 2:30 p.m. by Mrs. Fujita was represented number of
Womenrs organisations of Topaz.
This invitation was made through
the Chairman.
There was also a request for approval for cake
sufficient for 100 persons to be used for this party.
This matter
was referred to Special Food Committee.
DENTURES Mr. Takahama brought the question of dentures supplied
by WRA. Today the Council do not know actual facts on the precedure in obtaining these dentures.
There has been number of
persons paying for dentures because the dentist had told them
Government supplied dentures would, only be good for one year.
Where does the money go for the denture that dentist supply?
They do not give receipt and only selected patients are"given
this service.
Mumehara:
I need dentures myself.
I was in the dentist office
and Mrs. Takeuchi dental nurse told me that the Army has not
approved of supplying dentures to Topaz.
Hideshima:
This matter needs more clarification and suggest
that Health Committee look itito this subject.
It was so order
by the Chairman.
CHANGE OF TIME '
Council approved of meeting time of 9 :0 0 a.m. to lr30 p.m. from
October 5th.
Chairman announced there will be a Cabinet meeting
Tuesday October 3rd from 9 :0 0 a.m.
TRANSPORTATION
Suwada:
Today we have no carrier service.
The inconvience of
the present way of getting transportation through Mr. Sanford
and the Motor Pool is unsatisfactory.
I recommend it is neces
sary that we request the Administration to supply us with a

permanent car♦
Unanimously approved♦
Meeting adjourned at 12:00 p*m.

Respectfully submitted,

■ . ,<

’
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Isao Yano, Vice Chairman
Acting Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Twenty-Seventh Session
October 2, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr* Maseru Narahara, at 9:00 a.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Tokuji Sugiyama (4-Ex)> Kiehiso
Kanzaki (2S-Ex)> Somenosuke Muramatsu (41-Ex), Junta
Koga (35-Ex), Hikoichi Shimamoto (36-lx)*
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1 . Letter of appreciation to Dr* Sugiyama, chairman of
Nurses1 Aides graduation party*
2. Letter of appreciation and a token from the residents
to the 17 Nurses’ Aides who will receive their certificate*
3* To Topax Times concerning about dogs running in front
of moving vehicle*
4* Col, Rich, State Director concerning about Dr. Iida’s

deferment #

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2*
3*
4*
5*

Dr* Noble, Annual
JACL, release
Gila, Test Case Fund
Amache, Test Case Fund
Mr* Numajiri, letter of resignation

.'

OLD BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND - TEST CASES
The communication from Gila, and Amache Centers do not have the
information we requested; however both centers are of the opinion
they should support the test cases* This matter was referred to
the Public Relation Committee.
HOSPITAL
Dr. Collier is leaving for two weeks vacation, and Dr. Sleath is
taking his place, and also Dr* Pressman is to be the A cting Chief
Medical Officer in Washington, the Chairman reported as informed
by Mr. Hoffman, Project Director.
The Council Body approved of
referring other matters in connection with the hospital to the
Joint Coordination Committee of Block Managers and Councilmen.
OVERTIME.
Mr. Suwada made a report on the information received by the
Project Director of the result of the Denver Conference decision
in regaré to 1042-43 overtime. Mr. Hoffman stated that Gila
had $7,000 and Granada $4,500 in overtime that they could settle

by themselves. In other centers old overtime is not a hard pro
blem with them. Mr* Hoffman was advised if some plans could
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be presented to settle the Topaz problem, so toshington might
consider the approval if sufficient justification was made.
He also suggested that 3 or 4 to meet with Project Director on
this matter.
The Council made a recommendation that the responsibility to
settle the overtime question rests with the Administration.
The recommendation was approved.
REPORTS:
HARVEST FESTIVAL
Mr. Yano reported that Harvest Festival ended successfully last
night.
Community Council had Mr* N0dohara as Chairman in d e d i & ^
cation program and our Chairman, %*. Karahara, spoke in behalf of
the Council Body. There were a few booths selling ice scream
and other refreshments, but their financial reports are not in
as yet.
INFORMATION
Information Committee reported that on October 6th there will
be six men leaving for Active Duty.
WELFARE
Mr. Numajiri reported on findings on % s . Goto*s case who died
in Tanforan of food poisoning.
It would be necessary to find
the status of Alien Japanese in regard to claims to the TJS Govern
ment.
Nm

BUSINESS

!r. Tak&hama presented the question of dentures supplied by WRJU
He would like to have better information on this. This matter
needs more clarification and suggestion was made that Health
Committee look into this subject.
It was so ordered by the
Chairman*
CHANGE OF TIME
Council, approved df the change of meeting time of 9*00 a.m. to
1 : 3 0 p.m* starting from October 5, 1944
CABINET MEETING
Chairman announced there will be a cabinet meeting on Tuesday,
October 3, from 9*00 a.m.
TRANSPORTATION
A recommendation was made that the Council Body request the
Administration to supply with us a permanent car, since there
is no carrier service. The recommendation was approved.
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INVITATION TO A RECEPTION
Through Council Chairman, M rw* Fujita, representing various
w o m e n ’s organisations, extended an official invitation to Council
m e n ’s wives to attend the % s * H0ffman Reception Tea which will
be held at Rea* #4 on October 7th, at 2:30 p.ro* A request for
approval for cake sufficient for 100 persons to be used at
this reception was brought to discussion* This matter was
referred to Special Food Committee*
The meeting adjourned at 1 2 :0 0 fum*

Respectfully submitted

Isao Xano, Vice Chairman
Acting Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
-Eight«i/ Session
October 5, 194-4
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 1:45 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Takeo Suzuki (10-Ex), Hideo Kaneko
(16-Ex), Sojuro Mizote (19-Ex), Sadata Handa (27-Ex),
Shichisaburo fiideshima (31-Ex),
The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
Mr. L.T. Hoffman, Project Director, was introduced in order to
speak about the possibility of returning to the West Coast*
Mr. Hoffman: Although it is all up to the Western Defense Com
mand, if and when the West Coast is opened up for the Japanese
evacuees to return to their former homes, certain problems and
procedures have been the subjects of discussion at the Denver
Conference. The attitudes and sentiments of the American com
munities in general have been changed in favor of the JapaneseAmercans on account of newspaper stories and radio announcements
in regard to Nisei soldiers fighting overseas.
For the past
year the community acceptance for relocatees in various parts
of the country has become more and more favorable for the Jap
anese. Larry Smith, for example, has lately changed his atti
tude. Up until now about thirty thousand evacuees have relo
cated into normal societies, and it is still the W R A Ts policy
to continue the present program of relocation even after the
West Coast is opened up. The centers must continue to operate
after the West Coast is opened, because it would be impossible
to allow all the evacuees to go back at once or mass exodus
scale. The period might be several months or one year, depend
ing upon how soon or quickly the things could be carried out.
During this returning time the schools are to be open in order
to provide necessary education for children, probably one school
semester. Assistance for transportation, meals, grants, and
other necessary help would be provided just as it is now.
Re
location to other sections of the country, the East, Middlewest,
or Noith, would be same as it is now. Leave clearance is re
quired in order to go back to the West Coast.
Relocation offices
might be established in the West to take care of the returning
evacuees.
Institutional cases, such as old age, sick, and in
firm, would be turned over to some other govermental agencies
when the WRA centers should be closed.
It is not certain as
yet, however, some other govermental agencies might take place
of the WRA if and when the camps are closed and the WBA will
cease to operate its functions. As the result of returning to
the West Coast, it is important that all the residents work
together to solve all the labor problems within the center,
because WRA will not add any more appointed personnel to replace
the center labor shortage.
In answer to the overtime question
Washington’s answer is ’’No* on cash payment. H0wever, I was
advised if some plans could be presented to settle the Topaz
problem, so Washington might consider the approval if sufficient
justification was made.

The Chairman asked his opinion on the Ochikubofs case# He
said that when Dp. Ochikubo accepted the invitation to appear
before the Officers Hearing Board, Dr. Ochikubo was excluded
from other cases.
N0w he is tried purely on his individual past
records.
Mr. Buwada as chairman of the Health Committee expressed his
appreciation for the arrangement made for the use of cars for
funeral. Mr. Hoffman explained that the number of cars should
not necessarily be one, or two. According to the number of
family, including immediate members, or in some cases some
friends who are considered very near to the family might in
clude in this category in order to determine the necessary
number of cars to be used for this purpose.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:

1.

To Local Board #69 asking Dr. IidaTs deferment.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.

From National JACL answering the possibility of collect
ing donation from free zone organization for test cases.
From Gila Rivers answering our letter concerning test
cases*
From National JACL informing about Colma Cemetery.
From National JACL attaching the schedule of PFC Higa 1s
lecture tour.
F?om Rohwer Spanish Consul Committee attaching the
answers clarifying many questions asked previously to
Spanish Consul.
From Mp* Wirin answering our letter asking his opinion
about the applications to be filled for returning to
West Coast.
Answers from Tule Lake, Heart Mountain, Gila concerning
the test cases.
From Mr* Itakura, B o i l e r m e n ^ foreman, asking the
C o u n c i l ^ assistant to clarified the working hour cut.

BUSINESSES:
NEW STANDING COMMITTEE
The Chairman announced the new standing committees which were
selected by the Council Cabinet.
This was approved by the
Council*and also .by the members appointed.
COMMUNITY FUND
Council Cabinet decided to start our drive because other centers
are not much in favor of assisting financially.
The goal has
been set as $1 ,500.00, but this was not approved because there
were many questions about the distribution and uses. A motion
was made to contribute the balance to ACLU for test cases pur
pose after subtracting # 30 0 .0 0 for community fund a n d llftf.00

-3for Dr. 0chikuboTs traveling expense and to contribute $1,000.00
to ACLU if the drive goes over$l,4-50.00.
This motion was approved unanimously.
OAK PARK TRIP
In order to protect the safety for this picnic traveling, the
Council suggests to Block Managers to limit the passengers to
4-5 persons for big trucks and 30 persons for small trucks.
The meeting was adjourned at 5*3,0 p*m.

Respectfully submitted,

Miyoji Mumehara
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Twenty-Eigth Session
October 5, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Takeo Suzuki (10-Ex), Hideo Kaneko
(16-Ex), Sojuro Mizote (19-Ex), Sadata Handa (27-Ex),
Shichisaburo Hideshima (31-lx)»
The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:

1*

To Local Board #69, asking Dr. Iida*s deferment.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5*
6.
7.
8.

From National JACL answering the possibility of
collecting donation from free zone organization for
test cases.
From Gila Rivers answering our letter concerning
test cases.
From National J&CL informing about Colma Cemetery.
From National JACL attaching the schedule of PFC
Higa’s lecture tour.
From Rohwer Spanish Consul Committee attaching the
answers clarifying many questions asked previously
to Span!sh Consul*
From Mr. Wirin answering our letter asking his opinion
about the applications to be filled for returning to
West Coast.
Answers from Tule Lake, Heart Mountain, Gila concern
ing the test cases.
From Mr. Itakura, Boilermen1s foreman, asking the
Council1s assistant to clarified the working hour cut.

BUSINESS:
VISITOR
Mr. L.T. Hoffman, Project Director, appeared before the Council
to report about the Denver Conference*
It was reported It is
up to the Western Defense Command when West Coast is opened
for the evacuees to return to their former homes.
Certain
problems and procedures have been discussed at the Conference
for the preparation of our return to the West Coast.
COMMUNITY FUND
Council Cabinet decided to start the drive for test cases fund.
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A motion was made to contribute to ACL0 for test case purpose
$1,000*00 or the balance after subtracting #300.Q0/*bommunity
fund and $115*00 for Dr* 0chikubofs traveling expense*

This motion was approved unanimously*
The meeting was adjourned at 5*30 p*m*

Respectfully submitted,

Miyoji Mumehara
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Session
October 9 , 1 9 4 4

iTwenty-Nineth

The regular meeting was called to order by the Vice
Chairman, Mr, Isao Yano, at 2:45 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Toshio Nakata (20-Ex), Sadata Hands
(27-Ex), Masaru Narahara (30-Ex), Sanjiro Kawaguchi (34Ex), Junta Koga (35-Ex), Hikoichi Shimamoto (3 6 -Ex).
The minutes of 26th, 27th, and 28th Sessions were approved.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
EDUCATION
Mr. Takahama: At the Education meeting, it was reported that
there are seven evacuee teachers at the High School and ten
at the Elementary School.
They are in need of assistant teach
ers in case of unavoidable absent.
The committee would like
to have about 15 names given to them in order to get in touch
with them.
INFORMATION
Mr. Kawamoto: There are 6 boys are going for their induction
on October 10th, Friday.
HEALTH
It was reported that Dr* Collier took two weeks vacation start
ing on October 6th.
Dr. Sleath is here from Tule Lake'*during
his absent.
Hospital problem is not settled yet, but ¿he Health
Committee, is always watching the operation of the Hospital.
It was reported that Dr . Goto passed his physical examination,
fíe will not be called for time being because he is appealing
as he did once before.
LABOR
Suwada: When workers representatives visited Mr. Hoffman, he
stated he may be able to convince Washington to pay all past
overtimes in cash up to September 31, 1944; and settle October
overtimes by December. At the same time, there will be no
more overtimes after that.
Representatives all agreed on
this proposal.
Mr. Hoffman received the approval on this pro
posal from Washington last Saturday morning. Mr. H0ffman appear
ed before the representatives1 meeting last Saturday afternoon
to explain this answer.
Representatives were satisfied m?ith
this answer and decided to solve the future labor problems in
the best way they can.
Takeuchi: Vías the abolishment of future overtimes one of the
exchange promise or something?
Suwada;

It is the WRA policy, and it was not promised.

PUBLIC RELATION
It was reported that Inter Faith group has been discussing
about the Memorial Service for the deceased soldiers.
It was
promised by the Inter Faith to discuss this again at their
meeting officially on coming 1 1 th.
RELOCATION
Council Relocation Committee used to relayed the relocation
informations to the residents, but Future Planning Board was
formed at the end of September.
The first meeting was called
on October 4th by the Project Director.
The Council, Block
Managers Co-op, Interfaith were the only four groups represented
It was kind.of disappointed.
It was decided to submit » name
for this Board and will be decided at the next meeting.
Project
Director reported about the Denver Conference, especially about the possibility of us returning to the West Coast*
Suwada:
ing last
words or
centers,

Dr. Yuasa used many insolent words at the public meet
night.
If he is going to use that kind of threating
give uneasy feeling to the evacuees, in the relocation
he should be warn about his speech.

Mumehara; There are many complaints from the Issei about the
movie shown by the Students Aid committee last Friday and Satur
day.
It made Japanese ashamed.
I would like to hear from some
one here about that picture.
Yano: We are still in Committee reports, so that could be
discussed later.
SPANISH CONSUL
It was reported Block Secretaries refused to survey the names
of relatives in Japan because many of them do not know well
enough on this matter.
Therefore, this matter was turned back
to Mr. Baldwin. ,
BUSINESSES:
STUDENTS AID MOVIE
Mr. Kanzaki explained from the standpoint of Co-op director,
that is the misinterpretation of the audiences.
It was decid
ed to ask the sponsor to be more careful when they choose the
picture.
RELOCATEES 1 FREIGHT
It was reported relocateesf freights are paid
where they are relocating.
Relocatèe have to
money in order to transfer them to their home
This is a big burden on relocatees because we

up to the station
pay big sum of
or to storage them
have no money.

-3It was suggest to discuss this with the WRÂ so freight will he
dèlivered to the house with WRA expense*
Relocation Committee was asked to take this up with the WRA,
HIGH SCHOOL YEAR BOOK
Since this is more or less the custom for the % g h School, this
was approved after few clarifications.
DR. YUASA* S LECTURE
A. motion was made to appoint a special committee to meet with
Dr. Yuasa in order to reconsider his recent lecture. There
were many second to the motion, and carried with unanimous vote.
The Chairman appointed Messrs. Suwada, Mumehara, and Suzuki
as Special Committee.
The meeting was adjourned at 4 :30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Twenty-Nineth Session
October 9, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Vice Chairman, Mr, Isao Yano, at 2:45 p.ra.
COUNCIL MEMBERS .ABSENT: Toshio Nakata (20-Ex), Sadata Handa
(27-Ex), Masaru Narahara (30-Ex), Sanjiro Kawaguchi
(34-Ex )> Junta Koga (35-Sx), Hikoichi Shimamoto (36-Ex),
The minutes of 26th, 27th, and 28th Sessions were approved,
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
EDUCATION
There are only seven evacuee teachers at the High School and
ten teachers at the Elementary School,
Schools are in need of
assistant teachers who will teach when the regular teachers
cannot come to school. The committee would like to ask Councilmen to submit names of capable candidates.
HEALTH
Dr.
cer
ing
but

Sleath is here from Tule Lake as Acting Chief Medical Offi
while Dr. Collier is on his vacation for two weeks start
October 6 . Dr. Goto has passed his physical examination,
he will not be called for awhile because he has appealed.

LABOR
When the workers7 representatives visited the Project Director, he
stated he may be able to convince Washington to approve the cash
payment of overtimes up to September 31, 1944* and no more over
times after that date.
October overtimes will be taken care by
December 1, 1944* Representatives agreed on this proposal, and
Washington approved the same. Workers1 represent atives were
satisfied with this answer and decided to do their best to meet
the future labor problem.
RELOCATION
The Future Planning Board was formed by the Project Director
Consisting various organizations. Project Director reported
about the Denver Conference, especially about the possibility
of us returning to the West Coast.
SPANISH CONSUL
Block Secretaries refused to make survey of the names of our
relatives in Japan because many of us do not know their names.
This matter was turned back to Mr. Baldwin.
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'

RELOCATEES1 FREIGHT
R e l o c a t e s 1 freights are paid by I R A up to the station where
we are relocating* Relocatees have to pay the rest* This costs
alot, and takes too much times*
It was suggested to discuss
this with the TOA so the freight will be delivered to the house
with IffRA expense. Relocation Committee was asked to take this
matter up with TO&*
HIGH SCHOOL YEAR BOOK
It was approved to let High School students make their Year
Book again*
DR. YUASA1 S LECTURE
It was reported that Dp. Yuasa used many insolent words at the
public meeting, and gave uneasy feeling to the evacuees in the
Relocation Center.
A motion was made to make him reconsidered
his recent lecture.
The motion was approved unanimously.
Chairman appointed Messrs. Suwada, Mumehara, and Suzuki as
Special Committee for this mission.
The meeting was adjourned at 4*30 p.m*

Respectfully submitted,

Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirtieth Session
October 12, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr. Masaru N&rahara, at 1:45 p*m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Suzuki (10-Ex), J. Koga (35-Ex),
H. Shimamoto (36-Ex), K. Takahashi UO-Ex), S. Muramatsu
(41-Ex)♦
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
I.
2.
3.

4*
5.

From Rohwer answering our letter asking for their
support on test cases.
From Mr. T. Suzuki, Block #10, letter of resignation.
From M r . Turner concerning Selective Service.
Memorandum from Mr. L.T. Hoffman about local freight.
From Mr. Henderson, Utah Appeal Board, concerning
Dr. Iidafs deferment♦

OLD BUSINESSES:
HOSPITAL
Narahara: Hospital problems are still stand still; therefore,
special committee was asked to meet at the Block Managers of
fice with their Coordinating Committee at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow.
The report of this meeting will be given at the next meeting.
COMMUNITY FUND
It was decided to answer to Rohwer after we check our minutes
about joint sponsor on this test cases drive.
It was reported that Block #39 turned in $12. 34, 25% of net
profit from their sales at the Community F^ir.
Mr. Yano: Student Aid Fund Committee did not know they have to
turn in 25$ of their net profit to the Community Fund.
It seems
their representative was not notified or attended that meeting.
Regulations must be followed, but we could turn it back to them
afterward.
Narahara:
Council Cabinet discussed this matter and decided
to approve that they do not have to turn their profit into
Community Fund.
This suggestion was approved unanimously.
At this time, the Chairman asked for the permission to see Dj*.
Sieath who is still Assistant Medical Chief of WRA.
Dr. Sleath
may be able to influence Appeal Board for Dr. GotoTs deferment.
Chairman will leave at 3*30 p.m.
Tsuzuki:

As published on various papers, Dj*. 0chikubo!s case

is individual case; therefore, we should make clear that our

Community Fund Drive has no relation with this case.
a motion that we publish this statement.

I make

Hideshima: I amend the motion that his previous traveling
expense oil $115*00 is included in this drive.
Naraharar I would like to table this motion until we dis
cuss this with Dr. Qchikubo and get his understanding.
I
want Legal and Public Relation Committees to meet with Dr.
Ochikubo here 1:30 p.m. tomorrow.
This suggestion was ap
proved.
Chairman left at 3:30 p.m., and Mr. Xano, vice chairman took
over.
5 minutes recess.
LOCAL FREIGHT
It was reported that Salt Lake-Delta Freight Line
local freight, and we have to pay for the freight.
large burden on us and very inconvenient.

This Is a

Takeuchi: There a r e many trucks going to Delta every day; there
fore I suggest that we could a s k them to help bring these
freights in for the residents.
There wouldn't be much trouble.
I make a motion that we explain this to the Administration and
get the understanding.
This motion was approved unanimously.
ASSISTANT TEACHERS
Takahama: Qualification is high school teachers must have two
years of College training and high school graduate for Grammar
school. They have no definite scheduled working hours; there
fore, they will receive half day credit every day.
If they
work more than the regular working hours, they will receive
full wafees• It was decided to ask the cooperation of Block
Managers.
-.
MR. sfUEUKI1S RESIGNATION
It was decided that the Chairman and Vice Chairman will see
Mr. Suzuki because his reason for resignation is not clear.
Suwada:
Special Committee went to see Dr. Xuasa
° ^ e r to
call his attention about his speech.
He appreciated our thought
and took our advise gladly.
Yano:

I make a motion to thank your mission.
The body thanked them with applauds.

MISCELLANEOUS
Nodohara:

Other centers are sending Christmas presents to

war prisoners recently; there are many persons would like to

*■'-*■** -3do the same here. M o t h e r thing is to find some way to keep
sbhool yard clean always.
It was suggested to present these problems at the next meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Thirtieth Session
October 1 2 , 194-4
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Takeo Suzuki (10-Ex), Junta Koga
(35-Ex), Hikoichi Shimamoto (36-Ex), Kokuzo Takahashi
(4-0-Ex), Somenosuke Muramatsu (41-Ex).
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:

1. : From Rohwer answering our letter asking for thdir
support on test cases.
2.
3.
4.

From Mr. T. Suzuki, Block #10, letter of resignation.
From Mr. Turner concerning Selective Service.
Memorandum from Mr. L.T. Hoffman about local freight.

5.

From Mr. Henderson, Utah Appeal Board, concerning
Dp. T. Iida*s deferment.

OLD BUSINESSES:
COMMUNITY FUND

It was reported that Block #39 turned in $12.34* £5$ of net
profit from their sales at the Community Fair.
Student Aid Fund Committee was not notified of turning in 25$
of net profit; therefore, Council Cabinet recommended to let
them keep all their profit. This recommendation was approved.
A suggestion was made to let public know that Community Fund
drive has no direct relation with Dr. Ochikubofs case beside
his traveling expense of $115.00.
Chairman asked P u b l i c ‘Rela
tion and Legal Committees to meet with Dr. Ochikubo concerning
this matter, 1:30 p.m. tomorrow.
LOCAL FREIGHT
It was reported that Salt Lake - Delta Freight Line will handle
local freight, and we have to pay for the freight. There are
many trucks going into Delta egery day; therefore, it was suggest
to use one of these for this purpose.
It was decided to ask
the Administration to make use of this suggestion.
ASSISTANT TEACHERS
Qualification for assistant High School teachers is two years
of College training and High School graduate for Elementary
School teachers.
They will receive half day credit because they do not have de
finite working schedule.
If they work more than the regular
working hours, they will receive fu2>l wages.
It was decided
to ask the cooperation of Block Managers for recruiting.
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MR. SUZUKI *S RESIGNATION
It was decided that the Chairman and Vice Chairman will see
Mr. Suzuki because his reason for resignation is not clear.
The meeting was adjourned at 5*00 p.aw

Respectfully submitted,

Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-First Session
October 16, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Sojuro Mizote (19-Ex), Sadata ftanda
(27-Ex), Junta Ko£a (35-Ex), Somenosuke Muramatsu (41-Ex).
OBSERERS:

Mr» Suzuki, Block #28
Mr. Tawara, Block #34
Mr. Knmura, Block Managers

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
!•
2.
3.
4*
5.

From Local Board #69> about Dr. T. Iidafs deferment.
JACL Bulletins
From Mp. S. Yamate Students Aid Fund Committee, attach
ing financial statement.
From Mr . Barrett recommending 18 ordinances to be pas
sed by the Council.
From Poston answering their opinion on test cases.

OLD BUSINESSES:
COMMUNITY FUND
Chairman:
Cabinet members met with Dr. Ochikubo last Friday
here.
Dr. Ochikubo thinks it is good test case because Army
has no right to remove us without Marshal Law,declared an West
Coast.
This has to be clarified before his case will be decide
ed.
If the center residents are not interested in his case,
then an outside groups to help this case.
I like to have the
Council decide whether to help this as test case or drop it as
requested by Dr. Ochikubo.
Before we start the fund drive, we
have to decide this first.
Takeuchi: As it was explained by the Project Director, the
court decision states Dr . Ochikubo*s case is individual case.
If it is individual case, the Council cannot favor of assist
ing this case'.
Yano:
Dr. Ochikubo stated he doesnft want to ask for any more
assistant if this will effect our assistant to more important
other cases.
Pasadena group and others will assist his case.
Chairman:
If we support ACLU financially, part of our support
will be used for Dr. 0chikubofs case if ACLU will help his case.
Then we d o n Tt have to mention his name for this fund drive.
We will Just say all test cases.
Takeuchi:
That suggestion is the best way because we cannot de
cide whether to help or drop at this time.
Chairman:
If ACLU decides to help this case, it is their de
cision and not ours.

Hideshima;
I made a motion that Topaz residents will support
all test cases which effect all evacuees not individual*
Kaneko:

I second

Unanimously approved.
Chairman:
way?

How shall we go about the-drive?

What is the best

Takeuchi:
O^r goal is $1,500; therefore assess about $50 .0 0
to each block.
Hideshima:
If we could get about $300 from unclaimed rebate,
$1 ,0 0 0 will be the goal.
*
Chairman:
There is another plan which is to ask all groups for
their understanding.
Suwada:
Best way is to explain to Block Managers because they
could give us the most support. When you ask other groups, it
will be duplicate.
Takahama:
Instead of asking 50$ or $1.00 at a time,; I suggest
to drag for few months so it doesnft hurt us too much at one time.
Collect 10# per person over 1 6 years old for next few months.
We could wait at least that much.

Chairman: This is donation, so we cannot force. There are
people who want to donate $10.00 or more £>r such a good cause.
Suwada:
Takeuchi:

assess $50.00 per block.

Try it.

One time is better than so many times.

Tsuzuki:
I suggest a special committee in each block so they
could take charge of this drive.
Chairman: Coordinating Committee will be the group to contact.
If you are in favor of this plan, we have to have special
Committee to draw up the reasons for this drive. May I ask
Messrs. Mumehara, Yoshizumi, Takeuchi, Tsuzuki, Nodohara, Taka
hama.
C^n I ask you to meet tomorrow morning at 9 :0 0 a.m. here.
HOSPITAL
Yano:
In order to have unity with other camp wide representatives.
Joint Coordinating Committee was formed with Block Managers.
It
was reported that Dr. Sleath will act as Medical Chief while
Dp. Collier is on vacation.
It seems Dr. Sleath has much in
terest for the residents.
Dr. Sleath came from Washington in
order to more or less settle Topaz hospital trouble.
MR. SUZUKI*S RESIGNATION

Chairman:

Mr. iano and I went to see Mr. Suzuki.

It seems there

-3was some misunderstanding.

Mr. Suzuki retracked his resignation.

BOILERMEN
Suwada:
Boilermen work 7 days a week.
They were getting
4 hours overtimes when Section Head approved it; but they are
not getting it since September 1 st, because Section Head is
trying to cut daily work hours to 7 hours.
If residents are
satisfied, they will work only 7 hours. This negotiation is
going back and force without any result so boilermen would
like to have the Council settled it.
Chairman:

Labor Committee and I will take this up.

The minutes of previous meeting was approved.

GOMMITTEF REPORT
JU VENILEIB0ARD
Fujii: There are only two members, so we need five additional
members immediately.
Chairman:

Will you suggest names at next meeting.0-

COLMA CEMETERY
Murakami: According to Mr. Henderson of San Francisco, Japanese
Cemetery in San % t e o was sold to Mr. Clark of Redwood City be
cause of tax delinquency of $4.81.
This information was for
warded to Topaz through Mr. Tajiri.
Few of us decided to ask
the opinion of Mj»# G. Calden, lawyer, about this case Before
calling public meeting.
We are waiting for his answer.
It was
decided to give full authority to this special group hereafter
concerning this matter.
T&e meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Thirty-First Session
October 1 6 , 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order by the
Chairman, Mr» Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p»m»
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
SojurO Miaote (19-Ex), Sadata Handa
(27-Ex), Junta Koga (35-Ex), Somenosuke Muramatsu (41-Ex)»
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:

1.

From Local Board #69, about Dr. T» Iidafs deferment.

2.
3.

JACL Bulletins
From Mr. S. Yamate, Students Aid Fund Committee, attach
ing financial statement.
From Mr. Barrett recommending 18 ordinances to be pass
ed by the Council.
From Poston answering their opinion on test cases.

4.
5.

OLD BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY FUND
After Dr. Ochikubofs test case Is announced as individual case,
the Council cannot favor of assisting this case independently
of other test cases.
It was decided unanimously that Topas re
sidents will support all test cases which effect all evacuees,
not individual.
A suggestion was made to assess about $ 50 .0 0
per block. Chairman appointed Messrs. Mumehara, Yoshizumi,
Takeuchi, Tsuzuki, Nodohara and Takahama as Special Committee
to draw the reason for this drive as a first step.
HOSPITAL
It was announced Dr. Sleath Is here as Acting Medical Chief
from Washington while Dr. Collier is on vacation.
Dr. Sleath
is here to more or less settle Hospital trouble.
BOILERMEN
Boilermen would like to have the Council settle the negotia
tion with Administration concerning their working hour.
Chair
man and Labor Committee will discuss this matter with the
Administrât ion•
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
NEW BUSINESS:
JUVENILE BOARD

!r .

Since there are only two members left on Juvenile Board, each
Councilman was asked to submit their candidate at the next meet
ing.

Thirty-First Session
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October 16/1944

COLMA CEMETERY
It was reported Japanese Cemetery in San Mateo was sold to a
party on account of tax delinquency. Parties interested are
waiting the opinion from Mr* G. Cglden, Lawyer about this case
before calling public meeting. Since this information was re
ferred to the Council first, it was decided to give full au
thority to this special group concerning this matter.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-Second Session
October
1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Takeo Suzuki (10-Ex), Bruce Kawamoto
(11-Ex), S^data Handa (27-Ex), Kichizo Kanzaki (28-Ex),
Junta Koga (35-Ex), Hikoichi Shimamoto (36-Ex), Matsuzo
Suzuki (37-Ex), Somenosuke Muramatsu (4 1 -Ex)*
OBSERVERS:

Mr*
Mr•
Mr*
Mr*

Matsuno, Block Managers
Kimura,
m
Saito,
m
Akahoshi,
*

BUSINESSES:
HOSPITAL
Narahara: We met and discussed with Dr* Sleath about our Hos
pital problems.
He pointed out many faults for us.
Dr. Sleath
met with Joint Coordinating Committee members. We wanted to have
him stay because he has much interest and understanding aboutout health. We told Mr. Hoffman that we want him to stay here,
but Dr. Sleath has WRA order to leave here October 23rd* We
talked to him, but he couldnft change his plan.
We told him the main issue is to ask Chief Medical Doctor to
give us better service, not chasing Dr. Collier out.
He suggested five basic policies:
1 . Need of Diet plan
2 . Free Denture service
3.
Provide Pest home
4»
Good supervising of Ambulance drivers
5. Would like to have evacuee doctors more closer re
lation with Chief Medical Officer.
Dr. Sleath think hospital problems will be solved if we follow
these strictly.
We want to set the date when these plans are
going to start.
We have to ask block people to cooperate in
order to make these recommendations work.
Mr. Hoffman:
During the time Dr, Sleath has been here I know
he has performed a very real service for us. We a»e sorry that
service is necessarily to be of short duration and that he will
be going on.
It is a pleasure to introduce him to you as asso
ciate medical officer ¿*om the Washington office. He is here at
Topaz to make a study of our hospital needs. He has accomplish
ed a great deal besides filling in for Dr. Collier, and for a
short time, was
the only doctor within the project.
He has time
to look into our whole hospital situation. We have talked to
gether about some of the needs of the hospital and he has con
sented to recommend to us some of the constructive improvements
immediately ahead that he has in mind for the Center.

I introduce

-
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Dr • Sleath:
Dr. Sleath:
I might like to say at the outset that I am very
pleased to come to Topaz.
I have seen many of the Centers.
You
have a good Center here and I believe that the hospital, from
the standpoint of its building equipment is a very nice place
to be associated with, even for a veiy short time.
Knowing that I was coming to Topaz I thought it well to be
reading what is in the Washington files about the Topaz hospital.
I would say that the report in Washington is very complete and
was quite up-to-date.
I realized, reading those reports, that
there were many problems down here of a medical nature and also
realize it concerns not only the Community Council, but the
residents, the Administration, and the doctors. There were so
many things that people here were being blamed for, rightly or
wrongly, that I came to the conclusion that there must be here
a large number of unsolved problems which people were more or
less talking about, perhaps a little bit more than they ought to,
when they could spend more time solving the problems.
I came to Topaz with an absolutely open mind. As a matter of
fact I knew but handful of people at Topaz before coming; Mr.
and Mrs. Hoffman were at Gila River when I was there an d Miss
Perkins, who was recently transferred from Tule Lake.
So I
was in a very good position to look over the hospital from a
very objective point of view,
i/hat had gone on in the past I might just as well ¡leave as
so much water that has passed over the dam and see if there are
some things which could be done to bring order out of a certain
amount of chaos.
I must say at this point that there has, after more or less, shall
we say seeing and watching and talking and listening, I have been
able at least in my own mind, to classify certain things which
I believe are not only fundamental to the hospital operations
but concerns the residents and affects their care and treatment.
Some of the problems which I believe you know are here I found
perhaps indicate some things that might be done in order to
remedy them.
One of the problems fchich came to me very recently was the pro
blem of special diets.
I think I came here on Thursday.
On
Saturday, with Dr. Goto away and Dr. Sugiyama sick, I had to
see all the patients in the clinic. Xmoung them were two who
had to have special diets1. One of the patients told me Mon
day that he went to Mrs. Mitchell and was told she had enough
dietary patients at the present time to handle any more, and
nothing could be done about it.
It seems to me people who
need special diets are unable to get them.
I immediately
tried to investigate that situation to what could been done.
^here is a special diet kitchen which has been set up in Mess

-
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Hall #2 . When I went there I fould it all ready with equip
ment in it. There are half-a-dozen ladies on the pay-roll.
As far as I see the kitchen is ready to go as soon as somebody
finds cooks to cook the food. Any woman who has raised a goodsized family can cook special diets, Mrs. Mitchell will train
them.
She has indicated her willingness and she is entirely
ready to train anybody who can be found.
It seems to me that
special diet kitchens can be in operation as soon as cooks
are found.
In other words if the cooks can be found today the
diet kitchen should be ready tomorrow or the day after that.
Another problem that I am sure you are familiar with is the
question of what are we going to do with old men and women who
do not have families that can take care of them that are not
sick enough to be hospitalized but who do need convalescent
or hospital carej the type of people, who, in civilian life
live in old peoples1 homes,
In considering that problem I would like to tell you what is
being done at other centers.
You will find that some centers*
plans have been worked out by remodeling standard barracks
buildings in order to provide hospital facilities.
These plans
have been approved by Washington. A-^ other centers nothing has
been done about getting these plans approved.
They have gone to
work by putting out partitions, brought in a few hospital supplies,
and are attempting to go about in a make-shift proposition.
While I was at Gila River there came to my/desk the hospital
plans for that center. Topaz is not the only place that has
prolbems.
Other centers have them as well as here.
We are faced right now with the question?
Shall we go ahead
with this remodeling plan and consider having the work done
by getting approval from the Washington office, Special Works
Division and War Production Board, and then get the hopsital
constructed.
This is one way of solving this hospital problem.
Another more raj>id and easier way might turn out to be the only
solution if the plans are turned down by Washington or the % r
Production Board with the war picture the way it is.
You can
say the thing is more on the downgrade than on the upgrade.
It is possible the WRA might say rather than attempt to build
more buildings, get along with what you have.
That should
be taken into consideration.
If we get turned down we will
be wasting time.
I think the only solution would be to attempt to provide
hospital facilities in the hospital building itself.
To: my
knowledge the census of the hospital of Topaz has never been
so great that all the wqrds have been used. The wards in the
hospital need no further construction.
It has all equipments
snd facilities.
I feel 6hat it would be possible to turn over
two wards of the hospital permanently to the aged and feeble.
We could have one for women and one for men.
If some people
in the community can be found who can act as mother and father

to this group I believe wre could arrange to have these people
fed by the hospital.
There must be additional help. A couple
who would live at the hospital instead of within the project
would be very good.
I think we could probably take care of the
hospital problem this way. My recommendation would be rather
than consider getting approval for remodeling the barracks it
would be better to turn over two of the wards in the hospital.
At present nursesT aides are opposite the m e n ’s ward so it
would be a good plan to move them to a vacant ward and put the
women’s ward in the former nurses1 aides room.
I see no
difficulty in the thing except that I do not think there should
be frequent visitors as the wards would be connected with the
hospital and there will be too many people going back and forth.
That is a minor matter.
There is another had situation and that is in regards to the
dental situation.
It is not operating satisfactorily. There
are several reasons for this. As far as I can gather it seems
that a great deal of treatment has been given to a few more or
less privileged persons who have got money to pay while a
large number of cases who should get treatment are not getting
any.
Some of the things I have heard are that dentists are doing
nothing but private practice and collecting money from the work
they are doing.
The residents may be giving donations which
is just like paying the black market for doing them no service
at all but I wouldn’t say it that far. There should be abso
lutely no charge for dental service for anybody. The only ex
ception is when all dental work is done and the dentist has
free time, the people can get Specialized work done and pay
for it. Otherwise there should never be any charge. The dental
work for the Japanese people is very great.
There are lots of
dental work to be done on children.
It seems wrong that the
dental program should be limited to a few people instead of
being distributed to many.
The equipment that has been provided to the dentists by the
WRA through the Army is not satisfactory.
Unfortunately, when
the dental equipment came through the parts didn’t match.
They
were useless as far as the program operations were concerned.
When the mistake was realized they requested we obtain certain
pieces of equipment that would correct the deficiency. We sent
for these pieces from the company we were recommended to send
them. When we got them they did not work. While this has
been going on the dentists have been using their own equipment
and getting work done.
I understand the WRA had been paying
them for use of their equipment.
Then for some reason or other
their contracts were cancelled at one stage of the game and
they were no longer paid.
The Army can provide items which a re available in Apmy catalogs
for any item that is used by the Army in operations of dental
clinics.

We can have any item they use in their catalog.

-5There are enough in there for the dentists to do all the dental
work on this project.
This does not include gold and bridge
work.
It is not essential.
The alternate is to have partial
plates and full plates.
Those things are available from the
Army catalog, provided there are dentists who are able to do
that work,
Now by some error that was no fault of the WRA some man went
around saying this was free service.
The man who made this
statement about all dental work being free was mistaken.
Consequently, in view of this m a n fs mistake, we do not have
the necessary items for partial plates, lhat shall we do?
I think these things should be done: As long as the dentists
are using their own equipment, their contract should be renewed
and paid for; put in request for supplies we should have so
that dentists will have several materials on hand; do all dental
work on this project without having to sdnd for any outside;
get machines in order; and make sure everybody knows dental
service is free of charge.
There are two things about dental plans. They are not emer
gencies.
They can wait until equipment is in order.
If case
is so urgent, on recommendation of physician that this case be
given special consideration, they might send it to Salt Lake
and have it done there.
It should be sent by some neutral
office— some individual who will be responsible to take care
of necessary purchase orders.
No money transaction should
be made between evacuees and dentists.
You may think your ambulance service here is bad.
I am sure
Mr. Hoffman will tell you the ambulance service has always
been under attack.
The drivers are always in the limelight.
Very few people have a car and they are always conspicuous
because of the cross on the car.
They are blamed for carry
ing friends around, etc. The ambulance service is run by
the internal security but it makes little difference who runs
it. Howeger the ambulance rightly seems to belong to the
hospital.
I have given a few thoughts to the ambulance service
proposition and it seems that certain things might be done.
The first thing to do is to get an ambulance supervisor and
a group of drivers who will respect the supervisor.
The super
visor should be responsible to the hospital Administrator.
He should be responsible for the ambulance service.
I believe
for this Center two ambulances are:all you need.
I would re
commend that the ambulances operate in this order; two am
bulances operate during the morning shift, two in the afternoon,
one in the evening, and one on the graveyard shift.
In order
to do this you will need a minimum of six ambulance drivers.
Rules and regulations should be made known to ambulance drew.
These have to do with speed limits and other traffic laws and
regulations about carrying of people other than those authorized.
If you do get a group of ambulance drivers, the rules and re
gulations should be specifically written out.
The hospital
should train them so they know how to handle sick and injured people.

-
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I think these are all the thoughts I have to say except for
one thing which does partly concern this group.
You will agree
there are two sides to every question.
I have run into many
matters and I have made certain suggestions which X hope will
be of benefit to the operation of the hospital program.
I
am also going to make some recommendations to the Administration
which I feel will be of benefit to the hospital as a whole.
Narahara: Members of ambulance drivers are the problem.
need adquat drivers for adequet service.
Sleath:

We

I d o n ’t see why we should hold up diet kitchen.

Hoffman: There was one cook recommended yesterday by Food
Advisory Committee.
Sleath: We need two cooks.
I have a suggestion that one old
couple could stay at the rest home so they could give services.
When those old folks need at night.
This will save A workers.
Straighting up the dental situation takes time, but paying
money can be stopped immediatley.
a
Yano: There are many complaints brought to the Council/bout
the hospital. We d o n ’t know where to take to or we should take
up or not.
D o n ’t you have some system there to settle it?
Sleath:
You have to take the doctor’s order. Whoelse would
know better than doctor.
When the cast is put on, he could go
home and start walking with cratches.
Hoffman:
Those reports shouldn’t be taken up by the Council
because nothing will be changed.
It takes up your time and
theirs.
Narahara:
Regard to these recommendations, could these be
published on Topaz Times so people will all know.
Hoffman: We could publish on Saturday paper or next one cause
people should know the facts as soon as possible.
Narahara: As far as Dr. Collier is concern whai we want is
adequate service.
If that is done, we are very happy about
that.
We have no optician here..
Sleath: When you break glasses, you could get that even if
there is no optometrist.
WRA instruction states glasses will not be given free.
If he
cannot pay, he could get it paid by Welfare as Public Assistant
Grant.
Narahara: We want to help solve hospital situation.
If there
is the cause for future trouble we cannot help unless such cause
is taken uff.

We want the hospital to take up our suggestions

-7more seriously*
Hoffman:
If a person quits his work there, it is not Council*s
matter*
Fair Practice Board should be set up to take up such
cases*
Council should not take up individual matter*
Sleath:
If there is some case to take up, send it in writing
so there is no mistake or misunderstanding.
You will get the
answer in the same way.
Narahara: We do give you our 100$ cooperation after we under
stand clearly*
Suwada: What has been done on overtime payment.
9 days already.
Hoffman: We haven*t lost time because
w i l l b e issued starting November 1st.
April, May, and June.
Second one will
September.' If we have enough workers,
one ofter these are given out.

It*s been

?/e started already.
Checks
First check will cover
cover July, August and
we will issue the big

Mr. Hoffman and Dr. Sleath left.
Narahara:

What do you think,

Mr.

Matsuno?

Matsuno:
Every Councilman has to agree that best services at
the hospital are the thing we are fighting, not chasing Dr.
Collier out. This was the main worry of Coordinating Committee.
Dr. Sleath is the WRJL Medical Chief now because Dr. Thompson is
not there.
His words are going to be followed by Administration
here.
Our resolution is in hand of Project Director.
This
resolution will not die even Dr. Collier won*t go out from this
center.
If you could approved Dr. Sleath*s recommendation 100%,
we have to make the people understand.
If we agree with this
recommendation, we have to appeal for more workers.
Can we approve this?
Hideshima:
If these recommendations cannot be carried out,
our hospital will not function smoothly.
Takeuchi: We cannot approve everything. We want Medical
doctors to look into the other side when discharge the patients
from the hospital. Another thing is we need more than 6 am
bulance drivers.
Narahara: Medical social workers could help when there is
no one to take care the patients at home when discharged.
Dr.
Sleath didn*t say we have to limit to 6 drivers.
Takeuchi:
change.

I hope we will be consulted when they make radical

Narahara:
Dr. Sleath is going to leave instructions so evacuee
doctors could discuss these with Medical Chief.
If there is
no more question, can I have your approval on Dr. Sleathrs
recommendations?
This was approved unanimously.
Matsuno:

What are you going to do of that petition?

Narahara:
Dr. Collier is coming back, so we still have to hold
it.
It is our responsibility to find workers now. •
Suwada:
It is little too early to say it is our responsibility.
Administration has to make it better place to work or live.
Narahara:
I t ’s people’s responsibility, not Council alone.
may be little early. Anyway', we want resident to know, if
possible before Dr. Collier comes home on October 21th.
Suwada: We have the minutes, so pick out the main points.
block meeting tomorrow night#

It

Hold

Narahara: Can I ask Coordinating group;to make arrangement for
block meetingi
People must know it before Dr. Collier comes
back.
COMMUNITY FUND
Mumehara:

I will read statement drafted by Special Committee.

Narahara:

Is this all right?

Councllmen:

That soounds fine.

Narahara:
Shall we ask for block representatives to be reponsible as suggested by Mr. Tsuzuki?
Kaneko:

Leave it up to each block.

Narahara: Council Committee has to be in it too.
suggest some names?

CHn you

Igarashij Mumehara, Takahama, Narahara, Murakami, Kaneko,
Takenchi, Nodohara.
C$n I ask Messrs. Mumehara, Takahama, Murakami, Kaneko,
Takeuchi, and Nodohara to work on this?
The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
The meeting was adjourned at 5*13 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Masuji Fujii

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Thirty-Second Session
October 21, 1944
The regular Council meeting was called to order
by the Chairman, Mr. Masaru Narahara., at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
Takeo Suzuki (10-Ex), Bruce
Kawamoto (ll-Ex), Sadata Handa (27-Ex), Kichizo
Kanzaki (23-Ex), Junta Koga (35-Ex), Hikoichi
Shimamoto (36-Ex), Matsuzo Suzuki (37-Ex),
Somenosuke Muramatsu (41-Ex).
BUSINESSES:
HOSPITAL
The Chairman reported that Dr. Sleath has suggested
many constructive recommendations for our hospital to
the Joint Coordinating Committee.
Dr. Sleath was introduced to the Council by the Pro
ject Director, Mr. L.T. Hoffman.
He recommended the
follows:
Diet kitchen should be open because there are many
people need it and residents should cooperate finding
cooks for this purpose.
Rest Home should be provided for those who have no
one to care for them. Empty wards at the H0 spital can
be used for this purpose because requisition for con*
struction materials take too much time.
Dental plates which are essential for the health of
the individual should be provided free of charge by
the WRA*.
Equipment for this are requisitioned so they will be
provided for those who need them soon.
There should be a good supervisor for ambulance drivers
All drivers should know all rules and regulations and
also how to handle the patients.
To have adequate
drivers to provide necessary service.
Evacuee doctors and the Medical Chief should be in
better or closer relationship.
These recommendations will be given to the Project
Director in writing, and will be published so every
resident will know the facts.
After they left, it was decided unanimously to accept
these recommendations for the improvement of hospital
situation.
Since Dr. Collier is coming back Saturday
and these recommendations will not be published until
next week, it was decided to hold block meeting in
each block in order to explain why he is coming ba.ck
to this center.
In order to give each block correct and uniform in
formations, Joint Coordinating Committee was asked to
mimeograph the statement.
COMMUNITY FUND
Mr. Mumehara read the statement drafted by the Special
Committee and was approved.
It was decided to ask each
block to elect two persons to serve in this committee.
The Chairman appointed Messrs. Mumehara, Takahama, Mu
rakami, Kaneko, Takeuchi, and Nodohara to represent
in this Committee.
The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:13 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-Third Session
October 23, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:45 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
S. Murakami (l-Ex), T. Sugiyama (4Ex), B. Kawamoto (ll-Ex), S. Mizote (19-Ex), S. Banda
(27-Ex), H. Shimamoto (3o-Ex), K. Suwada (37-Ex).
OBWERVERS:

Dr. 0. Hoffman, Community Analysis
Mr. Tawara, Block #34

Mr. Kamikawa, Seabrook Farm representative, will be here around
3:00 p.m. to talk for a short while.
The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1.

To Block #23 asking them to elect Block Election Com
mittee.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.7 From Report Officer attaching News Maps.
2.
From Mr. L.T. Hoffman suggesting a working schedule
for boilermen.
3. From Miss Mikiko Hayashida, President of Nurses*
Aides Club, thinking for donation.
4. From Mr. L.T. Hoffman suggesting a method of publish
ing Council Minutes.
5. Compensatory Time Statement.
OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Narahara: Results of block meeting shows that every block has
approved which Council has decided.
Mr*. Hoffman was glad Dr. Sleath made such recommendations, and
he thinks it Is going to work out fine.
Yano: Block #29 would like to thank Joint Coordination Committee.
copy of their resolution was approved to be sent to Block M a n a u s .

$

Narahara:

Will Mr. Nakamura present your block problem.

Nakamura:
Nurses* Aides are working hard; therefore, Block #12
would like to have Council give more share from Hospital Donation.
Narahara:
Council Cabinet decides that share.
Council as whole decide this?
Mumehara:

Block #$ problem is about same.

Can we have

Nurses* Aides are
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working hard and they should deserve $19.00 or $20.00.
Council
should discuss this because it is emergency like pipe line crew.
If this cannot be approved by WRA we should look into this.
There is a case where diet patients was forced to work and his
stomach busted•
Igarashi:

What is the purpose of Dr. Sugiyama’s leave?

Narahara: His plan is two week vacation but he will be back
within a month.
He didn’t say his main purpose.
It was reported at Block Managers meeting that the attitude of
Head Nurse is bad. We will table hospital problem until we
hear from Project Director.
Can I ask Cabinet to study allo
cation?
This was approved.
I will ask Labor Committee to study the possibility of Nurses1
Aides getting $19.00 rate.
COMMUNITY FUND
Narahara:
May I ask Special Committee to discuss our recommen
dations with Block Managers.
Election of Block representatives
could be decided when you meet! with them.
Can I make an
arrangement with Block Managers tomorrow at 10:00 a.m.?
All members approved the time.
Can I ask Mr. Tsuzuki to repeat your recommendation?
Tsuzuki: I suggest one or two representatives from each block
to be in charge of Community fund drive.
Kaneko:

I second.

This matter was approved unanimously.
B0ILERMEN
Narahara:
I will read the recommendation from Project Director
pertaining to work schedule of boilermen.
We cannot discuss this here, so I will forward this to Labor
Committee.
Yano: According to this letter, overtimes up to June will be
paid starting November 1st.
Overtimes up to October 31, will
be paid starting the first week of December.
Those who have
not departed from the center for Indefinite and Seasonal leave
before October 8th will be paid for all overtime prior to
January 1st, 1944 in first week of December.
No overtime will
be recorded after October 31> 1944« We have to finish all our
work, and any overtime should be adjusted within each month.

-3VISITOR FROM SEABROOK HARM
Kamikawa: We are here from Seabrook Farm and WRA New York Office.
This office was given to Jerome this April. Three representa
tives from Jerome went to investigate the farm. 81 families
and total of $45 workers are there now. Most of us are working
on packing house.
There are 25,000 acres of farm there.
The
frozen products are their main products.
They also have dried
vegetable plant. This farm is in New Jersey, 50 miles from
Atlantic Ocean.
Climate will be about same as Utah.
Basic wages
is 60# for men and 55$ for women.
There are many skill Jobs,
but we have to work until there is an opening.
There are 50 rooms in one barrack.
$8.00 is monthly rent.
Linen will be changed weekly.
Living
condition is very good because FHA has constructed.
Family
group is provided with many bed rooms and shower.
Rent is
from $12, $15, and etc.
Until Electric Refrigerator is installed, coal and electricty
are free.
Workers receive their lunch free all you want.
New Jersey, the owners have to furnish lunch free if they have
them worked more than 5 hours.
General merchandise are way
cheaper than California.
Public opinion is very good toward
Japanese.
Children are attending public school near by. There
is no discrimination.
There is no hospital within the farm
but there is first aid station with R.N. at attendance.
I
am working there, and I want to be frank.
You may feel lone
some first because there are only about 600. We have to work
night time every two weeks. When you compare 60# with defense
work, pay sounds cheap.
We have an organization among ourselves and one WRA officer is
there to give us advice and protection.
It is easier to nego
tiate when we have an organization.
We could buy rice and
shoyu cheaper because we order in large quantity.
Job is secured even after the war because they found Japanese
could give higher average production.
If you are interested,
investigate the place.
Even you are allowed to go back to West
Coast, it is hard to get started.
Seabrook pays the fare both way if you work more than 6 months.
You w o n ’t lose anything.
You could look around in East Coast
within 6 months.
I think we have better chance of advancement
among American public than the West Coast.
We d o n ’t want young boys alone because they get tire of the work.
Where is no amusement place.
If you have any questions, I
will be glad to answer with my knowledge.
Narahara:
This is individual matter, so ask him personally
while we take 5 minutes recess.
Lets go back to overtime problem.
Takahama:

What are we going to do on emergency case?

Suzuki:
I am working at agriculture section.
to keep the farm without working overtime.

It is impossible

-

Narahara:
I
He stated he
If we record
trouble.
If
reshheduled*

4-

have talked with Project Director for an hour*
had difficult time finding way to pay in cash*
the overtimes, we are going to run into the same
this have to be done, project works have to be

T. Suzuki:

This understanding is exchange condition.

Hideshima:

Do we have such power to approve this?

Narahara:
It is just to approve the recommendation.
decision is up to workers.
Hideshima:

Final

Transfer that letter to Labor representatives.

Tsuzuki:
It seems this is the memorandum of workers representa
tives meeting with Project Director, so transfer to workers1
group/
Narahara:

Cam

t

just give this letter to them.

This was approved unanimously.
ORDINANCES
Yano: These ordinances are proposed by Judicial Commission.
Can we have some time to study this?
; ✓
Takahama: Will you give a copy to each Councilman so we all
could study it.
Narahara:

I will do that.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:

.

BLOCK MANAGER
Mumehara:
ing.

Seabrook Farm representative took almost whole morn

Narahara:

Will Mr. Yanagi attend next Block Managers meeting.

EDUCATION

1

Hideshima:
Education department is going to open Dining Hall
#30 from 600 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. for study purpose.
PTA officers *¿11
be selected very soon.
There are 834 High School student, 22
Caucasian teachers, and 4 evacuee teachers.
There a re 634
Elementary school students, 11 Caucasian teachers, and 10
evacuee teachers.
We tried to let Year Bood mafie cheaper than

$2 ,500 .00 .

-5FOOD
Igarashi: Mr. Takefuji of Block Manager has resigned and Mr.
Yamashita took his place in Food Advisory Committee.
Farm
kitchen will be closed and they will work for Dining Hall #2,
diet kitchen.
8
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LEGAL
Yano: When you write the will, any one could write it for him.
Any one could receive it. When someone else write it or typed,
two witnesses are necessary.
If no will, nearest relatives will
receive them."
RELOCATION
Yano: We have asked Project Director to allow freight to the
home instead of the station.
Narahara:

Will you follow through.

The meeting was adjourned at 4*45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Thirty-Third Session
October 23, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: S. Murakami (l-Ex), T. Sugiyama (4.Ex), B. Kawamoto (ll-Ex), S. Mizote (19-Ex), S. Handa
(27-Ex), H. Shimamoto (36-Ex), K. Suwada (37-Ex).
Mr. Kamikawa, Seabrook Farm representative, will be here around
3:00 p.m. to talk for a short while on purpose and the conditions
of recruiting workers.
The minutes of previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1.

To Block #23 asking them to elect Block Election Com
mittee.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
.2.
3.
4«.
5.

From Report Officer attaching News Maps.
From Mr. L.T. Hoffman suggesting a working schedule
for boilermen.
From Miss Mikiko Hayashida, President of Nurses’
Aides Club, thanking for donation.
From Mr. L.T. Hoffman suggesting method of publish
ing Council Minutes.
Compensatory Time Statement.

OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Results of block meeting shows that every block has approved
the recommendation which Council decided on.
Recommendation was made that Nurses’ Aides should get $19.00
amonth because if is emergency like pipe line crew.
Chairman
asked the Labor Committee to study the possibility of Nurses’
Aides getting $19.00 rate.
The Chairman also reported that
Dr. Sugiyama is on two weeks vacation.
COMMUNITY FUND
A recommendation was made and approved that one or two repre
sentatives from each block to be in charge of Community Fund
drive.
The Special Committee was asked to meet with Block
Managers group tomorrow at 10:00 a.m.
BOILERMEN
The recommendation from the Project Director, pertaining to
work schedule of boilermen was read and explained.
This was
referred to the Labor Committee.
OVERTIME
The statement on Overtime from the Project Director was read
and explained.
The matter was referred to Labor Committee.
It was recommended the question of the emergencies in operation
of necessary nature should be clarified.
ORDINANCES

The proposed ordinances are presented by the Judicial Commission.
The Chairman was asked to have copies ready and to get a copy
to each Councilman so he could study it.
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BLOCK MANAGER
The Seabrook Farm representative! gave reports on purpose and
the conditions of recruiting workers.
EDUCATION
The committee made the following reports:
There are 834 High
School students, 22 Caucasian teachers and 4 resident teachers.
There are 634 Elementary school students, 11 Caucasian teachers
and 10 resident teachers.
The High School students tried
to make their Year Book within $2,500,00.
FOOD
The farm kitchen will be closed and the cooks could be trans
ferred to Diet kitchen when it is open.
LEGAL
It was reported that H0spital patients could make their wills
by hand writing.
If the patient is unable he can have someone
write it or typed but two witnesses are necessary.
RELOCATION
A recommendation was made through Relocation Committee to
Project Director that freight be forward to r e l o c a t e s 1 new
home instead of the nearest station.

Respectfully submitted,

Masuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
-frond oaoofl fluTnmggyThirty-Fourth Session
October 26, 1944

"

The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Maseru Narahara, at 1:50 p.m*
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: 3. Murakami (l-Ek), T. Suglyama
(4-Ex). T. Hashiguchi (8-Ex), B. Kawamoto (11-Ex), S.
Banda (27-Ex), K. Kanzaki (28-Ex), B. Shimamoto (56-Ex)*
M. Suzuki (37-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex)*
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.

Introductory letters to Amache and Heart Mountain
Relocation Center of Mr. Bhjii*

2.

Mr. Fuji! to Mr. Sanford-— rabie serum for dogs.

INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1.

Rodeo—

financial statement

(supplemental)

OLD BUSINESSES:
1.

Community Fund:
Chairman: We should like to have reports from Mr. Mumehara
who met the Block Managers group yesterday.
Mr. Mumehara:
Our special committee met with the Block
Managers on the 24th, we read and explained the C o u n c i l s
resolution and Prospectus.
There were several questions
answered.
Q. 1.

What is the policy and nature of the fund drive?

A. The resolution by theCouncil is that Topaz will set up
an example of raising the fund even though the Council
did not receive any definite answers regarding to the
plans of raising funds from other centers.
Q* 2* What would happen to the fund when the center is
closed?
A. When the center is closed the fund will be handled in
such a manner as the residents decide proper.
Q. 3. How will the fund be used?
In accordance with the
resolution of the 28th session, out of the entire amount,
|300. is to be used for running expenses of the Community
Council; |115. to pay for the traveling expenses of
Dr. Ochikubo; the rest of the fund goes to support the
test cases.

-2«*
Qu 4.

What is the relation between Dr* Ochikubo and
the fund?

A. There is no connection between the fund and Dr. Ochikubo
except the payment of #115. for his traveling expenses.
Q. 5. What is the degree of responsibility in support of
the Ochikubo case and the other cases such as : Endo
or Korematsu cases?
A. Since the Ochikubo case became an individual case,
the Council could not do anything.
The Council supports
only those cases that affect the future of the Japanese
people in general:, and not especial individual eases.
Q. 6.
In regard to the raising of funds, was there any
négociation between the J.A.C.L. and the Council?
A. When Dr. Ochikubo was chairman of the Council, the
J.A.ClLi requested cooperation in raising #500. to
retain their attorney.
The Council was not interested
in the proposition, and it did not become an issue.
After the questions were answered Mr*. Takeuchi explained how
the #300. will be used.
They all approved the recommendation by the
Council.
It was also approved that two representatives are to be
elected from each block and each Councilman would report their
names before Nov. 1, 1944. The report ended here.
The motion was made and approved that the two representatives
from each block he elected in any manner that will suit the condition
of each block. The names be reported before Nov. 2, (Thursday)
instead of Nov. 1. The Prospectus will be mimeographed and be
distributed to the residents.
HOSPITAL
Chairman made reports that statements on Health Program have
been printed on the Topaz Times, and also that Dr. Collier,
our Chief Medical Officer, approved the recommendation pre
posed by Dr. Sleath.
Diet Kitchen will be opened next Monday, since they already
have 13 workers signed up. 6 or 7 more workers are still
needed to give complete service.
DELTA-TOPAZ FREIGHT PROBLEM
Chairman reported that the present schedule is necessary
to comply with the ODT regulations as it was explained by
Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Bell.
Considering the income of the residents charging on freight
from Delta to Topaz seems very unfair, and WRA should pay
for the transportation.
The above recommendation was
approved unanimously by the Council, and it shall be
forwarded to the Administration.
, ;

Five-minutes intermission

-554.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
It was reported by the Chairman that Counoil has a ear now
and ready to pick up the Counoilmen♦ Please wait at
designated place 10 minutes before the starting time*

5»

SELECTIVE SERVICE
Mr, Turner announced that 22 young men are called to
active duty and they are leaving Topaz on November 8th,
Chairman asked the Gouncil to study the new proposed
ordinances and see if it is necessary to discuss those
ordinances concerning to school and public affairs.

6.

LEGAL
Committee reported that it would be a good idea if Mr.Ikeda
could come over to the meeting and explain the nature of
new proposed ordinances.

7.

PUBLIC RELATION
Chairman reported that Rev. Okayama and Rev. Fujii called
on him and expressed their opinion on the P\iture Plan
ning .Commission.
They said the Interfaith Council will
not send a representative to that meeting because it was
political nature in it.

8.

GIFTS FOR PRISONERS OF WAR
Mr. Nodohara made a proposition that gifts be sent to
prisoners of war who are now at some internment camps.
The matter was referred to Spanish Joint Committee to
talk over with the Topaz Red Cross Committee.

9.

CHANGE OF TIME
Change of working time was suggested.
wait until next meeting.

It was agreed to

Meeting was adjourned at 4:45 p.m.
Bespectfully submitted,
Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Thirty-fourth Session
October 26, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
S. Murakami (l-Ex), T. Sugiyama
(4-Ex), T. Hashiguchi (8-Ex), B. Kawamoto (11-Ex), S.
Handa (27-Ex), K. Kanzaki (28-Ex), H. Shimamoto (36-Ex),
M. Suzuki (37-Ex), S. Muramatsu (¿l-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMONICATIONS:
1.
2.

Introductory letters to Amache and Heart Mountain
Relocation Center of Mr. Fujii.
Mr. Fujii to Mr. Sanford-- rabie serum for dogs.

INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1.

Rodeo---financial statement (supplemental)

OLD BUSINESSES:
COMMUNITY FUND
Mr. Mumehara reported that the Special Committee on Community
Fund met with representatives from Block Managers and explain
ed the resolution made by Council.
After a few questions the
Committee and Block Managers approved the recommendation by
the Council.
At this meeting it also approved that two representatives are
to be elected fi-om each block and each Councilman will report
their names before Movember 1st.
Council made a motion and approved that two representatives
from each block be elected in any manner that it would suit
the block, and the date shall be before November 2nd (Thursday).
Also the Prospectus be printed and distributed to the residents
in order to give uniform information.
HOSPITAL
Chairman made reports that statements on Health Program have
been printed on the Topaz Times, and also that Dr. Collier,
our chief medical officer, approved the recommendation pre
posed by Dr. Sleath.
DELTA-TOPAZ FREIGHT PROBLEM
Chairman reported that the present schedule is necessary to
comply with the ODT regulations cs it was explained by Mr.
Hoffman and Mr. Bell.
Considering the income of the residents charging on freight
from Delta to Topaz seems very unfair, and WRA should pay for
the transportation.
The above recommendation was approved
unanimously by the Council, and it shall be forwarded to the
Administration.
5 minutes intermission
COMMITTEE REPORTS
It was reported by the Chairman that Council has a car now and
ready to pick up the Councilman.
Please wait at designated
place 10 minutes before the starting time.
SELECTIVE SERVICE
Mr. Turner announced that 22 young men are called to active
duty and they are leaving Topaz on November 8th.
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Chairman asked the Council to study the new proposed ordinances
and see if it is necessary to discuss those ordinances concern
ing school and public affairs.
LEGAL
Committee reported that it would be a good idea if Mr. Ikeda
could come over to the meeting and explain the nature of new
proposed ordinances.
PUBLIC RELATION
Chairman reported that Rev. Okayama and Rev. Fujii called on
him and expressed their opinion on the Future Planning Commission.
They said the Interfaith Council will not send a representative
to that meeting because it seemed to be of a political nature.
GIFTS FOR PRISONERS OF WAR
Mr. Nodohara made a proposition that gifts be sent to prisoners
of war who are now at some internment camps. The matter was
referred to Spanish Joint Committee to talk over with the Topaz
Red Cross Committee.
CHANGE OF TIME
Change of working time was suggested.
until next meeting.

It was agreed to wait

Meeting Was adjourned at 4-:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-Fifth Session
October 30, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Suzuki (10-Ex), B. Kawamoto (llEx), S. Mizote (19-Ex), S* Kawaguchi (34-Ex), H. Shimaraoto
(36-E x ), S. Muramatsu t41-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1.

To Mr. L.T. Hoffman concerning Freight charges.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

Memorandum on Re-allocation of workers.
Art School— -Invitation to preview.

Mr. Tsuzuki extended the invitation to each Councilman and
his friends to attend an art exhibit preview which will be
held at Block #10 on November 3rd.
BUSINESS:
PROPOSED ORDINANCES
The Legal Committee chairman reported that the proposed
ordinances were introduced to the City Council by the Judicial
Commission, and he also explained the general outline.
Mr. Ikeda, Chairman of the Judicial Commission, was introduced
to the Councilmen.
The Chairman of the Council expressed his
opinion as to possibility of establishing a probable means of
utilizing the money paid by the residents as fines.
Mr. Ikeda said that the Council should suggest it might work
out by adding such phrase to Proposed Ordinances No. 15, "any
other appropriate manner as shall be adjudged, as shall be
fixed for each offense by the Judicial Commission of the Project.
The Proposed Ordinances are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
V.

Definitions
Maiming, Injuring or Poisoning Animals
Assault
Battery
Concealed Weapons
Discharge of Firearms Prohibited
Disorderly Conduct
Trespass
School and Public Library

jlO

iA.

12.
13.
14 .
15.
16 .

Nu As s i i 0 6 s
Throwing of Objects Within Residential Block Area
Misuse of Pass
Disrespect to Internal Security Police
Crashing Parties
Punishment
Effective Date

The Council passed the Proposed Ordinances Nos. 1, 2, 3,
sls
they were written, ^he Council passed No. 5 with the following
amendments, extraction of the phrases, "unless he shall have a
permit signed by the Project Director," "any slingshot, brass
knuckles, revolver, dagger, or other," so it shall read "It shall
be unlawful for any person to carry any concealed dangerous
weapon within the limits of this project." The Proposed Ordi
nances No. 6 was passed as was orginally written. The Proposed
Ordinances No. 7 was passed with the extraction of the phrase,
"Japanese-American." Proposed Ordinances Nos. 8, 9, and 10 was
passed as they were orginally written.
Proposed Ordinances No. 11
was passed with the extraction of the following phrase, "with
the intention of injuring, frightening.® Proposed Ordinances
No. 12, the Council did not passed. The Proposed Ordinances
No. 12 with the opinion that the WRA regulations should cover
the offense.
Proposed Ordinances Nos. 13 and 14 . was passed as
they were orginally written.
Proposed Ordinances No. 15 was
passed with the insertion of the following phrase, "or any
other appropriate manner as shall be adjudged." Proposed Ordi
nances No. 16 was passed so it shall read as follows, "The
foregoing ordinances 2 through 13 shall take effect on the 6th
day of November and the Clerk of the Community Council is
authorized to furnish a copy thereof to the Project News Paper
for publication, and a copy for posting upon the Bulletin Board
of the Community Council and at such other places as to the
Council may seem needful."
Also Amendments on Traffic Regulations
VII.
X.

"Traffic Signs and Signals, Must Be Obeyed"
"Parking Prohibited"

Council passed the Amendments on the Traffic Rules and Regula
tions Section VII.
Council tabled Amendments on Section X with the opinion that
the WRA regulations should cover the offense.
COMMUNITY FUND
Mr. Mumehara reported that the Prospectus is mimeographed and
each Councilman gets two today for his references.
It was
suggested that the rest of it be printed and distributed to each
apartment through the block manager, possibly tomorrow morn
ing.

-3HOSPITAL.
The Chairman made reports that the hospital, with coopera
tion by its personnel and the residents, has started under
taking the programs proposed by Dr* Sleath.
He also stated
that it is the duty of the residents to give their whole
hearted support and cooperation in order that the hospital
might be able to continue its services*
Chairman announced the Cabinet Meeting will be held tomorrow
at 9:00 a*m., and plans will be discussed to recruit nurses1
aides at once.
Mr. Mumehara: We did not hear any report in regard to the
hospital petition from Block 19* We also do not know what
decision Block 19 has made on the Community Fund Drive. We
suggest that further investigation should be made on this
matter.
Mr. Suwada:

I second his suggestion.

It was approved that the Chairman and the Vice Chairman should
see to it*
MANPOWER COMMISSION.
Chairman made a report that re-allocation of workers has
been proposed by the administration, and it was presented to
the meeting of the workers* representatives last Saturday
for information and study.
FOOD COMMITTEE.
Mr. Tsuzuki reported that Mr. Frank Harding, Washington Chief
Senior Steward, will be here in a few days and stay until
Saturday.
If there is any request or complaint on the food,
Mr. Tsuzuki is glad to present to him.

Respectfully submitted,

Miyoji Mumehara, Acting Office Manager
Shizuye Akiyoshi, Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Con den s e c Summary
Thirty^Fifth-Session
October 30, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at, 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T* .Suzuki (10-Ex), 3. Kawamoto (11Efc), S.-Kizote (19-Ex), S. Kawaguchi (34-Ex:), H. Shimamoto
(36-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex)* .
The minutes of the /previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
I. To Mr. L. T* Hoffman concerning Freight charges.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

Memorandum on Re-allocation of workers.
Art School----Invitation to preview.

Mr. Tsuzuki extended the invitation to each Councilman and
his friends to attend at art exhibit preview which will be
held at Block //10 on November 3rd.
BUSINESS:
PROPOSED ORDINANCES
The Legal Committee chairman reported that the proposed
ordinances were introduced to the City Council by the Judicial
Commission, and he also explained the general outline,
Mr. Ikeda, Chairman of the Judicial Commission was introduced
to the Council members.
The Chairman of the Council expressed
his opinion as to possibility of establishing a probable means
of utilizing the money p a i d ‘by the residents as fines.
THE PROPOSED ORDINANCES ARE AS FOLLOWS;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Definitions
Maiming, Injuring or Poisoning Animals
Assault
Battery
Concealed weapons
Discharge of Firearms Prohibited
Disorderly Conduct
Treapress
School and Public Library
Nuisances
Throwing of Objects Within Residential Block Area
Misuse of Pass
Disrespect to Internal Security Police
Crashiag Parties
Punishment
Effective Date

The Council passed the Proposed
Ordinances, except No. 12.
The opinion of the Council on No. 12 was that the WRAregulations'should cover this offense.
No. 5, and No. 15, have been passed with a few Amendments.
Also Amendments on Traffic Regulations
VII.
a.

^Traffic Signs and Signals, Must Be Obeyed”
'"Barking Prohibited”

Council passed the Amendments on the Traffic Rules and Regula
tions Section VII.
Council tabled Amendments on Section X with the opinion until
cars parked at night affects the welfare of the residents.
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COMMUNITY FUND
Mr. Mumehara reported that the Prospectus is mimeographed and
It was
each Councilman gets two tpday for his references.
be
printed
and
distributed
to
suggested that the rest of it
anager,
possibly
tomorrow
each apartment through the bloCu
morning#
HOSPITAL
The Chairman made report that the hospital, with cooperation
by its personnel and the residents, has started undertaking
the programs proposed by JOr. Sleath
He also stated that
it iq the duty of the residents to give their wholeneartea
support and cooperation ip order that the hospital might be
able to continue its services.
Chairman announced the Cabinet Meeting will be held tomorrow
at 9?00 a?m., and plans will be discussed to recruit nursesaides at once •

im v o r m COMMISSION
Chairman made a report tfeat re-allocation of workers has been
proposed by the Administration, and it
meeting of the workers1 representatives last Saturday lor
information and study.
FOOD c o n ¡ITT nui
Mr. Tsuzuki reported that Mr. Frank Harding, Washington Chief
Spnior Steward will be here in a few da3rs and stay .
Saturday.
If there is any request or complaint on the food,
Mr. Tsuzuki is glad to present to him.
The meeting was adjourned at 5 :10 p*m.
Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi,
Secretary
Mi yo ji Mume h ara,
Acting Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-Sixth Session
November 2, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman, Mr.
Maseru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: B. Kawamoto (11-Ex), T. Tsuzuki (13-Ex), S.
flanda (27-Ex), H. Shimamoto (36-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex), S.
Okamoto (42-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.

2.

To Block Manager, Red Cross Headquarter, Cooperative Consumers*
Enterprise, Inter-Faith, USO, Sewing School in care of Adult
Education, Protestant Fujin-kai, Buddhist Fujin-kai, Topaz
Business and Professional Women*s Club concerning shortage of
hospital workers.
To Mr. L.T. Hofftaan enclosing Adopted Ordinances for his ap
proval.',

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2.
5.
4.

From
From
From
From

SAFC the minutes and agenda.
SAFC regarding the movie tax exemption.
Red Cross Headquarter concerning movie approval.
JACL concerning the Colma Cemetery and Dr. Ochikubo*s case.

OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Mr. Yano reported that Chairman and Vice Chairman went to see Mr. Hoffmam
and informed him that residents will try to do their best to carry out
the health program. We informed him the Council*s plan to call a meet
ing of various organized groups. Dr. Collier and Mr. Hoffman agreed to
meet with the Health Committee in preparation for the Friday meeting.
Mr. Narahara, Chairman, made reports of the preparatory meeting of the
Health Committee and E!r. Collier at Mr. Hoffman* s office on Thursday
morning.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C.D. Wards
Institutional cases
$19.00 pay for nurses* aides.
Number of drivers is not the object of interest, but the ap
propriate service should be obtained.
Chanqe will be given to a driver to out of cénter like a trip
to Salt Lake City.
Denture - In case of absolute necessity for making dentures for
the health, WRA will pay the expanses.

Suwada: Dr. Collier expressed his desire to cooperate with the residents
and appreciate supports by the residents.
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Nakata: Dr. Collier said he would like to have meeting every week at
his office.
Chairman: Friday at 2:00 p.m. meeting will be held here, Cabinet members
and Health Committee are requested to attend.
FREIGHT CHARGE
Chairman: Answer will be the same.
plan to carry this out.

jfut Council should make a definite

C0MM0NITX FUND DRIVE
Chairman: Have you two names from your block? All names are in now.
We need representatives to continue and finish up the case.
Mumehara:
Committee for drawing up the prospectus has done its duty and
I wish it to be released.
Suwada: Council should express appreciation for the committee* s effort.
Council is still in need of its service. It should be continued.
Chairman: There might be some unreasonable questions, however, the things
are quite clear now.
Mumehara: Things are not very simple.
give appropriate answers.

It should be well prepared to

Chairman:

How about the whole cabinet members take the responsibility.

Takeuchi:

The present Committee is requested to carry on*

Nodohara: Since the meeting is sponsored by the Council the Chairman
and the cabinet should take the responsibility.
Tekahashi: Night meeting is suitable for this because everybody is work
ing during the day.
Suwada:

I second the motion.

Chairman: read the letter f rom Mr. Saburo Kido in regard to the test case.
Dr. 0chikubors case is not considered an test cage now but eventually
will be. The fund will be used only for the test case and not for other
things. Mr. Xano translated into Japanese.
Chairman; Our position is very clear the fund is going to support the
test cases and not just Dr. Ochikubo's case.
LABOR
Chairman; Labor Committee attend the Tuesday meeting. Re-allocation
program has been worked out by the Administration. If there is any
justification could be made, considerations will be made according to
various reasons. It will also affect the welfare of the residents.
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Suwada: Some foremen are not informed of necessexy explanation in regaxd to re-allocation of workers*
Chairman: When I was in conference with Administration they informed
me 10 essential jobs; hospital, pipeline, agriculture, mess hall, janitors
boilermen, mbtor transport.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
EDOCATION
Thirty-one janitors to be cut to twenty-five. Dr* Noble says it could
not be done with twenty-five. Representatives from school will be here
to attend the Laborer meeting*

FOOD
Mr. Harding is here from Washington and the committee met* Mr. B. Watson
resigned from his position* Mess workers and all other persons connect
ed with food will meet at block 20 mess hall in preparation to see Mr.
Harding on Friday at 2:00 p*m.
SELECTIVE SERVICE
Notification from Mr. Turner that eleven boys are called for induction
on November 9th.
SPANISH CONSOL
Gifts fro prisoners of war*
information*

Will make definite answer when we have enough

WELFARE
Mr. Pratt wishes to make appointment to meet together next week.
NEW BUSINESS:
A doctor from Crystal City might be able to obtain and have him come here
to serve at our hospital* The matter was referred to Health Committee.
CHANGE OF TIME
Starting time for Council meeting was set for 1:20 p*m.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL TEACHERS
Several teachers are leaving in a few weeks* Letters have been sent
through block managers to recruit teachers or else the school will have
to close* Chairman wants your cooperation. The school is in Block #8
especially the people who are residing near block #8*
PARCEL POST
It has been complained to the Council that few of the residents have been
receiving the package but is empty. Block Managers will be notified.

Thirty-Sixth Session
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The meeting was adjourned at 5s 25 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi,
Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-Sixth Session
November 2, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 'p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:- B. Kawamoto (11-Ex), T. Tsuzuki (13-Ex).
S. Handa (27-EEx), H. Shimamoto (36-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-si),
S. Okamoto (42-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved*
OUTGOING COMMONICATIONS:
1.

To Block Managers, Bed Cross Headquarter, Cooperative
Consumers* Enterprise, Inter** Faith, U.S.O., Sewihg School
in care of Adult Education, Protestant Fujin-kai,
Buddhist SUjin-kai, fopaz Business and Professional
Womens Club concerning shortage of hospital workers.

2.

To Mr. L. T. Hoffman enclosing Adopted Ordinances for
his approval.

INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

From S.A.F.C. the minutes and agenda.
Prom S.A.F.C. regarding the movie tax exemption*
From Red Cross Headquarter concerning movie approval.
From JACL concerning the Colma Cemetery and Br. Ochikubo’s
case.

OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Mr. Yano reported that Chairman and Vice-Chairman went to see
Mr. Hoffman and informed him that residents would try to do their
best to carry out the health program.
They also informed him
the Council’s plan to call a meeting of various organized groups.
Br. Collier and Mr. Hoffman agreed to meet with the Health Commi
ttee on preparation for the Ffiday meeting.
Mr. Narahara made reports of the preparatory meeting of the Health
committee and Br. Collier at Mr. Hoffman’s office on Thursday
morning.
Mr. Suwada reported that Br. Collier expressed his desire to coo
perate with the residents and appreciated supports by the residents
Mr. Nakata, Chairman of the Health Committee reported that Br.
Collier would like to have meeting every week at his office.
Chairman Narahara announced that there would be a meeting at 2:00 p.m,
Cabinet members and Health Committee are requested to attend.
FREIGHT CHARGE
Chairman Narahara reported that the answer was same as before.

COMMUNITY FUND DRIVE
Two names from each block was reported#
The present Special Committee and the Cabinet members will part
icipate in conducting the block representatives meeting whose
date would be decided later on*
It was also suggested a night
meeting*
The letter from J*A*C. L. was read and translated.
LABOR
The labor Committee reported that the body attended the Tiesday
meeting.
Re-allocation program was made by the administration.
If there is any justificaticn could be made, it would be considered
Committee also reported the importance of giving necessary infor
mation to all the foremen, since some foremen are not well infor
med*
COMMITTEE REPORTS
EDUCATION
Mr. Hideshima reported that 31 janitors at school to be cut to 25.
Dr. Noble says it could be done with 21.
Representatives from
school will be at the labor meeting*
food

.

Mr* Igarashi reported that Mr. Frank Harding is here from
Washington and the Committee met with him*
Mr* Brandon Watson resigned from his position to go to Calif.
Meeting with Mr. Barding is arranged at Friday, 2:00 p.m.
SELECTIVE SERVICE
Mr* Turner notified that eleven boys were called for induction
on November 9*
SPANISH COUNCIL
Gifts for prisoners of war.
Definite answer will be made when
the Committee will have enough information.
WELFARE
Mr* Pratt wishes to make appointment to meet together next
week.
NEW BUSINESS
Doctors from Crystal City*
Committee*

The matter was referred to Health

Starting time for Council meeting was set for 1:30 p.m.

Grammar school teachers.
Several teachers are leaving on indefinite
Mr* Takahama reported that several letters were sent throughr
block managers* He requested every councilman to cooperate*
Parcel Post.
Complaints were made to seme counciImen on inadequate delivery
of parcel posts.
It was suggested that individual cases be
investigated.
Meeting was adjourned at 5:25 p.m,

Respectfully submitted
Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary.

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-Seventh Session
November 6 , 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:50 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
S* Murakami (l-Ex),. B. Kawamoto (11-Ex),
S. Mlzote (19-Ex), S. Handa (27-Ex), K. Kanzaki (28-Ex),
S. Kawaguchi (34“Ex), H. Shimamoto (36-Ex), S. Muramatsu
(4 1 -Ex), S. Okamoto (42-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1 . To Mr. Fred M. Koba, Chairman of Red Cross, for the appro
val of the movie for Red Cross Fund.
INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1 . Memo from Mr. Sanford pertaining to the discharged service
men for induction and reinductlon to this camp.
OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Mr. Narahara made reports of the special hospital meeting which
was held last Friday afternoon with representatives from organized
groups and Dr. Collier in the Council Chamber. The decision with
the organized groups, as a sponsorship, that a special paper will
ue distributed to all the residents in regards to the shortage of
Hospital workers and also published in the W e d n e s d a y ^ Topaz Times.
After Wednesday each organized groups will emphasize this to their
members.
I am sure that after they have met some suggestions will
come up. He read the noticed of recruiting hospital workers that
will be distributed tomorrow to residents which was approved by
Mr. Hoffman.
Mr. Yano translated it in Japanese.
The reason why the majority of the girls will not accept this work
is because that eventually they will have to work in the C.D. ward.
For this matter they are trying to think up better method.
Suwada: Nurses1 aides for the C.D. ward will be given an injection
lor their health.
Chairman:
Have Dr. Collier check this and the members of the C.D.
patients to attend a special meeting and ask for their help.
Dr. Collier will called the meeting with the special representa
tives at the hospital.
No suggestion has been made.
Takeuchi: With this appeal, when the families of the C.D. patients
come to the meeting, they will have to put the pressure on.

¡ K W
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Chairman: With that point, this is the first time we have ever
done itr. It was once published in the Topaz Times and no response
was made, with this in mind, especially with the C#D. ward have
Dr# Collier write a letter to the families#
Suwada:
Dr# Collier said that if we ask the family members some
thing will come up, otherwise, they will have to sent them to any
outside hospital#
Nodohara:

Can this be done?

ADOPTED ORDINANCES
Mr. Narahara reported that Mr.
Adopted Ordinances that school
It will be enforced by the WRA
Mr. Ikeda.
Outside school and
Ordinances#
Takeuchi:

Hoffman said in regards to the
and public library might be omitted#
so they will diseuss it with
public library is not in the City

Arenft the concealed weapons in the WRA regulation?

Chairman:
If the WRA made the Ordinances then they will have no
need for Judicial Commission#
Suwada:
Japanese library is run by the resident and the WRA has
nothing to do with it#
Chairman:
I want you to understand this point that outside, school
«aid public library has rule themselves.
In regard to this maybe
they will pass it. Enforcement will be handled by the Judicial
Commission.
In this point, I will ask Mr. Ikeda. Recommendation
was done by the Judicial Commission#
I will report this to you
.in the next meeting#
COMMUNITY TEST DRIVE
Chairman: We will have a meeting with two representatives from
each block this Thursday night• Mr. Shimamoto is back to health
and ask him to come back and attend the meetings again#
Have the
Block Managers to recruit the representatives from Block 6, 11,
and 36. What mess hall can we use?
Takahama:

How about mess ball 32 for the meeting?

Chairman: Mr# Igarashi, how will mess hall 26 be for that night,
since It is located in the middle of the center? We cannot have
it here because not enough chairs#
Takeuchi: Will Wednesday night be all right because one day earlier
«ill be better.
Should councilmen report to each representatives?
Suwada:
chairs #

How will Buddhist Church be because they have lots of

-3Igarashi:
I will look Tor the mess hall and let you know by
tomorrow morning.
Suwada: Will it be necessary to tell the representatives about
the meeting tonight?
Tawa:

What time will it start?

Chairman:

7:00 p.m. will be appropriate time to start.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
BLOCK MANAGERS
Mr. Bashiguchi reported thatLv\ h e total numbers of mess workers
requested by the committee is 899* Re-allocation program made
by the administration requires that the work should be done
within the possibility of number workers allocated to each section.
(2) The representative from boilermen, janitor, agriculture section
will attend the meeting which will be held tomorrow morning.
(3) Pfc. Kato died in action in southern France.
(4) Some more
school teachers are needed to take place of those who relocated.
(5) The number of patients at the hospital are 65 at the present
time*
(6) Those who are interested in Colma Cemetery will meet
<*t Mess Hall 16, date not definite.
(7) The reserved seats at
public entertainment, movie shew and public gathering should be
abolished.
5 minutes recess

HEALTH
Doctor from Crystal City.
Chairman:
Nakata:

Mr. N&kata, do you have any report of this?
Do they want it?

Chairman: There is not many doctors in Crystal City but maybe
they meant from Santa Fe. We cannot do everything here because
they will have to be paroled.
Hideshima: They cannot say they will come because they have to
Lave a hearing before coming here.
There are only three doctors
in there now.
There were five doctors, two from the Hawaiian
Islands, and three from this country. One doctor went to Crystal
City and one went to join his family so there are only three
doctors left.
Chairman:
This is a government agency so we might be able to
get them with no trouble.

* ■ ■ttr
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Mr. Suwada reported that representatives meeting last Saturday
afternoon was one of the problem of re-allocation. The present
condition and working schedule of Janitors, boilermen, and
no^pital boilermen would not allow any more cuts in number of
workers. The purpose of the meeting is to collect material
facts to support the request of having same number of workers
t« before.
It is regrettable that some section would not go
through lAough study in this particular points. The number of
janitors should be as it is now.
The number of boilermen should
w6 l\5 •
EDUCATION
Hideshima:
Dr. Noble said that today one teacher has resigned
to they are having a hard time at Block 8 for first grade so
everybody please cooperate*
Takahama; We have one from our block but she caught * co*d.?®®r
terday so she was not able to go today. There is one from block
one and has a child four years old but was not able to see the
grammar school principal so she will start teaching next Monday.
Chairmans

Will you all cooperate.

FOOD
The food committee met Mr. Harding last Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Richmond of Minidoka Center is coming here to take Mr. Watson s
place.
If'&s
•
NEW BOSINESSs
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Kaneko: From tonights library will be closed.
The people are say
ing that if they can please have i t _ o p e n e d a t n i g h t s because a f r
school most of the students are working. Will it be all right to
close sometime in the day and open at night.
Chairmans I think we should d o i t and write to the administration
about this
1»r ^
Meeting was adjourned at 5 t00 p*m.
Respectfully submitted,

Shissuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Thirty-Seventh Session
November 6, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masairu Narahara, at i:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
S* Murakami (1-Ex), B. Kawamoto (11-Ex).
S. Mizote (19-Ex), S. Handa (27-Ex), K. Kanzaki (28-Ex),
S. Kawaguchi (34-Ex), H. Shimamoto (36-Ex), S. Muramatsu
(41-Ex), S. Okamoto (42-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1.

To Mr, Fred M. Kbba, Chairman of Red Cross, for the approvai of the movie for Red Cross Fund

INCOMING CCMMUNICATION J
1.

Memo from Mr. Sanford pertaining to the discharged service
men for induction and reinduction to this camp

OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Chairman Narahara made reports of the special meeting of Dr. Collier
with representatives fftrm organized groups for the purpose of re
cruiting Nurses1 aides. A special appeal to recruit Nurses* aides
was formulated at the meeting.
This will be mimeographed and dis
tributed to the residents, when approved by Mr. Hoffman.
It was
suggested that relatives and families of the C.D. patients be asked
to help relieve this critical shortage of nurses* aides in the
C.D. wards.
Chairman also stated that the WRA and hospital administrations are
trying their best to maintain necessary ambulance services by re
ferring all available and capable persons for position as ambulance
drivers.
ORDINANCES:
Chairman Narahara explained, according to opinions given by Mr.
Hoffman, that school and public library ordinances might be omitted.
These ordinances should be governed by the WRA Regulations and en
forced with the cooperation by the Internal Security and Judicial
Commission.
COMMUNITY FUND DRIVE
A meeting with two representatives from each block is to be held
on Nov. 9, (Thursday) 7:00 p.m. at mess #26.
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
BLOCK MANAGERS
Mr* Hashiguchi reported that the total numbers of mess workers
requested by the committee is 899.
Re-allocation program made
by the administration requires that the work should be done
within the possibility of number workers allocated to each section.
(2) The representative from boilermen, janitor, agriculture seotion
will attend the meeting which will be held tomorrow morning.
(5) Pfc. Kato died in action in southern Prance.
(4) Some more
school teachers are needed to take place of those who relocated.
(5) The number of patients at the hospital are 65 at the present
time.
(6) Those who are interested in Colma Cemetery will meet
at Mess Hall 16, date not definite.
(7) The reserved seats at
public entertainment, movie show and public gathering should be
abolished.
5 minutes recess
LABOR
Mr. Suwada reported that representatives meeting last Saturday
afternoon was one of the problem of re-allocation.
The present
condition and working schedule of janitors, boilermen, and
hospital boilermen would not allow any more outs in number of
workers.
The purpose of the meeting is to collect material
facts to support the request of having same number of workers
as before.
It is regrettable that some section would not go
through enough study in this particular points.
The number of
janitors should be as it is now.
The number of boilermen should
be 45.
EDUCATION
Mr. Hideshlma reported that one teacher has resigned, and the
school wishes to have someone to take her place*
Mr. Takahama renorted that thev found two. but some are needed.

NEW BUSINESS:
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Mr. Kaneko suggested that the Library be open at nights^if such
arrangements could be made as to close it during sometime in the
day for the convenience of the workers.

Meeting was adjourned at 5;00 p*m,

Bespectfully submitted

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-Eighth Session
November 9, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr. Maseru Narahara, at 1:55 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ex),
B. Kawamoto (11-Ex). S. Handa (27-Ex), J. Koga (35-Ex),
H. Shimamoto (36-Ex), S. Muramatsu (4,1-Ex).
OBSERVERS:

Mr. Dowke, Block 36
Mr. Tom Okada, Block Managers

The minutes of the.previous meeting was approved.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
I.
2.

Memo from Mr. Sanford pertaining to re-scheduling of
hours of employee.
Memo from Mr. Sanford pertaining to personnel practice.

Mr. Tom Bodine, Student Relocation Council, from Philadelphia,
Penn., was introduced to the councilman at this time because he
was in a hurry to get to another meeting.
To date 3,000 nisei
students have gone out of the centers in the last two years.
We will not consul and help apply for them to the college.
The
student will have independent application thru the local high
school office and Miss Gerald to write direct to the college.
We received $162,000 from various organizations to give to the
students to help get accepted into the college.
The students will make plans to see how much the individual can
iuake without the student fund aid but if they cannot make a go
of it then the student fund aid will assist them. The three
main points are:
1. Making plans as to how much he can save
xn working. 2. Have the family help you out. 3. Scholarship
fund.
An average graduate student have been given about $200
after they could not still get enough assistance.
Chairman:
You will tell the student what you have told us and
also the family.
Bodine:
It was in the Topaz Times before in the Japanese section.
We realize that the family should know about it too.
OLD BUSINESS:
COMMUNITY TEST CASE FUND
Chairman reported that the notice has been sent to each represents
lives from the block.
Each councilman is requested to remind
the meeting tonight; The special committee, I and Vice-Chairman
will be present at the meeting.

Nodohara: What is the difference between Ochikubo and test case
in reference to financial term#
Chairman: We will support all test case in financial term, this
is not our decision but the A.C.L.U. decision.
Nodohara:

This fund goes all to the A.C.L.U.

Chairman:

This fund is understood that it will go all to test cases.

The prospectus for raising the community and test case funds was
read and explained by Mr. Mumehara.
Suwada:

W o n ’t it be best to ask Miss Endo personally.

Hideshima: When Mr. Wirin was here said that we should try to
raise $10,000 in case it do need it.
Chairman: Mr. Wirin said that Endo case is not just her case but
issei’s case as well.
There is no distinction between issei and
nisei because we all evacuated together.
In regard to Mr. Purcell
we will like more information about it.
Nodohara:
meeting.

I think it is best to know about it before tonights

Chairman:

I will tell them about it the first thing.

Nodohara: What is the financial relationship between A.C.L.U. and
Mr. Purcell, personal attorney for Miss Endo’s case?
Chairman:
I understand that A.C.L.U. is working together with
other individual attorneys.
It is not clearly known what kind of
financial agreement exist between the A.C.L.U. and Mr. Purcell?
In the recent edition of the Pacific Citizen, I saw an article
where it was stated that not one penny was contributed to the
A.C.L.U .; however this is not true.
Read a copy of the letter from Mr. Baldwin acknowledging the
receipt of $200 from Topaz.
Takeuchi:
Suwada:

It should be notified and corrected.
I second the motion.

Unanimously approved that the article should be corrected.
Hashiguchi:
fund, $300.

I should like to know the exact usage of the Community

Cnairman: There are quite a few cases that every councilman has
to put out from his own pocket; such as Ben Kuroki ideal,
Mr. Nicholson cases, mimeograph case, and lots of other incidents
which need financial.

-3Suwada: We have some more, such as appreciation for Mr. Numajiri.
The money is not to be wasted; it is used in good cause and the
book is always kept.
Hideshima:
Mumehara:

Nurses graduation was another good example.
$50.60 was paid from council for Mr. Wi r i n fs expense.

Nodohara:
Do we have any definite plans of raising money, such as
movie show? I believe we ought to have suggestions.
Chairman:
donation.

We have two plans already discussed, they are:
2. Unclaimed rebate co-op tickets.

1. Block

10$ cut on the overtime payment of 1942-194-3 was suggested but
this plan was not considered with opinion that it will be too
difficult to carry out.
5 minutes recess

HOSPITAL:
Chairman:
The hospital are now doing everything about the nurses*
aides, ambulance drivers.
(1) Pay status will be worked out as
suggested by the council, $19.00.
(2) Number of drivers will be
increased to ten.
(3) The same drivers will perform duties either
in or out of the center.
(4 ) 2 4 hour passes given to drivers
instead of special pass.
(5 ) First priority on gas rationing
should be given.
(6) A patient carrier should be issued.
(7) When
repair work is needed, they will be given immediate attention at
the motor pool.
(8) The door between the drivers quarter and the
office should be open.
(9) A uniform will be given to the driver.
(10) A sleeping quarter should be established.
NEW BUSINESS:
OPTICAL SERVICE
Chairman:
Hospital had an understanding that Dr. Iida was not
coming back, so they had closed the office.
Dr. Iida said that he
will help out until he was called.
Dr. Iida felt hurt when he came
back and saw his office.
Dr. Collier said that their is a room
hear his office that could be used. Mr. Nakata, will you please
tell Dr. Iida about what has happened and the first chance I get I
hope to talk with him.
Suwada: Saw Rev. Okayama and said that some people are not in the
Fujin-kais so for each councilman to appeal to the residents them
selves.
Kaneko: We did not get the notice that was distributed to each
ulock about recruiting nurses* aides.

-4Chairman:

What block did not receive the notice*

Councilmen from Block 37, lé* and 31 raised their hand*
LABOR
Mr* Suwada made reports and explained about the meeting of section
representatives on re-allocation.
Every section, except mess unit, is making a progress*
The mess
unit requested the number of workers as 899, instead of 784
proposed by the administration.
The WRA program for January 1945 will still less than their figures
given now. The difference between two figures is too great and it
xs feared the situation might be handled and solved by some other
undesirable means•
It is understood that they meet again on Friday to discuss further.
By the way, it is the opinion of the administration they might have
to eventually close not only #8 and # 4 1 mess halls but 5 or 6
other mess halls as well.
Meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Shixuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES

f

Condensed Summary
Thirty-Eighth Session
November 9, 1944

The regular meeting was called to order by thé Chairman,
Mr. Maseru Narahara, at 1:30 p.ra.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ex)
B. Kawamoto (ll-Ex), S. Handa (27-Ex), J. Koga (35-Ex(, h !
shimamoto (36-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
li Memo from Mr. Sanford pertaining to re-schedulihg Of hours
Of employee.
2* Memo from Mr. Sanford pertaining to personnel practice.
Mr. Tom Bodine, Student Relocation Council, from Philadelphia, spoke
at the Meeting. He said up to the date 3,000 Nisei students have
gone out of the centers to enter Colleges or Universities. $162,000
from various organizations was donated to help these students. On
account of Military restrictions this Council with headquarters
in Philadelphia ha*s helped in choosing schools for them. Now that
Military restrictions have been lifted as to individual schools
and more than 500 schools are open, an office is being established
m each local High School so that students could send in their
applications directly to their respective schools. He also point
ed out the following points for students to help in mind in mak
ing their plans. 1. To make his own plans and check how much he
can work in spare time. 2. How much his family can help him.
3. Student Scholarship Fund. 4. Assistance by Student Council
of Philadelphia.
OLD BUSINESS:

'

COMMUNITY AND TEST CASE FUND
The Chairman announced that the meeting of Block representatives
Will be held at Block #26 on November 9th from 7:00 £.m. Two
plans were proposed and discussed; 1. Block donation 2. Unclaim
rebate Co-op tickets.
The Chairman reported that he saw an article in ’’Pacific Citizen u
where it was stated that not a cent was contributed to the ACLU.>
However, this is not true. He read a copy of a letter from Mr.
Boldwm acknowledging the receipt of $200 from Topaz. It was
moved that it should be notified and corrected. The motion was
carried.
HOSPITAL
The Chairman reported that the Hospital Administration is doing
everything possible about Nurses’ Aides and Ambulance drivers.
The following recommendations were made by the Health Committee
m order to render efficient service and to recruit sufficient
number of workers.
1. Pay Status; 2. Number of drivers; 3; Trip in and out of c
center; 4. Special passes; 5. Gas rationing; 6. Repair work
on cars; 7. Additional passenger cars; 8. Toilet facilities;
9. Uniforms; 10. Sleeping quarters; 11, Meals outside of
hospital mess; 12. Dispatcher; 13. Control of Ambulance
Service.
LABOR
Mr. Suwada, Chairman, made reports and explained about the meet
ing of section representative on re-allocation.
Every section, except mess unit, is making a progress. The mess
unit requested the number of workers as 899, instead of 784 as
proposed by the Administration;
The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Shizuye Akiyoshi, Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara, Acting Secretary
Community Council
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Thirty-Ninth Session
November 13, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman, Mr* Masaru
Narahara, at 2s00 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (5-Ex), S. Mizote (19-Ex), S.
Igarashi (26-Ex), S. Handa (27-Ex), S* Kawaguchi (54-Ex), H. Shimamoto (56-Ex), S* Muramatsu (41-Ex)*
OBSERVERS:

Mr.
Mr*
Mr*
Mr*
Mr*

Akahoshi, Block Managers
Dowke, Block 36
Tawara, Block 34
Sakurai, Block 29
Togasaki, Salt Lake City

Mr.
Mr*
Mr*
Mr*
Mr*

Tsumori
Sugawara
Sasaki
Shinoda
Okada

The minutes of the previous meeting was corrected and approved*
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

To. Mr* A*L. Wirin pertaining to the test case*
To Mr. Saburo Kido pertaining to the test case.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.

From Mr. Hoffman in regard to the freight and express charges.
Memo from Dr* Noble addressed to Mr. Sanford and was referred
to us, asking that flagpole return to school.
From Sewing and Needlecraft School concerning Center-wide
Christmas Bazaar approval.

OLD BUSINESS:
TEST CASES
Chairman: Mr. Saburo Kido is here and wants to have a little time to
apeak to the Council*
Suwada: Mr* Chairman, will you explain the letter from Mr. Wirin to Dr.
Ochikubo.
Nodohara:

I don*t think there is any misunderstanding on the part of the

Council*
Chairman: I have a letter, rough draft, to explain to Mr. Wirin and Mr.
Kido* Shall we talk things now before he is called in?
The majority would like to discuss it first*
Chairman:

Mr* Mumehara would you report about the meeting last Thursday»

Mumehara: 1* Separate collection for test case donation and City Council
fund. 2. Goal for test case is set as fl,200 and $300 for Community Fund
Anything over $1,200 should be added to the test case donation, $300 for
Community Fund will be raised at the same time*
Chairman:

We already have moeny collected and turned in.

Suwada: I went there as an observer, but after the decision was made,
Mr» Sasaki mentioned the Dr. Ochikubo case in reference to steps taken
by the Council. I spoke to this group how the Council stands on this
case. The next dqy Mr. Sasaki brought in some letters from Mr. Wirin
to Dr. Ochikubo.
Two letters were read and translated. Two letters addressed to Mr.
Wirin were read and translated. A letter to Mr. Kido was read and ex
plained.
Mr. Saburo Kido was introduced to the Councilmen at this time.
Dr. Och i k u b o ^ injunction case. We had to choose the best procedure to
bring up the case, and we thought the injunction case was the right thing
We consulted with l a s e r s in Washington and about June this year we talk
ed with several people and we decided the injunction was necessaiy be
cause the procedures used for the Tasui and Hirabayashi cases were not
suitable.
When military necessity was lifted we have right to go back to California
General exclusion was lifted, but the military authority classified the
case as individual excludee.
Dr. Ochikubo was refused to go back to the West Coast, because the mili
tary authority regarded Dr. Ochikubo as a dangerous character. We went
to the Military hearing board at Los Angeles. Military necessity dis
appeared now for the general military evacuation. 12,000 individuals
have to go through inspections by the military authority. Has the
military authority (1) right over civilian, and if any to (2) what extent
civil rights and freedom of speech and cases in Hawaii.
If Ochikubo case wins, Hawaiian case will win, too. New York Head
quarter will carry it on even if Japanese people do not give any help to
ward financial problem.
As the nisei we should like to stand on own feet to fight for our rights,
but if we could not we ought to ask the support of the issei groups also.
We have another method a legal procedure of Habeas Corpus but for this a
person must go into California and put up bonds, if lost fine must be
paid and might get confinement.
At court trials we are able to produce witnesses and opportunity to prove
and cross-examinations; then legal interpretation comes in.
We know that the expenses are to be paid by the AGLD, but we just can be
doing nothing.
Is there any questions at this time?
Takeuchii With what legal point do you argue that Ochikubo case has an
advantage at this particular time; time of war? Yasui case lost because
the Suprone Court did not give decision according to justifiable legal
basis.
Kido:

It was treated as of today

-5Takeuchi: Is it against for Issei, as an alien enenyv to contribute
money for test cases?
Kidos I don’t think it is against the law to contribute moeny to test
cases because test cases are legal*
Chairman was excused at this time and the Vice Chairman took over the
chair*
NEW BUSINESS;
The Center-wide Christmas Bazaar was approved at this time*
Mr. Suzuki announced that mess workers meeting at Block #20 mess hall,
November 15, at 7:00 p.m.* The members of the Labor Committee are re
quested to attend*
The meeting adjourned at 5:05 p*m*

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi,
Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Thirty-Ninth Session
November IS, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman, Mr. Masaru
Narahara, at 1:50 p,m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), S. Mizote (19-Ex), S.
Igarashi (26-Ex), S. Handa (27-Ex), S. Kawaguchi (34-Ex)/h . Shimamoto (36-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was corrected and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1. To Mr. A.L. Wirin pertaining to the test case.
2. To Mr. Saburo Kido pertaining to the test case.
INCOMING COMUNI CATIONS:
1.
2.

From Mr, Hoffman in regard to the freight and express charges.
Memo from Dr. Noble addressed to Mr. Sanford and was referred
to us, asking that flagpole return to school.
3. From Sewing and Needlecraft School concerning Center wide
Christmas Bazaar approval.

OLD BUSINESS:
TEST CASES
Chairman announced that Mr. Saburo Kido, National president of the JACL,
came here to speak to the Council. The house voted on having business
discussed before Mr. Kido was called in.
Mr. Mumehara made reports on the block representatives* meeting on Nov.
9th at Block 26.
(1) Separate collections will be made for the Community Fund and the
Test Case donations.
(2) The goals are: $1,200 for the test case donations and $300 for the
Community Fund.
(3) Collections are made at the same time (simultaneously).
(4) In collecting the test case donations, anything over the goal will
still go into the test case donations.
(5) The money thus collected is handled through the City Council.
(6) $115 will be paid for Dr. 0chikubo*s traveling expenses for his
first trip to Los Angeles.
Two letters addressed to Mr. Wirin were read and translated.
addressed to Mr. Laburo Kido was read and explained.

A letter

Mr. Saburo Kido was introduced. Mr. Kido spoke on the Ochikubo Injunction
case.
When general exclusion order is lifted we have the right to go back to
the West Coast. Dr. Ochikubo at present is not included in the general
exclusion order but is classified as an individual excludee. At the
military board hearing, he was refused permission to return to California
because military authority regarded him as potentially dangerous. The
military is now reviewing each case individually and at the same time
placing that person as an individual excludee. According to this plan
120,000 individuals will have to submit to the military board hearing be
fore given a permit to return to the West Coast.
Ochikubo*s court trial is coming up on December 14, and at this trial
we will be able to produce witnesses and have opportunities to prove any
thing that the military authority has against him. The main point of
argument is: (l) Has the army the authority to exclude a civilian from
an area where no Marshall Law has been declared, and (2) if they have,
to what extent? Then legal interpretation comes in. The New York
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Headquarters of the ACLU will carry this case on, even if Japanese peopl
do not support the financial side. As Niseis, we should like to stand
on our o ® feet to fight and give full support for our rights.
NEW BUSINESS;
Center-wide Christmas Bazaar sponsored by the Sewing and Needlecraft
classes of the Adult Education Department was approved.
Mr. Suzuki announced that mess, workers meeting at Block 80 mess hall,
November 13, at 7:00 p.m.. The members of the Labor Committee are re
quested to attend.
The meeting adjourned at 5:05 p.m;.

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi,
Secretary
Miyoji Mumebara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Fortieth Session
November 16, 1944
Tne regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:50 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
T. Suzuki (10-Ex). B. Kawamoto (ll-Ex),
S. Mizote (19-Ex), S. Igarashi (26-Ex), J. Koga (35-Ex),
K. Takahashi (40-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex), S. Okamoto (42^*Ex).
OBSERVERS:

Mr. Xas$anura, Block Managers
Mr. Dowke, Block 36

The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1.

Memo of recommendations to Mr. Hoffman pertaining to
ambulance Workers.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

3.

Notice of Student Aid Committee meeting.
From Spanish Consul to the Spanish Consul Joint Committee
referred to us asking the Council if they would again
get the names and addresses of the next-of-kin in Japan
of the whole residents.
Memo from Mr. Hoffman asking to distribute the '"Nisei
in Uniform*1 pamphlet.

Chair roan: Mr. Hoffman just phoned now saying that a rumor has
started that issei and nisei will not be employed at the defense
plant and that is not true.
Is there anyone who have heard this
rumor?
Handa: I heard that someone in our mess hall was saying he
heard a rumor from someone, who recently came in from outside, that
defense plants will not hire Japanese.
OLD BUSINESS
FLAGPOLE
Chairman:read the memo from Dr. Bane to Mr. Sanford and was forwarded
to the council. Mr. Xano translated in Japanese.
Chairman:
this.

In regard to this, does anyone remember anything about

Tsuzuki:
The committee said that after the opening ceremony out at
the baseball ground they will return the flagpole.
Chairman:" Did the council approved that.
I d o n ft think the Council
had anything to do with it and will write back and tell them.

-32FREIGHT CHARGES AND TRIPS TO DELTA
Chairman read the letter received from Mr, Hoffman.
translated it into Japanese.
Suwada:

Mr. Yano

This does not answer our questions of the resident.

Chairman:
I went to the Motor Pool and was told that, trucks and
carriers go to Delta.
They go with full loads, but come home
almost empty. Mr. Bell said that the W.R.A. expense will go up.
Suwada:
There will be trouble coming up. The W.R.A. here ask to do
something in a hurry about it. What was in the letter to Mr. Hoff
man about the freight charges?
Chairman read the letter•
Suwada:

In regard to that, have the residents been paying this?

Chairman:

I think they have.

Suwada:
Today at a meeting they discussed, just to go shopping to
Delta will be charged.
Kaneko:

Heard that we will be charged $.75 round trip.

Suwada: May we ask the representative from Block Managers,
Mr. Yasumura, about this?
Yasumura:
It is not in the minutes but some people said that it
will be too much to charge $.75.
It Is just a rumor.
Suwada:
I think it is wrong for the Block. Managers to say that
$.75 is too high and $.50 is all right.
Rashiguehi:

Some centers are doing it.

Chairman:
In some centers, the nearby town businessmen pay for the
expense of the fare.
Suwada:
I want to say to the Block Managers that it is wrong
to charge.
Hashiguchi:
about it.

The Block Managers would like to know our opinion

Suwada:
I think we should write to the Administration and what
the other centers are doing is no concern of ours.
Chairman:
People going out on indefinite leave will not be charged
but to shop in Delta is a personal thing.

-3-

Suwada:
Just because of the budget they are doing this, that is
very wrong,
I think something will come up from the residents soon.
Takeuchi:
Just because of gas fciid tire rationing they can Tt do
this. We are not like thee outside people in regards to that.
Chairman:
If an additional income was given to us then we will not
complain at all.
The residents will have to think about it. The
W.R.A, and Administration might come back and say that they can’t
raise our pay. Just talking will not be enough.
It will be studied
further•
ORDINANCES:
Chairman:
Hoffman.

Several changes and corrections was sent in from Mr.

Takahama:

Can you read the changed places.

Kaneko:

We do not have the copy with us so it will be of no use.

Yah©: Make copies of the corrected forms and give a copy to each
councilman at the next meeting.
Chairman:

We will take this at next meeting.

COMMUNITY FUND:
Chairman: At the meeting, there were two blocks that were not
represented, Mr. Kanzaki, what is the outcome?
Kanzaki:

They have all agreed upon it.

Chairman:

Mr. Kawasaki, what is the outcome in your block?

Kawasaki:

They do not quite agree about the test case.

Suwada: From Block 3, Mr. Honnami asked about Dr. Ochikubo’s case
as to what is being done about $115?
Kawasaki:
Community Fund they have all agreed but they do not agree
with the test case *
Suwada:
I think if they agree with the Community Fund I d o n ’t see
why they cannot agree to the test case. We should ask him to ask
again and explain to the block people.
Kawasaki:

If most of the blocks agree then they will participate.

Chairman:

I wonder if they understand?

-4Sliigiyama:

X will ask again.

Chairman: All the centers are doing it now.
November IB.

The drive will end

HOSPITAL
Chairman:
Yanagi:
money.

Will you all bring the hospital donation in soon.
Does the councilman or the block manager collect the

Chairman:
The councilman will be responsible in bringing in the
money here.
Suwada:
About the hospital donation, since Dr. Teshima is not
here, some money are left a r e n ’t there?
Chairman:
Some people have gone out on seasonal leave so it
is about the same.
Suwada:
If there are some money left can’t we give some to the
nurses’ aides?
Sugiyama:
Some people said that nurses’ aides be given $10. more
because they work hard and the dentist be cut down $5. because
they do not put in there full time.
Chairman:

I think it is a good suggestion.

Tsuzuki:
In regards to the nurses’ aides, have the pays been
settled as yet?
Chairman:

No definite answer has come up.

Suwada: Will you please give all the hospital reports because
you have been working hard on it*
Chairman:
In the meeting with Dr. Collier, about nurses aides’
pay, it is not definite as to whether all nurses’ aides will get
$19.
Before the;" meeting started I asked Mr. Lafabregue about
nurses’ aides getting $19. and if it could be possible.
Practical
nurses outside will be qualified with 5 years experience but here
they get one year or over will be qualified as practical nurses,
they maybe able to get $19.
Dr. Collier said that nurses’ aides
have certain risks being they might be able to get $19. Ambulance
drivers will not be able to get $19.
I do not know what communi
cation they have done about $19. being given to nurses’ aides with
the Washington Office.
The Administration said that it cannot be
done. Not many people has response to the acute shortage of the
nurses’ aides.
Some part-time nurses’ aides have quit so it is
about the same number. The appeal ended last Sunday so after that
I think the council and block manager should put the pressure on,
but wait for a while.
I want everybody to think about this.
Is
it all right to wait for a while?

-5About the ambulance driver's meeting, Mr. Hoffman, Dr. Collier.
Mr. Marstella, Dr. Goto, Dr. Taira, Mr. Suwada, 3 drivers repre
sentatives and I met in Mr. Hoffman's office. We talked about the
proposition Mr. Marstella and ambulance driver with a good under
standing.
The following day Dr* Collier and the driver had a
quarrel saying that the driver will quit.
It was decided that
Mr. Marstella will be in full charge of the ambulance drivers.
»ave three during the day shift, two on the evening shift, and
midnight shift.
If there were one in the midnight
shift he will not work by himself but if they have two then he will
work.
Right now we have nine people working at the hospital as
ambulance drivers and it will run like before. The recommendation
^
Health Committee and ambulance drivers was approved bv
the Administration.
If one man went to Salt Lake City that will
leave eight men to work for that day. Mr. Hoffman, Dr . Collier, did
not quite agree, but will soon.
Suwada:
Health Committee and everybody are happy to know that the
ambulance drivers are settled.
The Councilman will please tell
th^ mother with children to be on time when the ambulance drivers
come for them to bring them to the clinic.
NEW BUSINESSES:
WAR BOND DRIVE
Chairman:
I was informed fhorn Mr. Hoffman that he would like the
residents to participate in the 6th War Bond Drive because other
centers are doing it, too.
I want a representative to attend a
meeting tomorrow afternoon.
Suwada:

I think some people are buying it at the post office.

Chairmani Mr. Hoffman said that he would like to have one or two
people attend.
I
Suwada:
Yano:

I d o n ft think they should go,
You mean as issei or nisei.

Chairman:
Suwada:

I mean just for a meeting, just to attend the meeting.
What will the whole residents think about it?

Chairman: At the next meeting you ask about it, just go and hear
what they have to say and report back and then we will vote if we
want it or not.
Suwada:
Chairman:

It has been going on before.
My personal opinion, it is very wrong to vote right now.

Suwada:
Suppose at the meeting they ask us what we think then we
will have to say something.

-

Chairman:
voice*
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Say that we are here just as an observer and have not

Tsuzuki: We had this before and the Council did not say anything.
They could put the notice on the mess halls and those who want to
buy can but not say anything to the residents.
Suwada:

Why do n ft they put it up on the Post Office.

Tsuzuki:
am sure.
Suwada:

They did put it up on the mess halls the last time, I

I nominate Mr. Tsuzuki, as our representative.

Chairman:
We will have Mr. Bruce Kawamoto go to the meeting since
he is the chairman of the Information Committee.
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY
Chairman:
Mr. Hoffman said that if*we agree with an half a day
it can be done.
Tsuzuki:
At the Food Committee meeting, they ere planning an all
day holiday, so they have decided on two meals.
Suwada:
Tsuzuki:

I move that we have one day holiday.
I second the motion.

Mumehara:

What will happen about Christmas holiday.

Chairman:

They consider Christmas an official holiday.
5 minutes recess

COMMITTEE REPORT
LABOR
Suwada:
In regard to the re-allocation of the Manpower, each section
with exception of the mess workers is in progress. The mess pro
gram will be studied until the next meeting which will be held on
the 18th. According to information given by the Administration
the Washington W.R.A. Office will apply a new program for the mess
halls.
From January 1, 1945, the number of mess workers reallocated
by the Washington Office will be about 705 persons.
EDUCATION
Hideshima: At the last meeting y/ith Dr. Noble, the School Board,
has a desire of awarding medals for the honor students in order
to encourage scholastic standard of the students.
The medal will

-7cost $3. to $5* each and there are four students who are qualified
to receive the medals.
The School Board is also in opinion of that
the City Council is the highest organisation in the center, is
most appropriate to sponsor the donation of the medals.
The council unanimously approved the request of the School Board.
Hideshima:
There are 20 appointive staff teachers and 13 residents
teachers at the high school at present.
There are 12 appointive
staff teachers and 111 resident teachers at the grades school.
Takahama: About the medals to be awarded to the students, it will
be given the day before the graduation.
SPECIAL REQUEST
Takeuclii: I wish this request be forwarded to the Administration.
Those who work in special section that need special equipment under
special conditions* such as rain, dirt, grease, etc., should be
given necessary equipment, such as raincoats, coverall^, aprons,
rubber boots, etc., regardless what the regulations or rules say.
Common sense ought to be used in this particular case.
Takahashi:
Takahama:

I am in favor of Mr. Takeuchi suggestion.
Raincoats be given to the commissary boys, too.

Chairmanrwas asked to carry this message to the Administration.
The meeting was adjourned at J?:07 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Fortieth Session
November 16, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman Mr. Maseru
Narahara, at 1:50 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBEES ABSENT* T. Suzuki (10-Ex), B. Kawamoto (11-Ex), S. Mizote (19-Ex), S. Igarashi (26-Ex), J, Koga (55-Ex), K. Takahashi
(40-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex), S. Okamoto (42-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:

X.

Memo of recommendations to Mr. Hofftoan pertaining to ambulance
workers.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

3.

Notice of Student Aid Committee meeting.
From Spanish Consul to the Spanish Consul Joint Committee re
ferred to us asking the Council if they would again get the names
and addresses of the next-of-kin in Japan of the whole residents.
Memo from Mr. Hoffman asking to distribute the "Nisei in Uni
form" pamphlet.

Message from Mr. Hoffman:
Chairman announced that the Projector Director telephoned in regard to
a rumor. There is no foundation for the rumor that defense factories and
U.S. Government offices have discontinued employment of the Issei and
Nisei Japanese.
OLD BUSINESS:
FLAG POLE
A memorandum from Dr. Bane to Mr. Sanford was referred to the Council
sometime in July last year that a flag pole was borrowed from High School
and never returned. The matter was referred to the Baseball Committee.
REQUEST FROM SPANISH CONSUL
A letter from the Spanish Consul at San Francisco addressed to the
Spaiûsh Joint Committee was referred; to the Council from Mr. Honnami.
Sometime ago, Spanish Embassy in Washington asked the WRA to get a list of
Japanese nationals and their next kin in Japan. The Committee refused
the request of the WRA, because the Committee did not know the purpose.
Again the matter was referred to the Spanish Joint Committee.
FREIGHT CHARGE AND TRIP TO DELTA
A fetter from Mr. Hoffman in regard to this matter was read and translat
ed^ Mr. Suwada expressed his opinion that the WRA should pay the freight
charges. The matter was tabled because it needs more time to study the
situation for better arrangements.
ORDINANCES
Chairman announced that the newly adopted ordinances were sent to Mr.
Hoffnaft for his approval. He made several changes and recommendations
and returned to the Council. Thqy are to be typed and the copied given
to each Councilman for his study. The Council will take this matter up
at the next meeting.
TEST CASE DONATIONS
Chairman announced the amount of money already turned in. A few blocks
did not send their representatives to the meeting and information is not
■ well circulated. The chairman asked each Councilman from such blocks
to give necessary information to the residents.
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HOSPITAL
In regard to the ambulance drivers the Chairman made a report that a
special arrangement was made between Mr. Mastella and the group of drivers
but there was a little difference in Dr* Collier*s opinionj however,
after a brigf talk with each other this point was smoothly settled, and
now they have nine drivers. As the result, the ambulance service is
quite adequate.
Mr. Suwada made a request to inform the residents to keep the appointed
time with the ambulance cars in order that they could give sufficient
services.
WAR BOND DRIVE
A letter from the Administration in connection with the WAR BOND DRIVE
was read anc translated. The Council decided on sending a representative
to the meeting, and Mr. Bruce Kawamoto was named*
LABOR

The re-allocation program is in progress, except the toess unit. The mess
Committee is to study by the next meeting which will be held on Nov. 18.
EDUCATION
Mr. Hideshima reported that the School Board was in desire of awarding
medals to honor students in order to encourage scholastic standard of
the students.. Ea£h medal will cost between $3.00 and $5,00, and there
are four students who are qualified to receive the medals. School
Board was also of opinion that the Council, the highest organization in
the center, is most appropriate to sponsor the donation of the medals.
The Council unanimously approved the request of the School Board.He also announced that there are 20 appointive teachers and 13 resident
teachers at the High School at present. There are 12 appointive teachers
and 11 resident teachers at the grade schools.
SPECIAL REQUEST
Mr. Takeuchi made a special request in regard to the clothing and equip
ment. Those who work in special units and sections under special conditions
such as rain, dirt, grease, etc., should be furnished with special cloth
ings and equipment, such as rain costs overalls, rubber boots, etc.,
regardless what the Washington regulations or rules say common sense
ought to be used in these special cases. He requested that this be for
warded to the Administration. Chairman was asked to carry this message
to the Administration.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:07 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi,
Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara,
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-First Session
November 20, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, 1:55 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
T. Suzuki (10-Ex), S. Igarashi (26-Ex).
K. Suwada (38-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex)> S. Okamoto (42-Ex).
OBSERVERS:

Mr. Saito, Block Managers
Mr. Dowke, Block 36

The minute were read and approved.
Mumehara:

I wish to make Mr. Suwada’s remark off record.

Chairman:
I should have stopped them but did not think about it.
I was going to the Block Managers Office today but was too busy
that I could not get around to it.
Nodohara:
I think we should not talk about it until Mr. Suwada
is here at the meeting.
Hideshima:
I d o n ’t think it should be marked off record because
he said that at the meeting.
Chairman:
In regards to that point I think we should wait until
he is here. The minutes that are read here is confidential and
nobody should know about it.
Condensed minutes will be Just a
highlight of the meeting.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4*

To Mr. L. Tajiri pertaining to the article in the J.A.C.L.
paper♦
To Mr. E. Besig pertaining to a letter addressed to the
editor of the J.A.C.L. and was published in the J.A.C.L.
paper.
To. Mr. Hoffman pertaining to Thanksgiving Holiday.
To. Mr. Matsuno^ Block Manager’s Acting Secretary, about
the memorial service for the nisei soldiers.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.

From Mr. Matsuno, about the memorial service for the
nisei soldiers.

Chairman: We have set the date either Tuesday or Wednesday, pro
bably will be Wednesday in the afternoon at the Block Managers Office.

-

2

-

2.

From J.A.C.L., in regards to the conference in Salt Lake
City which will be held on December 1 through the 3th*

3.

From Mr* Wirin pertaining to the test case.

Chairman:
In regard to Mr. Wirin’s letter, I d o n ’t think he under
stands what we are asking him so we should write to him again.
Tell him how we stand as far as the Dr. Ochikubo’s case is concerned
4*

Block 5 Councilman, Mr. Mumehara*s resignation.

5.

From Milwaukee, Wisconsin Nisei Council about the hostel,
asking for our opinion.

OLD BUSINESS
TEST CASE
Mr. Yano read the letter received from Block 28 and 36 in regards
to test case and community fund*
Mr. Dowke, Block 36 Observer, was given a privilege to speak. At
the meeting held in his block, the resident brought out three points
that they would like to know.
The three points were:
(l) Test case donation should be sent to
National A.C.L.U.
(2) Dr. Ochikubo’s expense should be defrayed
from A.C.L.U.
(3) Dr. Ochikubo’s case should be supported just as
any other cases.
Chairman: A.C.L.U. will support Dr. Ochikubofs expense. At the
representative’s meeting on the test case, I thought it was under
stood at that time.
Yano:
I think Mr. Kanzaki should have the privilege to speak for
Block 28.
Kanzaki:
I was not at the meeting but the two points were:
(l) $^0. is collected for the test case donation, and if it should
not reach the goal of $1,200.00, the community fund should be used
to make it up.
(2) At the end of the term, a financial report on
the Community Fund should be issued.
Chairman:

I am sure that we will reach the goal.

Chairman read the amount received from each block on the test case
and community fund•
Tsuzuki: I suggest that when we send the money and the letter to
the New York A.C.L.U. Headquarter, send a copies to the branch
office and J.A.C.L.•

HOSPITAL DONATION
Chairman: Mr. Kaneko brought in a private donation of $20.00
received from Mr. Eikoichi Umehara, 16-7-F. From the councilmen,
we should send a letter of appreciation.
Hideshima:

I don*t think we should put it in the paper about this.

Chairman:
From the Council we will send a letter of appreciation.
Mr. Kaneko will you thank him verbally.
HOSPITAL
Chairman:
I have not talked with Dr. Iida.
Dr. Iida said that he
will not go tack.
Dr. Collier said that Dr. Iidafs office is used
as X-ray file, etc., at present we cannot give the office dp right
now and also he is in the E.R.C. and might be called any day.
Dr. Collier said that there is a room near his office that could
be used as an Optical Clinic.
I will make a plan to go and see
him.
LABOR
Chairman: Meeting that was held last Saturday, the attendance was
very small so we did not discuss any official business.
ORDINANCES
Chairman:
Can this be discussed now or will you need more time
to look through it. As I look through this I think we will need
more time and discuss it at the next meeting.
Takahama:

How about having Mr. Ikeda come and discuss it with us.

Yano:
I think we should ask him if he is free to attend the next
meeting.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
INFORMATION
Mr. Keniichi Takagi reported for active duty today.
LABOR
Handa: With the people terminating will they get clothing allowances
for the rest of the family?
Chairman:
I do not know about it but they will have to work 15
days before they can get it.
Handa:

Whether they work or not I think they should.

Hr
Chairman:
The instruction we have received up to date, states
that any able body person will have to work.
Handa:
it?

When they get sick while they are working, will they get

Chairman:

Yes, they will get assistance as the P.A. grant.

Hideshima:
get it.

If the family head is not working the family will not

Chairman: Mr. Kaneko, will you find out more in detail about the
clothing allowrance.
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
Takahama: Mr. Yamate, Mr. Kanzaki, Block Managers representatives,
and there were more but at the present I do not have my notebook
here with me. Rules and regulations are amended and adopted.
Nine students will be given scholarship.
They have $1270 on hand.
Twenty-nine students are on the list, but the number might decrease
because of the draft.
6TH WAR BOND DRIVE
Kawamoto t Chairman informed me to attend the meeting on the 6th
War Bond Drive in Mr. H o f f m a n ^ Office. Mr. Bell was the chairman
since Mr. Hoffman was not there at that time. Attending the meeting
were; Mr. Conrad, Mr. Lafabregue, Dr. Noble, Mr. Sanford, Dr. Bane,
two representatives from the Block Managers office, two from C.A.S.
Appointive staff will but bond with 35% of their salary.
It is
hard to put a pressure on the residents when they are only getting
either $16. or $19* a month. Mr. Bell asked me what the Council
have decided, I told him that I came here just to get the informa
tion and to report back. Mr. Lafabregue and Mr. Conrad suggested
that to have a poster put up in the mess halls, schools, and dis
tribute the pamphlet. Pamphlet be sent to seasonal workers.
They
would like to have recommendations by the Council.
Chairman: What recommendation should we give them. Mr. Tsuzukifs
suggestion as to what the last Councilmen did is a good idea.
Personnel staff knows that it will be hard to ask the residents.
Kaneko:

Why not do what the last Councilmen did.

Chairman:
Tsuzuki:
Yano:

Mr. Kaneko, what did they do about the pamphlet?
They did not have pamphlets.

Give the pamphlets out diplomatically.

Kawamoto:
Tsuzukir

Selling stamps to school children, what do to suggest?
I d o n ’t agree about selling stamps to children*

Chairman:
Just tell them that the council are not in favor of s & '
selling stamps to the children but have approved the posters and
pamphlets*
FOOD
Tsuzuki: We will have chicken instead of turkey, and have two
meals instead of three. At the present there are eleven to sixteen
people eating at the diet kitchen and 22 workers.
Problems are
being studied.
NEW BUSINESS
Resignation of Mr. Mumehara, Councilman from Block 5.
the incident of the night of November 17th.

He explained

The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted

'

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Miyoji Mumehara
Acting Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Forty-Fi rs t Session
November 20, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
T. Suzuki (10-Ex), S. Igarashi (26-Ex).
K* Suwada (38-Ex), S* Muramatsu (41-lx), S. Okamoto (42-Ex)*
The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTGOINC COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2.
3*
4.

To Mr. L. Tajiri pertaining to the article in the J.A.C.L.
paper*
To. Mr. E* Besig pertaining to a letter addressed to the
editor of the J.A.C.L. and was published in the J.A*A*L*
paper*
To Mr. Hoffman pertaining to Thanksgiving Holiday.
Mr. Matsuho, Block Manager's Acting Secretary, about the
memorial service for the nisei soldiers*

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2*
5*
4*
5.

From Mr. Matsuno, about the memorial service for the
nisei soldiers*
From J.A.C.L., in regards to the conference in Salt Lake
City which will be held on December 1*Ythrough the 3
From Mr. Wirin pertaining to the test case.
Block 5 Councilman, Mr* Mumehara's resignation.
From Milwaukee, Wisconsin Nisei Council about the hostel,
asking for our opinion.

OLD BUSINESS
TEST CASE
Questions from Block 28 and 36 were read in regards to test case
and community fund, and answered by the chairman*
It was suggested
to send a copy of the letters sent to National A.C*L.U* to branch
offices and J.A*C.L.
HOSPITAL
It was announced that Dr. Collier stated, Dr. Ltda is not coming
back as optometrist because he will be called for active duty any
day*
Chairman will see Dr. Iida about the plan.
Mr. H i k o i c h ^ ^ l o o k 16, donated $20.00 for the hospital fund.
All
were in fa voi* of sending a letter of appreciation to him.
ORDINANCE
This matter was tabled until next meeting since it will take much
time.
It was suggested to ask Mr. Ikeda to explain to the
Council about the ordinance.

COMMITTEE REPORT
LABOR
Labor Committee was asked to find out definitely whether those
workers who were terminated on account of labor cut will receive
their clothing allowance for their families*
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
It was reported that few rules and regulations were amended at the
Committee meeting.
There is |1270. on hand.
Twenty-nine students
have applied for scholarship and nine students have been approved
by the committee.
6TH WAR FUND DRIVE
Mr. Kawamoto attended the committee meeting in order to get the
information about the 6th War Fund Drive.
Appointive staff membeBs
will buy bonds of 35% of their salary.
The Administration will
like to be recommended by the Council about distributing pamphlets
and posters.
The Council has approved the distribution of posters
and pamphlets, hut not in favor of selling stamps to school children
FOOD
It was announced that there will be two.meals on Thanksgiving Day
with chicken dinner instead of turkey for supper.
There are 11 to 16 diet patients at the diet kitchen with 22 workers

The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Masuji Fujii
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-two Session
November 27, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 1:45 p.m*
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
T. Kawasaki (3-Ex) , T. Suzuki (10-Ex)
S. Handa (27-Ex), J* Koga (35-Ex), S* Okamoto (42-Ex)•
OBSERVERS:
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Mr. Tawara, Block 34
Mr. Dowke, Block 36 .
Mr. Sawai, Block Managers

Chairman:
I was asked to attend boilermeri1s meeting held at Dining
Hall #26 last night* Mr. Sasaki was the chairman. The Council was
accused that the council approved no more overtimes after November
1st without peoples approval.
Mr. Suwada explained to them that is WRA policy; and we have
nothing to do. We explained WRA paid because workers representa
tives got together.
I was accused that I said the council will do
all we can to have Dr. Goto deferred if he is going as buck private
but the council w o n ’t do anything if he is going as commission
officer. Mr. Sasaki said he will produce witness. I told him I
have never remember saying that.
Suwada: We had the meeting because WRA asked us to terminate
workers over 65 years old by Nov. 27. The Council was attacked,
so we had to make explanation.
I am a member of Health Committee,
so I explained fully because I was connected with Dr. Goto’s
deferment.
Chairman:
I just received a telephone call from Dr. Collier asking
us to attend the meeting of relatives of C.D. ward.
Can I ask
Messrs. Kaneko, Nakata, and Tawa attend.
Chairman: We are doing lots for the residents wholeheartedly.
If
few person tried to wreck our work because of personal grudges, it
is shame.
I have presented streamlining of the Council at the last
Council, and still have it in mind. We haven’t accomplished much
at the last council because there were many personal attacks.
Students were pointing at the Council.
I think capable Councilmen
with less number could do more.
I want to look into what we have
done during our term before the end of our term. ■What do you think
about this matter?
Suzuki:
I talk to Mr. Sasaki once that he should come out and
lead us if he thinks Councilmen are all fool. He said present
Councilmen are all fool.
Narahara: We have accomplished many things.
Dentist was going to
be cut to 3 and pharmacist as one; and it was mandatory.

-
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It is our work that we have present number.
Free denture is same.
Opening of rest home and diet plan.
Community fund, test case
fund, publishing of M.P. duties, payment of old overtimes are others.
Hideshima:
grudges.
Tsuzuki:

Publish our work instead of discussing such person

I a g r e e with Mr. Hideshima.

Takahama:
It is wise to let it go; therefore, I am in favor of
Mr. Hideshima*s idea.
It was decided to follow Mr. Hideshimafs idea.
The minutes of previous meeting was read by Mr. Mumehara and
was approved.
INCOMING COMMONICATION:
1.
2.
3.
A.

Resignation from Mr. Yana.
From J.A.C.L. concerning test case fund.
,
Memorandum from Project Director to Relocation Committee
concerning Army Ordinance Depot.
Memorandum from Mr. Myer to all Project Directors stating
it is their job to assist those who have intention to
relocate first.

OLD BUSINESS
CAMP-WIDE MEMORIAL SERVICE
Nodohara:
Inter—Faith, U.S.O., Red Cross, Block Managers, and
Council representatives met last Wednesday to discuss about Camp
wide Memorial Service for decreased soldiers.
We were asked to
be the real sponsor.
It was decided to hold on December 3rd at
the auditorium at 2530 p.m. The Council will be the chairman and
the Inter-Faith will be in"charge of service.
Yanagi:
Is it already decided that the Council is sponsored?
of us are Issei, and there may be some criticism against us.

Most

Chairman*
I explained that point> out and it was explained this
memorial service is for those deceased, not thinking of enemy and
friends.
Suzuki:
Nodohara:
Tsuzuki:
Nodohara:

Does this just include deceased soldiers?
How about include all, even civilian?
That’s a very good idea.
That came up at the last meeting.

-3Yanagi:
It looks better on record if we sponsor for all deceased
persons.
Chairman:

May I present this as council*s recommendation*

Tsuzuki s
effect.
Kaneko:

We should pass this today*

I make a motion to that

I second the motion.

The majority favored and one opposed.
Chairman:

The motion is carried*

NATIONAL J.A.C.L. CONFERENCE
Chairman:
I have talked to Mr* Hoffman about the expenses to this
trip.
The conference concerns WRA a lot, too, because many West
Coast delegates are coming to this conference*
There was no such
case WRA paid for such expense, so it seems impossible*
He will
get an answer from Washington today.
Is it necessary for us to
send delegates to this conference? One point is, there will be
lots of information given out about returning to West Coast,
Kaneko:
I am in favor of sending delegate because v/e will have
chance to get information and exchange idea.
Nodohara:
The Council should just be in charge of inside the center:
therefore, it might be better to send just a person, not Council
delegate.
Hideshima:
us all.
Suwada:

If Mr. Narahara is the representative, that will effect

Isn*t it just observer?

Chairman:

Yes, It doesn*t say you have right to discuss,

Takeuchi:
We cannot send representative from the Council because
those groups are pushing relocation.
Hideshima:

It is J.A.C.L. meeting, so v/e have no voice anyway*

Chairman: Majority feeling is opposed sending delegate, so shall
I drop it.
All favored.

1

TEST CASE FOND

fj

Chairman:
Total for test case fund as of today is $1,352,40.
for Community Fund as of today is $301.50.
A

Total

-4

RESIGNATION OF MR* MUMEHARA
Chairman;

Special Committee went to see Block #5* It was reported
accepted at the block meeting because of
Mr* Mumehara’s wish* We asked Mr* Mumehara and Block representa
tives to hold another meeting is order to reinstate his resignation*
As the Council, we cannot accept his resignation* Do you have some
thing to say Mr* Mumehara?
his resignation was

Mumehara:

No, what about Mr. Suwada’s statement?

Chairman: I explained that to Block Managers, and Block Managers
understood and see the Importance of our cooperation*
Suwada:

I apologize for that statement and thanks for your effort*

Mumehara : I am here as observer, and I cannot come back as Council
man until everything is settled*
COMMITTEE REPORTS
EDUCATION
Takahama; Education department Is planning to close nursery schools
in order to meet teachers shortage at the Grammar School* Close
#41 Grammar School and keep open Just Block #8 Grammar School.
HEALTH
Kianeko; There were only three relatives that attended the C*D* Ward
meeting* One promised to help at least part-time* Five were absent.
We told Dr* Collier that we will find out the reasons for their
absent today and willingness to assist or not if the Council approved
our plan*
I
g | | Ifplg: g
Chairman: How about asking Dr* Collier to get in contact with tham
once more before we go into this?
Hldeshlma:
Councilman:

That is a good idea because it is a touchy subject*
Very good*

WELFARE
Kaneko; If the head of a* family is not working, you are not entitled
to clothing allowance* If the head of the family cannot work on
account of health, he will be help by assistant grant*
LABOR
Suwada: There was a meeting of 25 bollexmen and Mr* Gardner this
afternoon* Plan is to transfer 19 men over 65 years old. They

~5~
don’t want to be transferred because they worked for last two
years on this Job# Be presentatIves asked for about 15 days exten
sion because they would like to explain why they cannot give good
service as they used to do#
INFORMATION
Kawamotos 8 boys will be called for pre-physical examination on
Deoember 6 th#
SPANISH CONSUL
Igarashi: We have not enough Information whether Bed Cross will
handle or Japanese soldiers will receive gifts which we will send
to them#
Kaneko: Local Bed Cross wrote to National Bed Cross over a month
ago but no answer yet# ||
Chairman:

Will Spanish Consul Commission follow It#

NEW BUSINESS
NATIONAL CENTER CONFERENCE
Chairman: Mr# Ed# Kltazumi came
courage a center conference# We
but It took time and not much of
present relay system# We send a
send their delegate to next near
Suwada; That is double expense#
so we should study on it more*

here officially yesterday to en- » ■'
had communication system laBt time,
a good result# Be wanted1 me to
delegate to near by center and they
by center# What is your opinion?
Center conference Is a good Idea,

The meeting was adjourned at 5:35 p#m#
Respectfully submitted

Shlzuye Akiyoshl
Secretary
Masujl Fuji!
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Forty-Second Session
November 27, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at If30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T, Kawasaki (3-Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ex),
S. Handa (27-Ex), J. Koga (35-Ex), S. Okamoto (42 -Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONSt
1«
2.
3.
4.

Resignation from Mr* Yano.
From J.A.C.L* concerning test case fund*
Memorandum from Project Director to Relocation Committee
concerning Army Ordnance Depot.
Memorandum from Mr. Myer to all Project Directors stating
it is their job to assist those who have intention to
relocate first.

OLD BUSINESSt
CAMP-WIDE MEMORIAL SERVICE
Mr. Nodohara announced that the Camp-wide Memorial Service will be
held at 2:30 p.m. on December 3 rd at the Auditorium. The Council
will select the chairman and Inter-Faith will be in charge of the
service. After brief discussion the majority favored to have this
Memorial Service for all-deceased persons including civilians.____
The Council will recommend’this to the representatives1 meeting.
NATIONAL J.A.C.L. CONFERENCE
The National J.A.C.L. has asked the Council to send a representa
tive to the National J.A.C.L. Conference. In view of the fact
that the major subject on the agenda of J.A.C.L* would be on the
subject of opening and resettling of the Japaneses to the West
Coast, is closely related to the major policy of WRA that we
should request the Administration to give us their fullest coop
eration on the expense involved in sending representatives to this
conference. In view of the above reason, the Council felt that it
was not justified to utilise the Community Fund at this time.
RESIGNATION OF MR. MUMEHARA
The Chairman reported the special committee went to see Block #5
committee in order to have Mr. Mumehara reinstated. The committee
was requested to discuss this with the block residents.

COMMITTEE REPORT?

EDUCATION
Mr* Takaharaa reported that Education Department is planning to
close nursery school in order to meet teachers shortage at
grammar school* It was also announced Block #41 grammar school
might be closed and transferred a-tinfrcnfec to Block # 8 *

HEALTH

*

•

During the general meeting of the Council a phone call was received
from Dr. Collier’s office stating that there was a special meeting
in regards to relatives of patients in C* D, Ward. Dr. Collier’s
secretary stated that copy of the memorandum sent to these people
were routed to the Community Council* The chairman mentioned the
fact that such copy of the memorandum was not received by the
Council and we were not
ware of this meeting.I The chair requested
that Health Committee be allowed to attend this meeting immediately.
Mr. Kaneko reported Dr. Collier invited relatives of C.D. Ward to
the special meeting in regards to shortage of nurses’ aides especially
in the Isolation ward* but only three attended. The Council recom
mended that Dr. Collier # call in other five relatives in order
to explain the purpose of the meeting.

LABOR
Mr. Suwada reported there was boilermen’s meeting at the Maintenance
Office this afternoon* It was explained 19 men under 60 years old
would be transferred to other Jobs. Workers decided to ask for
15 days extension of this plan because they would like to explain
to the residents why they cannot give good services as before*
NEW BUSINESS?
NATIONAL CENTER CONFERENCE
Chairman reported Mr* Ed. Kitazumi, Chairman of Amache Council,
came here officially yesterday to encourage center conference.
This plan is a Very good idea; therefore, the Council will study
more at the next meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 5?35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted

Masuji Fuji!
Office Manager
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-Third Session
November 50, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman, Mr.
Maseru Narahara, at 1:50 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: S. Handa (27-Ex), S. Kawaguchi (34-Ex), J. Koga
(55-Ex), K. Suwada (58-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex), S. Okamoto (42-Ex)
OBSERVERS:

Mr. Dowke, Block 56
Mr. Nagayama, Block Managers

The minutes of the previous meeting was approved as corrected.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

Letter of appreciation to Mr. Xano.
Meao to Red Cross pertaining to the Camp-wide Memorial Service.

INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1.

From Denver JACL pertaining to test case.

Mr. Masuji Fujii made a brief summary of the visits to Amache, Heart Mt*
and Minidoka. The set up in Heart Mountain are as follow:
(l) the two
blocks are combined as one and there nineteen and three quarter blocks
in the center.
(2 ) They have no porch lights.
(5) Both the Council and
Block Managers meet twice a week. (4) They do not have any trees in the
center.
(5) Have better hospital structure (interior) and are allowed two
visitors at a time for one patient. (6 ) Nixt to the hospital is a Rest
Home.
(7) Have good high -school building with a beautiful auditorium and
enough teachers.
(8 ) Newspaper Office has twice as many workers as here
and bigger office. They two Japanese typewriters in there office.
(9)
Hospital problems are brought to the Ishigoenkai and the Council has
nothing to do with the hospital. The set up in Amache are as follow:
(1) They allowed to go in and out of the Project freely without the badges.
(2) Have beautiful high school buildings.
(5) Council meetings are con
ducted in English.
(4) fteve cement floors in homes. (5) Have coffee
and sandwich stand, department stores, and other just like a regular twwn.
(6 ) Mr. Tsuehiya has a fish market and also operates a taxi dervice to
and from town for $.25 round trip. (7) Have a good farming land.
I am leaving tomorrow and want to thank everyone of you for your cooperation.
I would like to have someone take this job soon because it is near the
end of the term and I am sure the chairman will have plenty of work to do.
Chairman: In behalf of the Councilmen, I want to thank you for the fine
work you have done and also for the resident.
Before we go into the old business, I would like to have a Office Manager
to take the place of Mr. Fujii, even a woman will do. Since Mr. Ynno left
this afternoon, I think we should have a Vice-Chairman even though it is
just for a month*
Kaneko:

Can you appoint one?

Chairmans Would like to have the nomination from the floor.
other suggestion?
Tsuzuki:

Is there any

I think we should have the proper procedure*

Chairmans Shall we do the regular procedure in electing the Vice-Chairman?
Nomination is now open for Vice-Chairman*
Kaneko:

I nominate Mr# Tsuzuki#

Nakamura:

I second the motion*

Tsuzuki:

I nominate Mr* Suwada.

Nodohara:

I second the motion.

Sugiyamas

I nominate Mr* Hideshima.

Tawa:

I second the motion.

Chairman:

Is there any other nomination.

The nomination is now closed.

Tsuzuki: I would like to decline because lately I have been having a hard
time hearing people.
Chairman: Mr. Tsuzuki is now the Vice-Chairman has helped out a lot for the
Council and I know he will make a good Vice-Chairman:
OLD BUSINESS:
C M P * W I D E MEMORIAL SERVICE
Chairman: The definite date for the Camp—wide Memorial Service is December
5rd. The special committee met on Wednesday morning at the Inter-Faith
office.
Mr. Nodohara, will you make a brief report?
At this time the Chairman got a notice saying that the janitors from the
Education Department was here to talk with, the labor committee concerning
the re-allocation for the janitors in the Education Department.
Chairman: Messrs. Hideshima, T. Suzuki, and M. Suzuki, will you please go
and see what they have to say. Since Mr. Fujii will not be here, I think
Mr. Mumehara can take the minutes as he was doing before during Mr. Fujii*s
absent.
Mumehara: From our block they will not elect naother Councilman because of
what has happened before so I an here just as a observer from my block.
Chairman:

Will you and Mr* Murekami woriced together in taking the minutes.

Mumehara:

I would like to resign right here now.

Tekeuehi:

I nominate Mr. 1 o shizumi•

Chairman:

How about Mr. Xoshi zumi and Nodohara working together.

Yoshizunii:

I would like to decline.

Chairman: Messrs, Yoshizumi, Nodohara, and Murakami please work together
since it is only for a month. Mr* Nodohara will you report on the last
Wednesday meeting in regards to the Memorial Service* I would like to be
excuse at this time with the labor committee to see the janitors from the
Education Department. Mr* TSuzuki, will you carry on from here.
Nodohara:

Mr. TSuzuki, will you please make the brief report.

Tsuzuki: Wednesday morning the committee met at the Inter-Faith with the
Block Managers, and other representatives. From the Council we brought the
Recommendations including also the civilians should be included in the
Memorial Service and they opposed because they have the Memorial Day for
that reason. They service was only for the boys who were in the aimed forces
I have the program which is complete up to date. Do you have anything
else to add.
Yanagi: I am sure there will be more boys who have died but a year from
now more names will come up and till thqy have another Memorial Service?
Ksneko:

Was suggested to have Memorial Service every three months.

Mr. Tsuzuki read the proposed program and
Tsuzuki:
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boys who died in action.

Have decided to have a plaque made ty the cabinet shop.

Suzuki: Those who were in the arsy but got sick and died, will they be
honored? There is one from my block and his names was Isao Tsuno.
Tsuzuki:
Nodohara:
Suzuki:

Mr. Nodohara, what was decided about that?
They will be included, too.
What about the flower for the service?

Tsuzuki: Mr. Yoshizumi suggested ^rs. Hashimoto, but right now she is out
east and *“r. Suwada suggested rs. Bow.
Suzuki: Mrs. Bou would like to have some helpers and we will get the
supplies*
Tsuzuki: As you have heard from Mr. Suzuki, will you please ask your
families to come and help. When is the appropriate time to tihis. How
about tomorrow night, at 7:00 p.m. at mess hall #50. Please bring the
scissors.
NATIONAL CENTER CONFERENCE
Tsuzuki: It was discussed at the last meeting as to how we feel.
do you think?
Takahama:

What

If the Council approves, where is the center of all the Centers?

Takeuchi: I like M r. Takahama idea, but right now we ask all the other
centers about this conference first, then take Mr. Takahama*s step. Ask
if thqy are in favor of it?
Takahama: My idea was that the Council are in favor and suggests the place
the place where we would like to have it.

Tsuzuki:

Is there any other suggestion.

Hashiguchi:
will agree*
Takahama:
Tsuzuki:
Kaneko:

I think that is a very good idea and I am sure that other centers

I think we should answer them right away.
Tell them about our idea and then take Mr* T a k a h a m a î step.
Decide definitely if we want the conference or not.

Tsuzuki:

We shall table this until the Chairman is here*

RAINCOAT
Tsuzuki:

Who has brought this subject up?

Suzuki: Raincoat is only given to Internal Security. Washington Office
says that raincoasts are herd to get. The work that I am doing will need
it because I am working at the livestock and as long as the mess hall is
open, we will have to work.
Takahama: I heard that the commissaiy boys catches colds and the commissaiy
will need them.
Tsuzuki: Mr. Igarashi is handling this and talk with Mr. Niesse, what is
being done about this?
Igarashi: The commissaiy boys would like to know why they cannot get it
because the warehouse are full of the. When it rains and snows they will
not work and Mr. Niesse said that if they do not work they will be docked.
Suzuki:

I think from the Council we should do something about this?

Tsuzuki: I think we should ask Mr. Hoffman to tëlètype to Washington and
ask for their approval.
Takeuchi:
Tsuzuki:

Painters need coveralls so will you please add that on too,
I will tell chairman about what we have decided.

COMMITTEE REPORT:
EDUCATION
Mr. Takahama reported that nursery school closing is not definite, but will
like to know definite about the grammar shcool, shortage of teachers, and.
from January 1, 1945 it will become definite what will happen.
FOOD
Tawa:

I would like to know if they will be able to get mochigome?

Igarashi:
ing.

Not definite about that but will ask about it at the next meet

NEW BUSINESS*.
BUS LINE

Tsuzuki:

Tomorrow is the deadline.

Kaneko: Today at the Block Managers meeting they discussed that the buses
are hard to get so it will be running as before,
Tsuwuki: I am not in favor of the bus line and the Council was going to do
something about this, fts Mr, Kaneko said before because of the bus, I think
we should wait until the Chairman is here.
HOSPITAL:
Chairman: I heard the Council tried with the Block Managers to get sug
gestion as to how we can recruit nurses aides. We have to get help but is
there any good suggestion. The report up to date is 17 full time and 17
part-time and some have quit since then. If they quit one by one it
will be hard for the rest of the nurses aides.
Hashiguchi:
Some people suggested that if each block people volunteer
one or two a day it will help out that much more.
Chairman: How will it be if each block people help, can the Council pass
this suggestion?
Chairman:
Kaneko:
Chairman:

There are two nurses aide working at night in a ward.
Won't they raise their psy?
We will tiy our best to see what we can do.

Kaneko: If they get $19.00 then there might be a chance that they will come
out to help.
Yanagi: The Health Committee and Block Managers get together and decide
what is to be done.
Suzuki: The Block Manger and the Council are two different body and the
Council voice for the residents.
Chairman: There are some points where it is different but is there any good
suggestion. Can we say the Council called the meeting of the families of
patients in the CD Ward?
Takeufehi: I think we should emphasize the fact that we would like them to
help out at the CD Ward.
Tsuzuki: If there are no response then why can't we ask them to transfer
to the hospital but still be on the payroll where they are now working until
the patient in there family goes home then go back to the old job.
Takeuchi: The first step is to get the families of patients in the CD Ward
together again and if there are no response then ask the residents to help.
Chairman: We cannot leave it just as is. We have to appeal to the residents
once more at the next Health Committee meeting. Mr. Tsuzuki and *r. Takeuchi
suggestion we will bring up.

Majority were in favor of the suggestion.
Chairman: If it is possible, the Health Committee meeti with the Block
Managers in regards to recruiting nurses aides for the CD Ward, We
ask, Dr. Collier to write a letter to the families to attend the meeting.
Chairman read the copy of the letter sent to the families.
Chairman: This letter, the Council is involved in regards to the nurses aides
for the CD Ward. Dr. Collier haw gone against our will saying that the
Council requested the meeting. Dr. Collier’s cooperation is not full. The
Hospital Administration said that Dr* Collier always does that. I hope to
talk %e Mr. Hoffman about the matter.
COMMITTEE REPORT:
NEW BUSINESS:
BUSLINE
EDUCATION
Takahama: As I said before, the Block #41 grammar school might be closed*
beginning January 1 , 1945, do to shortage of school teachers. Children
living near Block #41 to go to Block # 8 . I think it is a veiy good idea.
150 children at Block #41 school. If a truck is available to bring the children
to Block #8 is a good idea. If mess hall #8 and #41 should close to have
the families more near the school If the other school is closed is there
any good suggestion as to what we should do about the children, what are
your suggestion?
TSuzuki:

Is there any suggestion?

Suzuki:
Instead of selling busif they can fix it.
be a hard thing to do.

Buying bus later will

Tawa: A suggestion was made from our, block instead of closing Block #41
to close Block #8 because Block #41 is more like a school.
Takahama: I don’t know about that but Dr. Noble reported that if one of the
grammar schools has to be closed it will be Block #41.
Suzuki: Instead of selling the bus, tell the Administration if it can be
used to commute the school children.
Takahama; At the next meeting they will ask again, so I would like to know
definite what we have decided.
Takeuchi: With this information with two grammar schools and the 500
children, average classes are 50 to 55 students and if the two schools are
to be combined because of teacher shortage, it will be hard to handle.
Takahama:
teachers,
to teach,
teachers.

Closing Block #41 grammar school is because of shortage to
Closing nursery school, the teachers could come to grammar school
There are 8 resident teachers and the quota calls for 17 resident
It seems that teaching school is hard.

Nodohara: If it is combined there will be.two extra teachers and if one
teacher is sick then th^- could call on one of the extra teacher to help,
Suzuki: As you said before combining to classes will be a big class and
will be hard to handle, I think closing nurseiy school and get them to teach
is a good idea,
Takahama: If it is possible to have the school children eat at Mess Hall
if they should close Block #41 school*

#8

Tsuzuki: When we were recruiting school teachers the people said that teach
ing school is hard and only get $16, I know of one case where one girl is
teaching ana stay up late at night because to keep up with her school work,
correcting papers, and etc, so her father told the girl to quit,
Nodohara: It is a delicate question and I think If we study itraore snd
also tell the residents about this I am sure something will come up,
Suzuki:
Takahama:
possible,

As time comes near T am sure something will come up,
Time is tooshort so I would like to have this set as soon as

Tsuzuki: Regarding this, I think it is a very important subject and should
wait until the chierman is here. It will be tabled until the next meeting*
TEST CASE FUND
Mumehara: The residents of my block wou^d like to know if the JACL kas
anything to do with the test case fund? If the representatives sent with
the money, I think the JACL will take thehonor which we do not want.
Tsuzuki: I suggested before that we send the money to the Los Angeles Office
and send copy of letter to dther branch office end the JACL,
Takeuchi: I understand that we were to send the money to National Head«
quarter in New York City at the representatives meeting and the money used
for test cases only*
The Chairman read the letter from the JACL pertaining to the banquet for
Mr* Roger Baldwin.
Chairman: In regard to the test case, the trial is done in California so
to send the money to the National Headquarter and send copies of letter to
Northern and Southern Branfh and also to the JACL, Mr. Roger Baldwin from
the National ACLU Headquarter, will be in Salt Lake City so it will be
an opportunity to give the donation then:
Takahama*

I understand it to be sent to the Los Angeles Office.

Chairman: We will ask them to use it for test cases and have the National
ACLU distribute the money* If we gave the noney to
Baldwin at Salt Lake
City during the banquet we will get the publicity. This is ny idea, from
our center we cannot send a representative so write to Mr. Baldwin telling
him how much we are sending to his office and have it read at the banquet
that night* >
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Shi zuye Akiyoshi
Secretary

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Forty-Third Session
November 30, 1944
The regular meeting m s called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
3. Handa (27-Ex), S. Kawaguchi (34-SX)
J. Koga (35-Ex), K* Suwada (38-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex),
S. Okamoto (42-Ex),
OUTGO INC C 013.U N ICATIONS:
1.
2.

Letter of appreciation to Mr. Yano
Memo to Red Cross pertaining to the Camp-wide Memor
ial Service.

INCOMING COMMUNICATION:
1.

From Denver JACL pertaining to test case. *

Before going into old business, •My, Takashi Tsuzuki was nom
inated to take place of Mr. Isao Yano as Vice-Chairman.
OLD BUSINESSES:
CAMP-77IDE MEMORIAL SERVICE
The definite date for the Camp-wide Memorial Service is
December 3rd, A plaque will be made by the cabinet shop to be
used for the program and different organizations will offer
floral pieces.
NATIONAL CENTER CONFERENCE
The National Center Conference was discussed but they did not
come to any conclusion and decided to table it until the chair
man was here to conduct the meeting.
RAINCOAT
The Councilmen had discussed the raincoat and coverall situa
tion for commissary boys, painters, and livestock workers be
cause of winter weather, when they will have to work outside.
Came to the conclusion to ask Mr. Hoffman to teletype to T7RA
in TTashington for an approval.
HOSPITAL
It was discussed to ask the families of C.D. Y7ard patients to
help out in that ward because there is a shortage of Nurses
Aides.
It was also mentioned the pay of nurses aides should
be increased to ¿19,00.
NE7 BUSINESSES:
EDUCATION
Due to shortage of teachers the Education Department might have
to close either Block #41 or Block #8 grammar school.
It was
suggested that if one of the Block school is closed to supply
a bus^for transportation for the children.
It was also sug
gested to close the nursery school to meet the teachers short
age.
TEST Ca SE FUND
Received a letter from IACL pertaining to welcome banquet for
In * Roger Baldwin in Salt lake Gity.
Decision was not to send
a representative with the test case fund but will mail it later
to Mr. Roger Baldwin, National Headquarter of ACLU, in New York
City.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
Respectfully submit ted.*
Shizuye Akiyoshi,
Secretary
Community Council
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-Fourth Session
December 4, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Chairman, Mr* Masaru
Narahara, at 1:50 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T* Kawasaki (3-Ex), M* Mumehara (5-Ex), B*
Kawamoto (11-Ex), S* Mizote (19-Ex), S. Kawaguchi (34-Ex), J. Koga
(35-Ed), H. Shimamoto (36-Ex)*
OBSERVER:

Mr* Yamashita, Block Manager

The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved*
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.
3*
4*
5*

Letter of appreciation to Mr* Fujii*
Letters to families and relatives pertaining to the Memorial Service*
Letter to Mr. Hoffman and Staff inviting him to the Memorial
Service*
Letter of invitation to Lt* Gallagher to the Memorial Service*
Letter of invitation to Business Enterprise to the Memorial Service*

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2*

Copy of a letter from the Protestant Church pertaining to evacuee
returning to the West Coast*
Copy of a memorandum from Mn* Bell pertaining to the Hospital
Boiler crew*

Chairman: Before we go into the regular meeting, in regards to the Memorial
Service I want to thank every one for their cooperation* Mr* Tsuzuki, do
you want tp say something?
Suzuki: Koizumi’s relative came to ay home and wanted to know why his
name was not on the list? I told them that there must have been a mistake
and they said that the name was in the Topaz Times*
Chairman: From the Council, we will send a letter of apology to the re
lative, but I don’t think we should publish in the paper that we made a
mistake* Mr* Tsuzuki did announce it at the service later*
Keneko: X am against putting it in the paper because it was announced by
the chairman at the Memorial Service*
Suzuki: They want to thank everyone for the lovely service but they would
still like to know why it was omitted. I told them I will find out*
Chairman: We cannot correct it now so a representative will go and apologize
to the relative*
OLD BUSINESSES:
ORDINANCE
Chairman:

In regard to the ordinance, Mr* Ikeda is now here to discuss it

-

2-

with us« The ordinance*was passed for the benefit of both Caucasians
and the residents,
Suwadas Isn*t there anything we could do to* include them because in case
of accident the ordinance will only apply to the residents, then what will
happen? If we say the Appointive Staff were also included then they will
watch out, too•
*7
Chairman*
Suwada:

The Council ocannot acknowledge it.
We are obeying the county law, also.

Chairman: I think we should include them, if they are fined to court we
will not handle it but will be held in the Project Director*s office.
Hideshima: If the ordinance does not include the Caucasian we have no
use for Internal Security policemen because they might violate the law.
Takahama: If the Caucasian are not included then we have no use for the
policemen.
Chairman:

I think it is a good suggestion and should be omitted.

The majority approved to have it omitted.
The Council recommends Article I, Section 1 (c) to be omitted.
Takeuchi:

How much are the fines?

Ikeda: It is all up to #300.00 fine, it is all up to the Judicial
Commission.
Chairman: Can*t the Judicial Commission say to donate to the Community
Fund in place fine.
Ikeda: It is the Aministration regulation about the fines. Most of the
fines are down payment and the pay checks are held at the Fihanee Section
so to pay towards the fines.
Hideshima: If it does go to the Treasury Departmental.et the Judicial
Commission decide about it. The Council should not decide whether
we should have the fines or not, that is ay suggestion.
Chairman: We do not have any use for the ordinance if the people
violates it and does not pay the fine. Fine is all right but not give
it to the Treasury Department, if we could get it. Traffic fines goes
to the town so we should use it as community fund because after fell we
have a City Council and this is a town. Mr. Barrett said that other
centers have the same problem and they have tried so the camp could use
it as a Community Fund.
Takahama: Have them donate instead of fines then we can use it as Com
munity Fund.

-3Chairmans Outside court they donate instead of the fines, if it is
donation then it will not go out*
The majority were in favor of donation instead of fines*
Chairman: In regards to bingo at the last, last Council meeting we opposed
to have it in camp*
Suwada:

Is there any bingo game going on now?

Chairman:
Suwada:

I heard that people are talking about having bingo games again*
There are gambling games going on even now*

Takahama: About the traffic rules, I thought Section #7 and #10 were
amended the last time? I noticed as I was looking through it that it is
still adopted as May 31, 1945*
Chairman:
Ikeda:

We will call Mr* Hoffman’s attention to that matter*

Is there any other question?

Chairman: If they will not omit the Article I, Section 1 (c) and say that
it has to be in there then we have no need for it. Will talk with Mr*
Hoffman the changes we have made*
WORK CLOTHING
Chairman: In regards to work clothing, the new Manual Release, states as
to who will receive work clothing from the WRA.
Chairmans read the Munual Release*
Chairman: There are no additional items*
getting apron for grease workers.

I talked to Mr* Niesse about

Suwada: It does not include commissary workers and think it is necessary
that those boys get one*
Chairman: Mr. Hughes was getting the work clothing from the workers who
do not need it and give it to the workers who needed it most*
Suwada:

The commissary young boys work hard and they deserve raincoats.

Chairman: At the block managers meeting, Mr. Yamashita, did they discuss
tbout the working clothing?
Yamashita:

They just read the Manual Release and did not discuss about it.

Chairman: Project Director did not release it so the workers will not
get it but if they do not receive it then Project Director will have to
send a requisition to Mr. Myer, National Director.

-4Suwada: If that was the reason then appointed personnel should deliver
the food himself*
Chairman;

Mr* Niesse should wire to Washington Office and get an approval*

Handa; If they will just let them use it when they are working and return
it after they are through work for the day.
Chairman;

I will look into it*

COMMITTEE REPORT;
HEALTH
Suwada: The Block Managers *84 the Health Committee had a general meeting
as to how to recruit nurses aides* We should ask the relatives of patients
in CD Ward to help us out* Block Manager, Mr* Matsuno and I went to see
Rev. Okeyama asking the Interfaith to see the families of the patients in
the CD Ward* He thought two families are Buddhist and the rest of the patients
are from Protestant people.
Chairman;
Rev, Okeyama said that the Council and the Block Managers should
do something first then the Interfaith will help out after.
Suwada;

What Rev* Okayama and I said differs*

Chairman; Maybe what I heard was wrong being the third person. Dr. Collier
is calling another meeting and then if nothing happens then the Interfaith
will step in. I think that the committee and Rev* Okeyama should get together
and see what they have to say*
Nakata: Eveiyday. the clinic is full and half will not be examined because
there is a shortage of doctors.
Suwada;
Dr. Sugiyama is here now but because of his wife*s illness he will
not be able to help out at the hospital if we could get someone to work at
his home then we could ask him to work for the welfare of the residents*
Tsuzuki;
Handa;

Ask Dr. Sugiyama to think it over.
Will the helper get paid?

Suwada; I think from the donation we should use it then because he will be
working for the welfare of the people. I wanted to talk with Dr. Sugiyama
but was not able to see him. Dr. Sugiyama was out for three weeks and came
back because of his wife1s illness. If the Administration will not pay the
helper then the second step is to pay her out of the donations is iay suggestion.
Tsuzuki;
Hands:

Are there any other suggestions?
If there are donations left to use it or rather pay the maids.

Takahashi;

I second Mr. ^Gwada*s suggestion.

Suzuki: Dr. Goto*s maid is being paid by the WRA.
is working at Dr. Goto*s place.
Hands:

A girl from Block #5

That girl went out so they want another girl to take her place.

Tsuzuki:
place.

Because of Doctor shortage, get one girl to work at Dr. Sugiyama* s

Suwada: Dr. Goto and Dr. Kuseyanagi (Mrs. Gotol ar§ both working so that is
the reason why they were able to get a girl but Dr. Sugiyama is the only one
in the family who is working at the hospital.
Tsuzuki: The first step is to ask the Administration if she will be paid
by the WRA and if not to use donation. I think we should have a special
committee.
Suwada: I think the chairman will go to the Administration and ask while
the Health Committee ask Dr. Sugiyama to work if we get a girl to work at
his home.
Tsuzuki: It is closed for the time being and find out the proposed plan and
report the results.
EDUCATION
Hideshima: In regards to the Grammar School, it is just a plan to close
either Block #41 or Block #8 school* Dr. Noble and the Education Committee
met this morning. Dr. Noble said, that the Grammar Schools were able to get
by with the amount of teachers last year, but this year greater shortage of
teachers so th^y will not be able to get by. They will like to know de
finite what our decision was about closing Block #41 Grammar School. I
suggest that they esfrtent the date as when it will come effect.
LABOR
Chairman: In regard to last Council meeting about the Janitor for Education
Department, they have 30 people, one relocated and one transfer to M. & 0.
24 is their ceiling and they hawe 27 ana one foreman. Last Friday Mr. Camp
bell, Mr. Lefabregue, and the labor committee met in Mr. Lafabregue*s office
and at that time they did not come to any conclusion. They said to bring it
up at the Manpower Commission meeting. Just for 3 people I think it will
work out. They can not work with only 24 men.
SPANISH CONSUL
Chairman: As I was looking at the Block Managers minutes, the Council asked
for the copy of a letter received from Mrs. Shotton to £he Red Cross information
regards to the sending of gifts to the War Prisoners.
NEW BUSINESS:
EDUCATION
Hideshima:

I want eveiybocy to think this over because the next Education

meeting is Tuesday. Since the shortage of school teachers one of the
school may have to be closed. Outside school are suffering the same thing
that we are.
Suwada:

How many teachers are there?

Hideshims: In the High School the ceiling quota are:
caucasien teachers
are 25 but now their are only 21, and resident teachers is 16 but only 15
now. Elementary School 15 Caucasian but only 12 and one is leaving us soon
that leaves us only 11 teachers, and resident teachers is 15 and only 8 .
Total numbers of school children In grammar school are 629. If the school
is combined then it will be only half a day. It will start Januaiy 8 th of
next year. In the last meeting somebody suggested Block #41 school to move
to Block #8 because Block # 8 is at a convenient place.

MACHE CENTER CONFERENCE
Chairman: I was not here at the last meeting and about Amache suggestion
was that to go to the closest center and discuss about the center conference.
Takahama: I think we should
vote as to whether they want it or not. After
that write a letter and ask m e r e to have it. I think Topaz is about the
center of all the Centers.
Handa:

Will the Caucasian come to that meeting?

Chairman: This is of no concern of the WRA but for the benefit of the
Japanese. The WRA will approve it but will pay for the expense. Amache
said that they have written letters to all the centers asking about their
opinion but no response. They want one representative to go to n e x t « enter
paid by the camp because it is for the benefit for our future.
Nodohara:

When will the Conference be?

Chairman:

It is now too late so it will be early part of next year.

Suwada:

I think we should have a recommendation to show to them.

Chairman: It is an individual idea but additional expense is not necessaiy.
If it was not for our future then I don*t think it is of any use. My idea
of center conference is that
some centers are different from other in weys
as to da at they are doing. It will be best if all the centers get together
and ask the WRA for different things then one center ask for it. Other
centers say that Topaz Council get along with the Administration well.
Other center do not get the center cooperation and co-ordination. The advance
Council tell the other center how are get along and I think center conference
is a good idea. If the representative goes to the next center, something
might come up. At the last meeting we voted that it was necessary. We
vote again to be more definite.
Nodohara:

As for now I think we will need an agenda before we can vote.

Chairman: Agenda will come after we vote to see if we want it or not. If
this Council does not want conference then there is no-use to find what
they are going to discuss.

-
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Majority are in favor ot it*
Chairman:

I will write to find more information about it*

Chairman read the letter, in regard to minister1s and church in the relocation
centers.
Nodohara: I received a letter from my friend and the atmosphere is not good
because near our place they have a veteran hospital and when we see them it
will not be good*
ELECTION
Chairman: Defember 19th is thè election date, December 12th is thè nomi
nation date. The Council has to approve the date.
Majority were in favor of the date.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Commuhity Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-¡fourth Sess i on
December 4, 1944

,

The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 1:50 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: •T. Kawasaki (3-Ex); M* Mumehara (5-Ex),
B. Kawamoto (ll-^Ex), S. Mizote (19-Ex), S. Kawaguchi (34-Ex)
J. Koga (35-Ex), H. Shimamoto (36-Ex)*
The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTCOINC COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2.
3.
4.
5.

Letter of appreciation to Mr. Fujii.Letters to families and relatives pertaining to the
Memorial Service.
Letter to Mr* Hoffman and staff inviting him to the
Memorial Service.
Letter of invitation to Lt. Gallagher to the Memorial
Servi ce »
Letter of invitation to Business Enterprise to the
Memorial Service.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

Copy of a letter from the Protestant Church pertaining
to evacuee returning to the 17est Coast.
Copy of a memorandum from Mr. Bell pertaining to the
Hospital boiler crew.

OLD BUSINESS:
ORDINANCE
Mr. Ikeda, from the Project Attorney’s office explained in detail
in regards to application and effects of ordinances to the resi
dents by the Judicial Commission.
Decision :
The council recommended that Article I, Section I (c) be omitted.
The reason being that there is a possibility of misunderstanding
among residents and appointed personnel in the interpretation
of the ordinances.
Section VII and X of traffic rules and regu
lations had been amended prior to this date and should be in
cluded in the new form.
UOEK CLOTHING
Council opinion Yras that since weather in Topaz necessitates the
need of raincoats for workers, that do outside work during incle
ment weather should receive work clothing for their protection
especially for commissary and agricultural workers. Their work
cannot be postponed or delayed because of weather condition.
It was suggested that this matter be discussed with Administra
tion for their consideration.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
HEALTH
Dr. Sugiyama in not able to give his service to the residents
because of his w i f e ’s illness* There is no one to assist him
in his family chores.
Recommendation :
The Council should do their best in getting help to assist
Dr. Sugiyama as his services are vitally needed by the residents
at this time.
NURSES AIDES
Dr. Collier has called another meeting of relatives of patients
in C;D* Hard to find Some solution in providing adequate nursing
care, Council health committee is also requested to attend this
meeting. To overcome the general shortage of nurses aides a de
finite plan will be submitted by the health committee so thatwe
may be able to have sufficient nursing care at the hospital.

Forty-Fourth Session

Page two

December 4, 1944

EDUCATION
There is a shortage oi both appointed and resident school
has
teachers.
Suggestion —
~ been"made
~~— ---- by
- the school department
- ..
h •.
that it might be necessary to consolidate block 8 and 41 schools.
The Education Committee desired the opinion 01 the council on
this matter^
Th^two'fiohools to remain status quo if the efficiency of the
schools can be maintained at proper level..
LABOR
The Question of reallocation of personnel in Education section
janitors Y/as discussed with Mr* Campbell» placement officer»
This subject was reand Ivir Lafabreque, the personnel head*
for
decision
to
the
Manpower
Commission*
ferred
NSTT BUSINESS CENTER CONFERENCE
Council approve d the National Conference as suggested by the
Amache Center, but more information was necessary before we
are able to act 9 The importance of the conference is realized
for the future of the residents*
COUNCIL ELECTION
Recommend December 12th as nomination date for Block Councilmen.
December 19th was approved for the general election*,
The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p*m.

Respectfully submitted

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-Fifth Session
December 7, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the vice chairman, Mr#
Takashi Tsuzuki, at 1:55 p.m.

COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: I . Takahama (9 -E x ), T. Suzuki ( 10-Ex), K# Kanzaki
(28-E x), J . Koga (55-E x), H. Shimamoto ( 36-Ex), S. Muramatsu ( 41-Ex),
S.

Okamoto (42-Ex) •

OBSERVER:

Mr. Kaku, Block Managers

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

Letter to Mr. Roger Baldwin, ACLU Director, pertaining to the
test case fund.
Answer to letter of November 24th, to Mr. Saburo Kido, JACL.

OLD BUSINESS:
EDUCATION
flideshiraa: I am sure that everybody has studied this delicate problem about
Block #41 Grammar School to move to Block # 8 because of shortage of school
teachers. Block # 8 reviewing with Block #41 is more better. I would like
to know your idea or are there ary questions?
Chairman;

Is there any question regarding to the school.

Suwada: I think it is a very important problem. With the coming winter and
have school children go to Block #8 grammar school is not a good idea. We
should ask the residents to help for the benefit of the children*
Kawaguchi: If they could give the bus to the school; for the transportation
to and from school for the children.
Chairman: Right now teachers shortage in the High School are: appointive
staff 2, and resident teachers 3. Elementary School, appointive staff 4 and
resident teachers 7. I am sure that we understand the teachers shortage*
Do you have a recommendation to that affect?
Hodohara: The Council go back and ask the people, who are not working,
to please help out at the school.
Takeuchi: In regards to what was said before, I have studied too, but
Dr. Noble said
just to save one
teacher for 500 children is not enough. Dr. Noble said that they are not
sure if they will be able to get the truck. From my part I will do my
most to get the truck if the Block #41 should close.
Nodohara:

Dr. Noble said that they don’t know if they could get it.

-
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Takeuchi: We asked where the order came from and Dr. Noble said not
from Washington but it was just our suggestion. He said that it has to
be closed but was wondering how we felt? Just closing one of the grammar
school was just Dr. Noble suggestion.
Suwada:

Ask if the school could carry on as is.

Hideshima: At the first meeting Mr. Takahama said that the school will be
closed on January 4th and I thought it was January 8 th. In the second meet
ing they asked us what was decided at the Eouncil Meeting. My story and
Mr. Takeuchi*s is entirely different.
Chairman: They want to have two schools together, is that right? As a
Council booty, the Council 1 s desire is to carry on as is before. In regard
to economic it is no concern. Where resident teacherS'are concerned, we
will try and bring this recommendation to the next Education Committee
meeting.
Hideshima:

Where the resident teachers are concerned we will try.

Suzuki: I think as Mr. Nodohera said before that we should tell the block
residents about this and one person goes and help out, it will be a little
better.
Chairman: Bring the recommendation from the Council to the next Education
meeting, the recommendation is to have the two school carry on as is and
study this also, the Council go back and report to the block resident about
this.
Hideshima:
Chairman:
come up.

If it was not for the shortage of teachers this will not come up.
My idea is that with the Council1s recommendation, something will

Hideshima: I heard at the first meeting.about the teachers shortage, At
the third meeting they said that it was not an order from Washington. The
two schools are far apart and with winter coming the two schools combined
will solve the teachers shortage. If the two shcools carry on eventually
it will come up again.
Chairman: I think if the recommendation is brought to the Education, some
thing will come up.
Kaneko: My children said today that there is no school because the teacher
is sick, so talking will not be enough. Once or twice a week, the children
does not go to school. I think something should be done.
Chairman:

We do not have the details.

Nodohara:

With the recommendations from the Council, Dr. Noble will do it.

Hideshima:
details.

The recommendation will be brought up and he will ssy more in

Chairmans The information we do not have is, "what is the qualification
for the teachers,” the Council will help, but before w e appeal to the resident
we should have the qualification*
Hodohara:
say.
Suwadas

I think the Chairman should go and hear what Dr. Noble ha* to

Likethe Nurses Aides, I think it is necessary to try our best.

Hideshimas

We are against d o s i n g the school, is that it?

Chairman: We are not saying we are against closing one of the schools but
just the recommendation brought to the meeting.
HOSPITAL
Chairman: This morning I received a phone call from Dr. Collier*s secretary
regarding the CD Ward. Dr. Collier is calling the families again and the
meeting is Tuesday, December 12th at 3:00 p.m. I asked before sending this
letter if I could hear what he has to say and the letter was good. The rea
son for calling the meeting will be told by Dr. Collier. Mr. Suwads do
you want to continue on about Dr. Sugiyama.
Suwada: At the last meeting as was decided, Mr. Matsuno and I went to the
Interfaith to see Rev. Okayama. We decided to write a reason why and have
it passed by the Council before it is distributed to the residents.
Chairman: In regards to Dr. Sugiyama, Mr. Suwada and I went to see him and
he said that he wants to help but because of his wife’s illness he cannot
help at this time. Next dey I talked with "*r. Hoffman in getting a girl
to work at Dr* Sugiyama’s home. Dr. Collier has done nothing about it and
he said that Dr. Sugiyama have to be on tonight but Dr* Sugiyama has no
interest. If^the residents do this then Dr. Collier and Dr. Sugiyama will
not have a good relationship, but Dr. Collier tell him'and if nothing is done
then we will step in. As residents we have gone ahead. Mr. Suwada, will
you continue on.
Suwada: The Chairman has helped alot. As hospital work it can be done but
Dr. Collier has not done it. From the residents, we asked Mrs. Kawano,
relative of Dr. Sugiyama, if she will help and she said she will. Next we
asked the mess hall §20 chef, Mr. Kami and he has approved because it will
not be a permanent -job. As soon as Mrs. Sugiyama is well then Mrs. Kawano
will go back to the mess hall and work. Mrs. Kawano said that she wants to
be near home as much as possible not because her son will be going for
active duty next Monday. For Dr. Sugiyama*s sake she will help.
Tawa: I heard that Dr. Teshima, who is now outside, wants to come back.
If the Council ask him back then he might consider it and come back.
Chairman: We want to know about these things and will you, Mr. Tawa, please
study into it more.
Tawa:

I will study it more and report about it later.

-4LABOR
Chairman: In regards to Nurses Aides, if they worked more then one year they
will get $19.00 was reported by Mr.
Campbell* I asked Dr. Collier if
some Nurses Aides can get more pay and get the title of practical nurse
and he didn*t know anything about it. At the lest labor meeting it was
said that it could be done. At the last meeting, Manpower Commission, the
essential job has to be filled up first so other position will be frozen.
Most of the essential positions are now filled. Desireable positions may
not be cut and Mr. Lafabregue said that just because the essential positions
are filled, the re-alio cation m i l not be cut. The mess unit is the only
thing thqy are talking about cutting workers. One problem came up tox
dsy in
regard to overtime checks, some people cannot get it, one example is that
he has received the April overtime check , but May June was not received
from the Finance Section. They said that you were lucky to receive the
April check. Mr. Boyce said that there might be some correction. The
Japanese girl said that you were lucky to get April overtime check just cause
that person was transferred from cattle to agriculture, does not make any
difference. I will look into it more tomorrow. WRA said that they will
definitely pay overtimes
Suzuki:

Will the seasonal workers get paid, too.

Chairman:
Seasonal workers and indefinites who were terminated from October
7th on will be paid but before that they said that they will not be paid.
Another point is that if one person tranferred from one section to another
will not be paid overtime but if the section head said it was all right
then they will be paid.
Handa: People who came from Tuie Lake got paid because we were planning
to go to Tuie Lake but had it cancelled so my wife was not paid.
Suwada: I think something should be done about that. Overtime checks are
now at the pay station and many people has not gotten their checks.
Chairman:

Is there any question, then it will be closed.

WORK CLOTHING
Chairman:
In the last paragraph of the new Manual Release it states that
unless approved from Washington work clothing can not be issued. I said
that the commissary and agriculture workers heeded raincoats and please to
have it issued to them and get approved from Washington. Regarding the
raincoats in the warehouse, Mr. Hoffman said that raincoats are not for
the reasidents and it is now belongs to the governments and not WRA. One
time it was issued to the residents and was not all issued by a certain date
then it became as government surplus. I asked if there was apy way of getting
it but said we cannot buy it from the government. They say that Utah does
not have much rain fall compared to other camps. There is a general mis
understanding that the surplus supplies that the WRA has in the warehouse
is a government property there are not of WRA. The fact that those supplies
are stored here in this center does not mean that WRA has access to those
-supplies.

-5PROTESTANT CHURCH - HELP EVACUEE RETURN TO WEST COAST
Chairman: Last meeting it was late so we were not able to read this letter*
I thought from the Council make a form and give it to the Councilmen, bring
it back to their respective block and have it filled out* It can be closed
here.
;

COMMITTEE REPORT:
FOOD-

.

• >!;?!

Igarashi: Mochigome is not in the local order buy may be made if all the
nine centers can not get it. From the Steward Office regarding to Christmas,
they ordered 1500 lbs* of cancer and 500 lbs* of nuts to be divided evenly
to each block. There, will be lots of sugar in the mess hall because 5 lbs*
of sugar is given to per person.
Chairman: I heard the other d y that menus are hard to make and that
Mr. Hat a is making the menu. %*. Herding said, when he was here, that he
has made a menu for eveiy day, in a book, and it costs $.45 and if Mr* Hata
has it he maybe able to get a good suggestion for the menu.
COMMUNITY FUND
Chairman: Final report as for the test case fund is $1436*85 and for
Community Fund is $331*50. To the National ACLU Headquarter, New York City,
we will send $1321,85 and $115* will be given to Dr. Ochikubo because
of his past expenses.
Nodohara: I think we should tell the two representatives from each block
how much we have received and they in turn will tell the block residents.
Chairman:' We will do that and I think it is a good suggestion.
INFORMATION
f

Kawamoto: Nine boys will report for their induction on December 13th.
Heard aboutfour or five boys will go for active duty on December 11, but
no report was received from Mr. Turner.

"v„ SPANISH CONSUL

,

,

Igarashi: In regards to imonhi, last night at Mess Hall #26, it was de
cided to have the block secretary collect the donation and will start from
Saturday, drive will go for a week and Mr. Honnami was the chairman and he
will put it in the Credit Union Bank. The block secretaiy will collect
the money.
Chairman: I heard, that, one center had sent the imonhi through the
Red. Cross and was sent to Geneva instead.
Suzuki:

In Japan they said that they have received the imonhi.

NEW; BUSINESS:

-
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JACL MEETING REPORT
Chairman: This is second hadd, last night, Dr. latabe, former chairman of
JACL in Salt Lake City and now of Chicago, said that the important thing
was the return to West Coast. At the Supreme Court, Korematsu and Endo case
decision will be made during the first week of December. If they should win
then we may be able to return but if they should lose then about two months
from now we will be able to return.;aThe Church, -American Friends Committee,
are doing there best so we may return. Mr. Wirin said that the different
cases like test case, fair play committee, etc. are doing then best and
if the people do not return, then the other Caucasian will say, see they will
not return. It will be different from the JACL report but one person from
Sacramento said that he and his brother went back and was the same as before.
His friends were glad to see him. He told them that if they could all
come back and start their business again but his friends did not sey a thing.
He studied it more and they are many people who are against return to the
West Coast. Said that Idaho, Utah, and other states do not have good land
and California has the best. When he returned to Sacramento, his own equip
ment were under the barn of his American friend and over it the Filipinos
were sleeping and the Filipinos feelings are bad toward the Japanese. Re
turning to California end open a business, first organize a group and plan
because if one family opens a business it will not go. In that case work
in a domestic home.
MEMORIAL SERVICE
Tsuzuki: During the Memorial Service, Mr. Conrad, from the Project Report,
took some pictures and the pictures will be given to the families and relatives
of the deceased soldiers. If they will go and get it at the Project Report*s
Office. Also to the people who were on the stage. It will be free.
FREIGHT CHARGES
Hideshima:

Has anything been done about the freight charges?

Chairman: Now the WRA trucks are coming back from Delta empty so the resident
cannot accept this. In regard to the COD, there were many problems and at
the same time WRA freight and evacuee freights does not get together so it
will just take one car but it isn*t. They are trying to get a bus from
Washington.
Suwada: Those WRA trucks going to Delta and come back empty, why can*t
thqy handle it?
Chairman: Mr. Hoffman does not give a definite answer.
the additional expense then we will not complain.
Suwada:

If the WRA pays

What did he sey?

Chairman: He said that there is no budget for that.
is there any good idea?

In regards to this,

Kaku: Regarding the charge of $.52, Mr. Bell said that if we use the
American Exoress then it is |>.52 but if it is the Salt Lake City through

-7-

Delta to Topaz then we will not be d m rge. It reads like this: nVia-Salt
Lake City-Delta direct to Topaz, Short Line" and not sey American Express.
Kawamoto:

What will happen if it come from Los Angele^s?

Chairman:
Salt Lake - Delta line is the company* s name then no additional
expense will be charged. Is it understood to everyone now.
The meeting was adjourned a t 4:50 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Shi zuy e Akiyo shi
Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Forty-Fifth Session
December 7, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the Vice Chairman,
Mr* Takashi TSuzuki, at 1:55 p.m*
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: I* Takahama (9-Ex), T. Suzuki (lQ-Ex), K. Kanzaki
J* Koga (35-Ex), H* Shim amo to (56-Ex), S* Muramatsu (41-Ex), S.
Okamoto (42-Ex)*
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved*
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*

Letter to Mr* Roger Baldwin, ACLU Director, pertaining to the
test case fund*
Answér to letter of November 24th, to Mr* Saburo Kido, JAGL*

2*

OLD BUSINESS:
EDUCATION
The recommendation of Education«! Department to consolidate to Block #8
and Block #41 in order to meet the teachers shortage was discussed* The
Councilman will cooperate and try to recruit more resident teachers* It
was decided to bring this recommendation from the Council to the next
Education meeting to have both Grammar School carry on as before*
LABOR
It was reported that statoo-that Nurses1 Aides working more than one year
will receive $19*00 as practical nurses*starting December* At the last
Manpower Commission meeting it was reported that most of the esentisi
jobs were filled and that the plan of reallocation o f workers ne&gF been
very successful*
WORK CLOTHING
The subject of raincoatè for Agricultural Section workers and Commissary
was brought to the attention of the Administration*
It was reported that there was a general mi sunder standing among the re
sidents in regard to raincoats in WRA warehouse. There is a surplus stock
v «
of supplies now in WRA warehouse but this is now the property of US G^vt)p<? ° * r9
wont and hot of WRA* The Administration cannot use any of this stock with ** s nt-
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It was reported from the Steward Office that they have ordered 1500 lbs*
of can^y and 500 lbs* of nuts which will be distributed to each block*
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-2COMMUNITY FOND
Final report for the test case is $1451.85 and Community Fund is $551.50.
Sent $$1521.85 to ACLU Headquarter in New York City and $115.00 paid for
Dr. Ochikubo*s expense to Los Angeles, California.
NEW BUSINESS:
JACL CONFERENCE REPORT
The main subject of the conference was the return to the West Coast.
Various American organizations are doing their best to assist in making
possible for our return to the Pacific Coast.
FREIGHT CHARGES
It was reported that Mr. Bell had been making arrangements so that additional
charges in freight may be eleminated. Also that residents should use the
•Salt Lake-Delta Line* as much as possible and have packages addressed
direct to Tbpaz *via Salt Lake-Delta L i n e 1 then there willbe no additional
charge.
The Council recommended that since many trucks going to Delta were empty
on their return trip that the administration consider this fact and if
possible to have these trucks bring residents package in until such
time when there ^are ho trucks that go to Delta.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Forty-Fifth;Ses si on
December 7, 1944
* The regular meeting'was called to order by the Vice Chair
man,. Mr. Tallashi Tsuzuki, at 1:30 p*m*
COUKCIL M3I33H3 iiBSENT: I. Talcahama (9*Ex)»- T* Suzuki (10-EX )i
K* Kanzaki (28-Ex), I* Koga (35—ExJ, H. Shimamoto (36-Ex),
S. Muramatsu (41—Ex), S* Okamoto (42— a x
T h e ’minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved.
OUTGOING COtMOTCATIONS:
1.

2+

Letter to Mr. Roger Baldwin, ACLU Director, pertaining to the test case fund.
'
T_.,
Answer to letter of November 24th, to Hr. Saburo Lido,
JACL.

OLD BUSINESS;
EDUCATION
The recommendation of Education Department to consolidate to
Block #8 and Block #41 in order to meet the teachers shortage
was discussed. The Councilmen will cooperate and try to re
cruit more resident teachers.
It was ceciced to bring this
recommendation from the Council to. the next jiducation meeting
to have both Grammar School carry on as before.
LABOR
It was reported that Nurses* Aides working more than one year
will receive .§19*00 as practical nurses starting December,
at the last Manpower Commission meeting it was reported that
most of the essential jobs were filled and that the plan of
reallocation of workers has been very successful.
WORK CLOTHING
The subject of raincoats for Agricultural Section workers and
Commissary was brought to the attention of the Administration*
It was reported that there was a general misunderstanding among
the residents in regard to raincoats in 1/RA warehouse*
There
is a surplus stock of supplies now in \/RA warehouse but this
is now the property of US Treasury Dept, and not URA* The Ad
ministration cannot use any of this stock as it does not belong
to T7RA* No work clothing not on authorized list may be issued
without specific authority from the Director in Uashington and
so far the Project Director has been turned down on the majority
at requests made so far*
COMMITTEE REPORT:
FOOD
It was reported from the Stev/ard Office that they have ordered
1500 lbs* of candy and 500 lbs. of nuts which will be distri
buted to each block.
COMMUNITY FUND
Final report for the test case is vl431*85 and Gommunity Fund
is 0331*50* Sent 01321*85 to AGLU Headquarter in New York'City
a n d ' O H 5 #«00 paid for Dr* 0chikubofs expense to Ix>s Angeles,
California*

Forty-Fifth Session

Page two

December 7, 1944

NET1 BUSINESS:
JACL CONFERENCE REPORT
The main subject of the conference was the return to tho T7est
Coast* Various American organizations are doing their best
to assist in making possible for our return to the Pacific
Coast,
FREIGHT CHARGES
It was reported that Mr* Bell had been making arrangements so
that additional charges in freight may be eleminated* Also
that residents should use the *Salt Lake-Delta Line’ as much
as possible and have packages addressed direct to Topaz via
•Salt Lake-DeIta Line* then there will be no additional charge
The Council recommended that since many trucks going to Delta
were empty on their return trip that the administration con
sider this fact and if possible to have these trucks bring re
sidents package in until such time when there are no trucks
that go to Delta*
The meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p*m*

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-Sixth Session
December 11, 1944
The regular meeting m s called to order by the Chairman,
Mr. Maseru Narahara, at 2:00 p.m.
COUNCIL
I.
S.
S.

MEMBERS ABSENT:. T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), M. Mumehara (5-Ex),
Takahama (9-Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ex), T. Tsuzuki (13-Ex),
Banda (27-Ex), J. Koga (35-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex),
Okamoto (42-Ex).

OBSERVERS:

ME. Nao, Block Managers
Mr. Tawara, Block #34

The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1.

Letter to Mr. Saburo Kido, JACL , pertaining to the
test case fund.

2.

Letter to Mr. Roger Baldwin pertaining to test case fund
being sent to his office.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.

From Mr. Besig regarding to the letter in the JACL
paper.

2.

From Mr. Roger Baldwin, a letter of appreciation per
taining to test case fund from this center.

OLD BUSINESS:
TEST CASE FUND
Chairman:
The amount of #1321.85 and a letter was sent by
Special Registered Mail to the New York Office and the fee of
i.24 was charged and will be taken out of the community furfid.
#115. was given to Mr. Tsukamoto and he in turn will give it
to Dr. Ochikubo.
Soon as we hear from Mr. Baldwin that he las
received the amount then we will tell the representatives from
each block to report to the block residents.
ELECTION:
Chairman:
The special election committee will meet tonight
at Mess Ball #26 at 7 :G0 p.m.
FREIGHT CHARGES
Chairman: Talked with Mr. Hoffman and brought this subject up
with Mr. Shimamoto’s idea*was that because the trucks goes out
to Delta and comes back empty that they d o n ’t see any reason
why they can’t bring It instead of being charged.
Until there
are no trucks going to Delta to please bring it in while it is
still running. Mr. Hoffman wants a written statement.
Isthere

-2
any other suggestion in regard to the freight charges*
Mr* Shimamoto is working at the M. & 0. and he knows what is
what.
The WRA cannot do it because of 0*0,D. and concerns
money, that was one* of the reasons why they brought this freight
charges.
Shimamoto: About #60. of the C.O.D. money was left at the
office and was stolen so that might have been one of the reasons.
The night the money was stolen the office people left it in the
desk drawer because the package was not in to pay for it. Liv
ing the money there was wrong, I d o n Tt know what they had in
mind •
Chairman: WRA is responsible and if the residents take their
responsibility, then they might consider it.
Takeuchi: One able man who is good to take charge then can
it be done?
Chairman:
Shimamoto:
charges.

Suppose something does happen then what?
Up to now the WRA was responsible for the freight

Chairman:
If there was some definite plan then maybe WRA might
consider it, WRA bring it in and have it put in the WRA ware
house •
Takeuchi:
If they say that they will be more careful from now
on then w o n ft they consider it after what has happened before.
WRA put us in here so they have the responsibility, but this
is just one of light things.
Chairman:
In regard to that we will write to them but the next
letter is just a suggestion saying that the trucks come back
empty. How is it to send it out in that way.
The majority were in favor to send it in that way.
HOSPITAL:
Chairman:
In regard to the C.D. Ward nurses, a meeting will
at 3:00 p.m* in Br• Collier’s Office and after that we
will appeal directly to the residents*
Regarding to the nurses
aides, are there any other problems as to how we should appeal
to them?
v
Kaneko:
let us wait until next Thursday and see what the out
come of the m eeting is.
Chairman:

Then we will table it until the next meeting*

-3COMMITTEE REPORT:
BLOCK MANAGERS
Takeuehi: Since cigarettes are rationed, the persons who are
allowed to buy it give it to the Japanese prisoners. U.S.0.
will send a Christmas Card to families and relatives of soldiers
and ask the Block Managers to pass it out.
EDUCATION
Hideshima: About December 4t.h, Mr. Takeuehi reported that he
heard Dr, Noble said that transportation for school children
cannot be done, I did not hear it.
Chairman:
meeting.

Tomorrow morning at 10:00 a.m. is the Education

Hideshima:

If you will go and tell what the Council recommends.

Chairman:
Tomorrow, we will find out a definite answer and
will bring back the report.
INFORMATION
Chairman: Mr. Kawamoto is not here so I will report for him.
Today twenty boys left for active duty.
I heard today fromlhe
Relocation Office a teletype received from Washington saying
that 7 families may return to California, the names are:
Shikano, Tatsuno, Tsukamoto, Hikoyeda, Oishi, from our centa*
composed of 31 people and Furuichi from Idaho and Sagemi from
Montana.
Yanagi:

Did they ask for i t?

Chairman: They have applied for it before.
Mr. Dave Tatsuno
asked for it about two months ago. Mr, Hoffman said that tie
army will be moving soon.
NEW BUSINESS:
SELLING REFRESHMENT AT THE MOYIES
Nodohara: The other night at the movie, since the children
went,the mother went with them, during that time every 15 or
20 minutes they were selling refreshments and the mother had
to buy it because the children makes funny face if the mother
does not buy it.
Chairman: Find out definitely by the next meeting about sell
ing refreshment and cooperation of the residents especially
from the Education and C.A.S. Activities sponsored by differ
ent organization has to be approved by the Gouncil.
Right now
by phone, the Rambling Staff wants an approval for the show
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" this Wednesday night and so I told
them to send an representative down to tell us the prupose of
this show. Mr. Nodohara said, how shall the Council go about
it? If the Council has interest in this then the Council„

will take control*
Every sale has to be approved by the
Council, how will that be?
HOSPITAL
Takahashi:
Increase the hospital donation then the nurses aides
will be paid more*
Chairman:
2h regards to the hospital fund, it was not the same
because the doctors and nurses are doing their best and they
should be paid more*
Nodohara:
If charged five cent more then we should be able
to get about $10Oy.
Takahashi:
If one block gives five cent more per person then
maybe more people w i l l !be willing to give *
Suzuki:

%

'block^someocbuples gave 504 to #1,00.

Nodaohara: Nurses aides working over one yeary they will get
#19* instead of #16.00, how many are there?
Chairman: There are 17 nurses aides working over one year.
• Sf?arrS
denation from other centers, it was stated
m Tule lake, that they want nurses aides to stay on the job.
Nodohara: This will be different from what we are talking but
about C.D* Ward patients to outside hog? ital and it will be
better*
Chairman: Talked with Dr. Collier and he said that if we can
not take care of them, then they will be sent out to the out
side hospital*
I announced the other meeting about the WRA
regulation that we received and in that they said for mental
case only.
3h regard to Mr* Takahashi suggestion that five
cent a person is not the limit.
It will be tabled until the
next'meeting. ■ . ■ .
-x
• W'
APPROVAL FOR THE SHOW
Chairman introduced Mr. Ryuzo Kumekawa fram ^T45th Rambling Staff.
Chairman:

Will you please tell us the prupose of this show?

with
p5th Bambllng staff> have signed a contract
of #2,000 with M r ♦ Conover.
We will have to sell 800 books
#2.25 and we cannot ask the students to pay $2.25
raise #.75 for every book which will total
to about ,#1,000 and this is one of the activities in which to
raise difference,
le would like to have your approval the
show is "The Story of Dr. Wassell"
PP
Takeuchi :
against it but during the mid-week because
of school, can t they have it during the week-end?

-5Ghainnan : C.A.S., Education Section, and Council have a say
hut there is a schedule that maybe they can/t have it, is that
right ?
Kumekawa:

The only night that was open is this Wednesday night*

Chairman: We were just talking about selling refreshment before
you came in, wonder if you are going to because we will have to
approve that, too.
Kumekawa:

Yes, we are going to sell sandwiches and drinks.

Chairman:

Those who are in favor raise your hand*

The majority were in favor of both selling ^refreshments and
sponsoring of movies.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p*m*

Respectfully submitted

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-Sixth Session
December 11, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr* Maseru Narahara, at 1:30 p.m*
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), M* Mumehara (5-Ex:),
I* Takahama (9-Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ex), T* Tsuzuki (13-Ex),
S. Handa (27-Ex), J* Koga (35-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex),
The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved*
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1*
2»

Letter to Mr. Saburo Kido, J.A.C.L*, pertaining to
the test case fund.
letter to Mr. Roger Baldwin pertaining to test case
fund being sent to his office#

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS: .
1.
2.

From Mr. Besig regard ing > 0 the letter in the J.A.C.L.
paper*
From Mr* Roger Baldwin, a letter of appreciation per
taining to test case fund from this center*

OLD BUSINESS:
TEST CASE FUND
It was reported that the sum of #1321.85 was sent to Mr. Roger
Baldwin of ACLU in New York City by registered mail*
ELECTION:
Special Election Committee will meet December 11th, 7 p.m* at
mess hall $26.
FREIGHT |
Report was made that some time ago when WRA was handling all
the freight of the Center, sum of #60,00 of the C.O.D. charges
was lost* Since incident such as this may be one of reason
why WRA does not care to handle resident freight*
It was sug
gested that residents sho&ld assume responsibility if there
is a possibility of WRA to handle freight as before*
HOSPITAL:
Chairman stated that there will be a meeting today at 3 p.m*
with Dr* Collier regarding shortage of nurses in G.D* Ward.

COMMITTEE REPORT:
INFORMATION:
Twenty boys left for active duty today*
Seven families in
Topaz received teletype from Western Defense Command of the
approval to return to West Coast#
NEW BUSINESS:
FUNCTIONS AT CIVIC AUDITORIUM
SELLING OF REFRESHMENTS:
Report was made regarding selling of refreshments at movies
has brought complaints from mothers.
Chairman stated that any and all functions at the Civic
Auditorium when donations or admission charges are requested
of the residents, such organizations must be approved by the
Council.
During the past six months, many organizations has
not abided by this ruling, also that those groups responsible
for approving the request for the use of the auditorium have
not been following the rules and regulations for the use of
the auditorium.
DECISION:
Since it so close to the end of the year the Council should
not act at this time but recommended the new Council take up
this matter as their first business.
Also, the approved re
organization of CAS plan be put into action.
At that time
details such as selling of refreshments can be discussed and
plans for control can be made.
APPROVAL FOR SHOW:
Request for approval of movie ’The Story of Dr. Wassell’ to
raise fund for the High School Year Book by ’45 Rambling Staff
was approved.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:10 p.m.

Respectfully submitted

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty-Sixth Session
December 11, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr* Masafu Narahara., at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS .ABSENT:* T. Kawasaki (5-Ex), M. Mumehara (5-Ex).
I*. Takahama (9~Sx), T# Suzuki (lOAEx), T. Tsuzuki (13-Ex)*
S# Banda (27- Ex), J. Kbga (55-Sx), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex),
The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTGO ING COI IMUNI CAT ION :
1.
2#

Letter to Hr. Saburo Kido, J.A.C.L., pertaining to
the test case fund#
Letter to Mr. Roger Baldwin pertaining to test case
fund being sent to his office.

INCOMING COUMUNIC ATIONS:
1.
2.

From Mr.i Besig regarding the letter in the J#A,C*L.
paper.
From Mr# Roger Baldwin, a letter of appreciation per
taining to test case fund from this center#

OLD BUSINESS:
TEST CASE FUND
It was reported that the sum of 51321.85 Y/as sent to Mr. Roger
Baldwin of ACLU in New York City by registered mail*
ELECTION:
Special Election Committee will meet December 11th, 7 p.mi at
mess hall #26.
FREIGHT:
Report Y/as made that some'time
ago when WRA Y/as handling ail
the freight of the Center, sum of 560-00 of the C.0*D# charges
Y/as lost#
Since incident such as this may be one of reason
why URA does not care to handle resident freight#
It v/as sug
gested that residents should assume responsibility if there
is a possibility of TJRA to handle freight as before.
HOSPITAL:
C h a i m a n stated that there will be a meeting today at 3; p#m#
with Dr. C&llier regarding shortage of nurses in C.D# Hard.
COMMITTEE REPORT:
INFORMATION:
Twenty boys left for active duty today# Seven families in
Topaz received teletype from Western Defense Command of the
approval to return to West Coast*
NEW BUSINESS:
FUNCTIONS AT CIVIC AUDITORIUM
SELLING OF REFRESHMENTS
Report was made regarding selling of refreshments at movies
has brought complaints from mothers.
Chairman stated that any and all. functions at the Civic
Auditorium when donations or admission charges are requested
of the residents, such organizations'must be approved by the
Council.#
During the past six months, many organizations has
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abided by this ruling, also that those groups responsible
approving the request for the use of the auditorium have
been following the rules and regulations for the use of
auditorium*

DECISION
Since it so close to the end of the year the Gouncil should
not act at this time but recommended the new Council take up
this matter as their first business.
Also, the approved re
organization of CAS plan be put into action.. At that time
details such as selling of refreshments can be discussed and
plans for control can be made,
APPROVAL FOR SHOW
Request for approval of movie *The Story of Dr. Wassell* to
raise fund for the High School Year Book by T45 Rambling Staff
was approved.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:10 p-m„

Respectfully submitted

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty— Seventh Ses si on
December 14, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 1:50 p.m*
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), M. Mumehara (5-Ex),
|
I* Takahama (9-Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ex), K. Kanzaki (28-Ex),
J* Koga (35-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex), S. Okamoto (42-Ex),
OBERVER:

Mr*. Matsuno, Bloek Manager

The minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2*

latter of apology to Mrs. Koizumi, relative of late
Pvt* Yu taka Koizumi*
letter of appreciation to the American Legion in Delta
for participating in the Memorial Service*

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.
3*

From the U.S.O*, a letter of appreciation in regard
to the Memorial Service.
Memo from Dr* Noble pertaining to the P.T.A.
From Co-op regarding the Topaz Director.

OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Suwada:
In regard to the nurses aides in the C.D. Ward.
Esfl
meeting called by Dr. Collier with 5 families of patients in
•C.D. Ward attending the meeting.
Ask two ladies when they can
come to help out at the C.D. Ward but one man was cold about
it.
How can we appeal to the residents in regard to general
nurses aides? Dr. Collier said that he can use 60 nurses aides.
Dr. Goto said that if we have 30 nurses aides it will help out
a lot* How can we get 30 more nurses aides is the question?
Chairman. There are 15 full time and 10 part time nurses aides.
If an epidemic should ccme up a proper care cannot be given
jo the residents will have to help out. Administration said
that in regard to appointive staff nurses, they are doing their
best.
Outside the army are recruiting 4000.
Dr* Goto said
that there is still one ward closed because of shortage of nurs®
aides and not enough beds* The Council take leadership and
try to get nurses aides what kind of method should we use to
the residents, it is pass the appealing point.
Is there any
good idea?
Suwada: We should definitely decide if the nurses aides will
not have to work in the C.D. Ward. Not to appeal to the re
sidents but say that it is your hospital.
Hashiguchi: Appealing, we have dene, Inter— Eaith^s suggestion
was to use volunteer system.

-

2-

Bashiguchi: Everytame it is the repective blockfs turn have
at least one helper at the hospital*
Suwada:

Let us set the time as to how long they will work*

Chairman; My idea is that regular nurses aides go out and if
no response then from the block one person go out and help*
t
heard from one block they cannot help*
How can we appeal to
the block residents?
Suwada : Aside from being an observer from the Block Manager
to ask Mr* Matsuno to come in and discuss it with us. Also
to hear what the Block Managers have to say.
Chairman:
paign?

Do you think that we should have a nurses aides cam

Majority were in favor of having Mr. Matsuno join in the
meeting*
Mr*
Chairman
Matsuno will you come in and do you have any opinion?
Matsuno: Block Managers are talking about appealing to the
Block residents*
They said that both Block Managers and Councilmen work together*
Kawaguchi : I think we should go back to the block and tell t he
residents about this*
Chairman:

Is there any good idea?

Kawaguchi: As I said before we should go back to the block
and tell the residents*

.

Suwada:
I think each block should have a meeting and discuss
this problem with the residents#
Hideshima: Before we appeal to the residents to find out how
many patients are in all the wards and including C*D* Ward and
then tell the number of nurses aides and according to the counts
of patients they will need nurses aides*
Tsuzuki: As Mr* Kawaguchi said before, it is a critical thing
so in a uniform way appeal to the residents.
Matsuno:
Set a day all at once in respective blocks and tell
the Fujin—kai in a uniform way and if one goes then maybe more
will go, too.
Tsuzuki :

Is there any other good idea?

Kawaguchi:
Bands s

Let us try it first*

Nakamura:
Suwada;

There is no other way but what Mr* Matsuno said*

Are older ladies just as good?
Ihere are good if they are well*

-3Tsuzuki:
Suwada:

Sven men are willing to work as orderlies?
Yes* there are men working at the hospital now.

Tsuzuki:
Should the counoil and block managers work together
or council, block managers, and Red Cross?
Handa:
I think it is best if just the Councilmen and Block
Managers work to gether.
Tsuzuki: Shall we vote to see how many are in favor but before
we do that elect a special committee.
Matsuno:
I think the health committee of the council and co
ordinating committee of the block managers.
Chairman:
If we go into more detail it will take more time.
The council recommendation is definite.
Tsuzuki: We have discussed to set a same day uniformly and
call the itijin-kai of the block and if no decision is made the
Councilmen of each block go door to door asking for help.
Suwada:
If by door to door campaign they stell say they cannot
help then what will we do.
Chairman: Each one bring this back and think as an individual
and if capable to help then it is all right, to go ask on an
individual base.
I think it is not a very good idea.
Sumda:

Tell them to help out at such a time.

Chairman:
Co-ordinating and health committee work more in
details.
To go and say this is up to you and it is your health.
Health committee and co-ordinating committee will have to work
together.
Eadh block bring a recommendation mimeograph in a
uniform way and will be all same to all block and tell them.
Hashiguchi : If one Councilman said that they will get one
person from each block to help then it will help out a lot.
Matsuno:
Call a meeting saying that one member of the family
will attend the meeting not say that oh, it is another one of
those meetings.
Handa:
Call a Fujin-kai of the block first and then appeal
to the rest of the block. ,
Swwada:

When is it a good time for the meeting?

Matsuno: Tomorrow at 10:30 a.m, at block managers office with
the health committee and co-ordinating committee meet together.

-4 -

Shimamoto: Mr* Bell said that he received a Washington IfendeX
saying that those who could walk to work and not use the WRA
car so we should consider about the midnight nurses aides walk
ing home that late.
Chairman:
We should tell Mr. Marstella to please be careful
because of what was said in the Washington Manuel.
In regard to
Optician, Rr. Collier said that when he went to Salt Lake, he
went to Standard Optical Company to come to Topaz to help but
he said that before we go down they would like a guarantee that
they get all of the orders and it will be a retail price.
When the Japanese doctors were working here, we were getting
it on an wholesale price.
If four members of the family out
of five are working and earn enough then the welfare will ncfct
help out.
There is a difference between a wholesale and retail
price.
Suggestion was made that there are many optician out
side and if the WRA will pay more and have them work here then
we will get a wholesale price.
Suwada: The doctorfs expense is the reason why it is so high,
why not let the WRA handle it.
|£
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Optical company wants all of the business.

Suwada:
If #18., is paid today and tomorrow the price is diff
erence, why not let the WRA pay for it.
Chairman:
Paying retail price, it cannot
a optical service badly.
Now this can be

be done but we need
dropped.

EDUCATION
Chairman: Mr. Hideshima, will you please make a report on the
last meeting?
Hideshima:

You were the spokesman so will you please report.

Chairman: Education Committee and
I went together to the meet
ing. We asked if Block 8 or 41 will close soon and he said that
not until June. The Council recommendation was brought to the
meeting and the Educat ion Department said that if the schools
were all in one place then it will be more efficient, right now
they are not satisfied. Block #8 and Block #41 grammar schools
consolidation will not be done now.
If they plan to do that
then they will let us know. They want the people to take more
interest.
Parents Teachers Association are necessary and aside
from the block managers and council that the P.T.A. helps us
out.
Wednesday, December 20th, is the P.T.A. meeting and from
each block a P.T.A. representative to attend the meeting.
From Dr. Noble a mimeograph letter was received pertaining to
the Wednesday meeting at 2 :30 p.m. and the purpose of the
meeting is the shortage of teachers. Ask Mr. Matsuno of Block
Managers observer to bring back the P.T.A. notice to give to
the block managers of each block to be forwarded to the repre
sentatives of the P.T.A.
Have the block managers talk about
this,too.
The Counoilmen and block managers to talk to the
block representative.

-5Suwada: For the past 6 months the block representatives have
done nothing*
Chairman: Many have gone out, since then it broke up and no
interest was made*
The CounciImen and block managers to go
to the P.T. A. meeting and listen to what they say and have to be
done»
Suwada:

School teachers are welcome*

Chairman: The Councilmen go back and tell the block P.T. A.
representative to attend the meeting next Wednesday* They will
ask, if the resident teachers get a $1.9* wage*
Suwada: P.T.A. meeting at 2:30 p.m., Wednesday, December 20th
in Dr. Noble's office, is that right?
Hideshima: The Block Managers were asked to tell the block
representatives too.
Chairman: Right now the notice will be given to the Block Manag
ers to be forwarded to the block representatives.
There is
one more thing to be dicussed and that is class party especially
Christmas, each teacher wants to give the children a bag of
candy.
Some teachers said it can be done, but some appointive
staff teachers said they want to but can^t and the same with
the resident teachers 'and only getting $16. and want to getting
of candy but can't with such low wages.
Some classes have class
parties with their own money . Some teachers can and some teachers
cannot, the difference is not good.
They want that to be dis
continued.
Dr. Noble said that it is a good idea about discon
tinuing it.
Cookies and punch is good but extravagant parties
are not good.
I want everyone to understand that and report
to the block residents about this.
Bashiguchi : My Caucasian friend said that they came over to
my house to ask m f opinion about giving a party at school, so
I went to see Mr. Hideshima and asked him and came to the con
clusion to ask the commissary for cookies and punch.
Chairman:
Christmas they want to give a bag of candy to chil
dren, but have it stopped now and all the school get together
and meet in the auditorium and have a Christmas party and have
the Co-op get the refreshments and give it to everyone.
The
High School students give a program for about an hour but our
suggestion was that all of the schools get together to perform
a program.
Tsuzuki: About class party, I heard about it for the first
time, I have a child of my own. The mess hall say that they
have to do it but teachers getting $16. is hard. 1500 lbs.
of candy have been brought by the commissary for the children
and also 100 lbs. of nuts• The candies, commissary bought to
be divided it to schools and mess hall evenly.
The same candy
the children go to school and get it then those who are not
going to school will get it in the mess hall.
Chairman:
Shall we table it until the next meeting and the
Councilmen study it more.

—6—
Takeuchi: The Community 5hnd we collected and do nothing,
hospital donations are collected every month for hospital workers
so my suggestion is that with the community fund, use it and
give so much to school teacher to buy things for school children»
Chairman; At the next meeting with the P.T.A. meeting disoss
about it and also the teachers appreciation»
LABOR
Chairman;
Last Tuesday, at the Manpower Commission meeting
a new Manual Release was received and we also received a copy»
In regards to the mess hall a mandatory has to be done. Under
150 people in a mess hall eating, then it will be closed.
The point we brought up was that if 20 to 25 people were cut
that means 50 to 60 women will be cut out from the mess halls
and Mr. Roy Stahl said that if that many people were cut down
from his own staff
it will be impossible.
People will be
given a job and if some persons say that they cannot work any
other place that is wrong because there is no such word as
can’t. Mr. Bell said that mandatory order in regards to older
folks, we will have to think about that.
As to what we will
do about the older folks has not been decided as yet.
Sugiyama; .-Mr. Campbell said that 22 people will be cut to
21 and I went to talk with Mr. Hoffman and Mr* Niesse but it
will be impossible.
Chairman; The mess hall problems in regards to mess workers
were small, but from now on it will be complicated, so the
Council should not step in.
Suwada; Mr. Stahl said there is no report sent to mess hall
chef as yet.
Igarashi; The special commit tee asked Mr. Niesse to write
it in Japanese before we can tell them.
Chairman; The mess hall having under 150 people will be closed
was the order from Washington. Mess hall closing will be #1,
#8, and #41, so far.
Nodohara:

It it Is less, just for a while, will it be closed?

Chairman:

It will be by the population of the block*

COMMITTEE REPORT;
Tsuzuki; Many people were asking about the mochigome and m
were worrying.
Yesterday received a teletype saying that
they are sending 8,000 lbs and ask Mr. Stahl and Mr. Niesse
to check the car number.
The mess hall workers will have to
be called and hold a meeting. Mr* Niesse asked Mr. Ikeda to
translate the Handbook release.
The commissary 'workers were
under the mess hall workers and employment of commissary
workers be cut less instead of mess hall*
wewia#e: iI°nowfout ten days we were having had rice and again
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Tsuziiki: We want t o ask about the rice but the meeting ended
late so were not able to ask*
I am against the rice we are
having too*
Suwada:
I thought, that once we ate it all we w o n ’t have it
any more and again we are having it*
Tsuzuki:

I do n ’t like that rice either.

INFORMATION
Chairman: Mr. Suwada and I went to see Mr. Shikano and they
asked for their release last month and on the teletype they
are off all exemption from all restriction.
September they
asked for a temporary permit and nothing was done and 3a st
month they asked for a permanent release and got it in about
a month.
Dr. Ochikubo’s ease is potponed until one month from
now*
RELOCATION
Takeuchi:
It was announced,the new Statements of Constitutional
Rights.
The four points are:
(1) Mass exclusion of person
of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast will be continued only
so long as the military situation requires.
(2) When the com
manding general of the West Coast Defense Commands determines
that the continuation of the mass exclusion is no longer required
for the prevention of sabotage and espionage, it must be ter
minated by him.
(3) If mass exclusion is recommended this would
be accompanied by an individual exclusion program of all felt
to be disloyal.
(4) Adjustment problem are the problem for
which civilian agencies of the state, federal government, and
not the army are responsible. Miss Dickinson does not want
this to be known to the public.
NSW BUSINESS:
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Chairman:
It is not to that point, but this morning, Messrs.
Kassius, and Horten, came to my office. Mr. Hoten is still
new and does not know much about this center. Mr* Kassius
said that in regard to children, he wants something done about
it* His past experience, was on Child Welfare Juvenile Correc
tion Committee, and has experience*
The Council at first selected a Juvenile Boa*d but due to re
location they did not meet this term. Juvenile board is neces
sary and my opinion was that C.A.S* diversified adversary was
Adult Education, other unit in regard to children, smaller,
are not doing any benefit*for them.
Children recreation be
handled by the C.A. S. and during the spare time to do something
for them.
The Council and particular C.A.S. do something inr
order to not let any Juvenile Delinquency occur.
With Christmas
and New Year coming it will be too late so starting next term
have one as first business* How will it be to start in the
new term, is that alright? Detail planning be done but will
let residents know, next term.
C.A.S. is active during 35nas
and New Year.
Is it alright with everyone?

-
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SLSCTIQN
Chairman;
tion?

Are you all interested to know the names of nomina

Takeuchi ;

If you will please*

Chairman read the names of nomination running for councilmen
for next term.
Suwada:

Block #23 was not on the list.

Chairman:
HEALTH

^

There must have been a mistake*
^

Chairman: -I asked Dr. Goto about Dr. Teshima and he receive
letters from him and he went to work and also for the experience
He wants to go to better hospital. Mr. Hoffman received a tele
type from Washington saying that they are sending a Senior
Doctor.
Wants more follow up about Dr. Teshima.
Suwada; How about sending a letter to Dr. Teshima?
ok send a letter to Dr. Teshima from the Council.

WRA sajd

Chairman:
Follow up before we do it, I want Health Committee
to go unto it more.
C A R D .FOR GOUNCILMEN
Chairman:
Did everyone receive the card from the Council.
It just shows how long they were a Council member.
The Chairman expressed his appreciation for fine cooperation,
all Council had render and services in making it possible for
the Memorial Service.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Forty-Seventh Session
December 14, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman, Mr. Masaru
Narahara, at 1:50 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), M. Mumehara (5-Ex) I.
Takahama (9-Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ex), K. Kanzaki (28-Ex), J. Koga
(55-Ex), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex), S. Okamoto (42-Ex).
The minutes of the previous meeting w a s read and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
!•

Letter of apology to Mrs. Koizumi, belfetive bf lale Pvt. Yutaka
Koi zumi.

2.

Letter of appreciation to the American Legion irl Delta for
participating in the Memorial Set-Vice.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*

From tile
Service.

a letter of appreciation in regard to the Memorial

2.

Memo from Dr. Noble pertaining to the PTA.

5.

From Co-op regarding the Topaz Director.

OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Shortage °f Nurses Aides is getting very serious. It has been reported
that it is difficult to get more graduate nurses on appointed staff. To
day we have only 15 on full time and 10 part time nurses, where 60 are
necessary.^ Concerted appeal for nurses aides have now been made all camnwide organization.
F
Decision
The Block Managers will be requested to cooperate with the Council in its
nof1
iuVe eaCh ?lock be resPonsLble to recruit at least one nurses aide.
Date of the general block meeting for this request and all other details
to be decided and formulated by the joint committee.
OPTICIAN
Report was made that Dr. Collier had contacted the Standard Optical Co.
m bait Lake City, to assist the residents in sending an optician. The
company agreed to do so on following conditions:
1.
2.

do all of the refractions
that all glasses required will be thru their company
at their regular (retail) prices.

The council does not approve of this plan as majority of the residents are
not in the position to pay retail prices. Up to date welfare section has
refused majority of the applications for grant on optical cases
EDUCATION
The block 8 and 41 will not be consolidated before the end of the school
term in J ^ y ,
All Couneilmen to request their block fTA representative
to attend the meeting to be held in Dr. Noble's office on Wednesday Déc.
¿utn at 2:50 p.m.

Forty-Seventh Session

Page Two

December 14, 1944

SCHOOL CLASS PARTIES FOR CHRISTMAS
It was reported that teachers favored the id^a of giving a class party which
means small gifts or bag of candy for each pupilsi but due to some individual's
circumstances some will not be able to have them. This will cause some
feeling of indifference by the students towards some teachers and wanted
the Council's opinion.
Suggested class parties where expenses to teachers
was involved be eliminated but to hold a Christmas program where all school
children may enjoy a get together in the auditorium in the Christmas spirit.
LABOR
Report of the New Manuel Release on the mess halls and mess workers as
discussed at the Tuesday Manpower Commission was made. That mess halls
serving less then 125 to be closed. The allocation of mess workers was
considerable less than our present allocation. These were mandatory
orders and to be in effect January 1, 1945. The mess workers were to have
these instruction translated into Japanese and delivered to them.
COMMITTEE REPORT:
FOOD
Teletype was received yesterday that 8000 lbs. of mochi gome was on its
way to Topaz.
Complaint was made that the rice that we are having is not the kind that the
residents prefer and desire to have the changes made.
NEW BUSINESS:
HEALTH
It was reported that a senior doctor was assigned to Topaz and will be
here very shortly.
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Mr. Horton, the new CAS supervisor and Mr. Kassius came to discuss the
formation of juvenile board in order to help the children. It was
suggested that this board and also the reorganization of CAS be referred
to the new council as it so near the end of the term and also it would
not be advisable for any changes or serious planning during holiday season.
Results of nomination of condidates for councilmen was read.
Councilmen's membership cards v/ere distributed’
.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

/

COUNCIL MINUTES
Forty—Eighth Session
Dec ember 18, 1044

,

The regala r meeting was called to orders by the chairmen,
Mr* Mas arti Narahara, at 1:55 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (3-Er), :M. Mumehara (5-Ex),
T. Suzuki (10-Ex). S. Randa (E7-Sx), J* Koga (35-Ex),
3* Ok amo to (42-Ex;. ,
OBSERVER:

Mr. Suzuki , Block Managers,

Thè minutes of the previous meeting was read and approved.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1.
2.

Memo from Mr.. Roof pertaining to the new regulation.
JACL bulletin.

OLD BUSINESS..::
HOSPITAL
Chairman: Dr. Pressman and health committee met last Friday, Dec
Dr. Pressman was;:here last January on account of the Medical
Officer.
He asked us, what is your problem in this hospital?
I said that yon know more than we do.
Dr. Pressman said, What
is your problem today? For the past so many months it is the
Nurses Aides.
About the dentists, Dr. Collier said he was
going to order the WRA equipment » The- present order is here
but the thing that is not here is the material to make teeth.
The Council suggestion was the refraction as a contract in the
Optical.
Dr. Pressman said that he would like to approve it,
but can*1 5 it has to be approved by t he National Director.
We discussed about nurses aides pay to be raised to $19.00.
20% of this center*s jobs are paid $19.00 and if the 20% jobs
are filled then we will have to ask Washingtion Office.
Nodahara: Overhaul position are 20%.
are $19.00?

Right now how many %

Chairman: Last report was almost 20%, emergency position like
garbage, pipeline crew get $19.00.
Hideshima :
Chairman:
Hideshima :
out?

Does one uni t get 20% or is it all the jobs together
20% is the total of all the positions.
What has happened to the petition to get Dr. Collier

Chairman: When Dr. Pressman was here the first time, he asked
us how many ambulance drivers we had. The other centers have
5 drivers and is enough.
The Administration and Council said
8 to 9 drivers are sufficient.
Right now, Dr. Collier is still

thinking, about the cut in the ambulance drivers and what will
he decide later*
I think we shohld still hold his petition.
Nodoharas
come ?

What about the uniform for ambulance driver, did it

Chairman:
I don't know but I think they have received it.
is jus t a jacket.

It

Hideshima: , Decide definitely in regards to Dr. Collier's petition
Chairman:

Is there any thing else about the petition.

Nakamura:

We were to hold this petition for a while In our block.

Chairman:

Right now, from the Council we will hold it for a while

Hideshima:

Each tern we are to finish the unfinished business.

Chairman: This Council hold it and the next term Council will
carry it over*
Is there any other suggestion about Dr. Collier's
petition.
Suzuki:

I say to hold the petition.

Chairman: We have approved it before but should we approve it
again, I don't think we should again.
Kawaguchi :

let us hold- this.

Chairman:
It was decided to. hold this and wait and see what
happens.
It was decided before to hold .it and watch.
I think
Mr. Kawaguchi said that.
Suwada: What Mr. Hideshima said to put in the minutes and that
it was brought up again.
Chairman: Mr. Hideshima, your point was discussed before and
we definitely said hold it.
Hideshima:

I did not. know about that.

Kawaguchi:

What I said is in the minutes to show It.

Suwada:
If the Block #31 residents asked about it then how will
the Council answer it•
Kaneko:
Chairman:
while?

It was decided before and it was understood then.
How many are in favor of holding this petition for a

Majority were in favor.
Mr. Suwada read the recommendation made by the Health Committee
to be announced to the block residents.
Suwada.: They have 18 full time and 10 part-time nurses aides,
they need 60 before the epidemic should occur.
Suggestion

was made by .the
aides.
If from
then it will be
it then we will
Tsuzuki:

Health Committee as to how we can meet nurses
one block there is no permanent nurses aide
on volunteer bases.
If the Council could approve
report it to the block managers and the residents*

Is there any other suggestion.

Nodohara:
If one person from the mess hall goes to the hospital
to work and another person go to the mess hall to work, will they
be paid?
Suwada:
It will be all volunteer work.
If the permanent nurses
aides are not enough then we will need the help of the residents.
As to how to appeal to the block to volunteer to help at the hos
pital.
•
Muramatsu: If one person is working at the hospital from that
block that person will not be included.
Tsuzuki : Regular workers will not be included.
In my block one
person is working but they said that her sister will help also.
Yanagi:
If the mess hall worker goes- to the hospital to work then
the mess hall will not get another person because of the freeze
On.
Suwada:
In regard to labor, I think it is necessary in the WRA
mandatory from Washington saying that it*s 8 people to one
worker.
Yanagi:
Can you guarantee that if that person from the mess hall,
helps out at the hospital and later can go to work in the mess
hall.
Suwada:

I will ask the ■Chairman about this.

Nakamura: The 17 graduate nurses aides get $19.00 from December
and other nurses aides will get $16.00.
If the new nurses aides
will get $3.00 more.
Won*t it be bad to do it?
Tsuzuki: At the last Friday meeting they said that all nurses
aides will get $19.00.
Kaneko:
3h the last couple of days they cannot pay the rest of
the nurses aides #19.00.
I think from the hospital fund to give
the rest of the nurses aides, that are getting $16.00, $3.00
more*
Suwada: The chairman said that it is definite that person may
go back to the mess hall to wort.
Tsuzuki:
I think what Mr. Yanagi said should be c o n s i d e r e d new
business.
Right after this meeting to have the chairman.go to the
Administration find out definitely.
Nurses aides working for
about three months they will be given $3.00 more from the hospital
fund.
II
liilllliiiiiliiil HI
IllSilS

-4Tafcahashi; I said before that if the adult will pay §110
instead of $*05 then we will have nothing to worry*
Suwada:
It depends on the block people, some block might
not like it and some will be in favor of it.
Takahashi: From my block there was a suggest ion that
suppose one block, a person cannot go to help* then other blocks
can get two persons then why not ask them to help, also.
Shimamoto:

It m s

Takahashi;

decided to get one or more.

It is definite*'.,

Tsuzuki: If there are two girls .from that block then one girl
will get $3*00 from the hospital fund and the other girls will
gat it from the community fund*
Yanagi : There is not that many people to help otherwise they
would Imve gone long ■agov( " <'•ity fund.
Tsuzuki : If one person is, working and, Is their turn, they
will get their time from the unit they are working for.
Kawamoto: From my block there are 3 nurses aides and I think
they will say that we don’t have to get any more nurses aides*
fiashiguchi : '•Like Mr. Yanagi said to transfer mess hall workers
to nurses aides will it be different thing*
Tsuzuki: Mess Hall jobs are now frozen and if they will work
at the hospital then there will be h vacancies in the mess la 11.
Takeuchi : Take the $3.00 for each nurses aides out of the
hospital donation*
Kawaguchi| 1 I think what Mr. Takeuchi said is a good suggestion•
Suwada:
The graduate nurses get $19. and other nurses aides
get #16* plus $3*00 from the hospital fund, the graduate nurses
aides get $1*00 more from hospital fund then what?
Shimamoto:
I think it is a good idea then if more then one
person goes out and then have to pay $6*00 then ask that Block
to pay more toward the hospital donation.
Tsuzuki :

Are there any other suggestions?

Suwada:
if more nurses aides will come out to help it is g®o$
but suppose there are more against it*
5
Chairman;
We shouldn't discuss about the hospital donation
from the block.
Suwada; Graduate nurses aides get $19. and other nurses aides
get $16. How we can get $3.00 more each for those other
nurses aides.

Tsuzuki: Mr. Suwada*s suggestion was that it depends on the
block people and Mr. Takeuchi said that from the hospital use
more uniformly arid give them §3.00 more every months.
Takahama:
I think what Mr. Suwada suggested is a good Idea
because from the block, show their appreciation and still go
by the allocation give all the nurses aides the same pay from
the hospital donation.
Kanekoi
It is not Mr. Suwada suggestion it is all of the
health committee suggestion.
Takahama i Like Mr * Suwada suggested to ask for #3.00 more for
the new nurses aides separately aside from the hospital dona**
tion.
Chairman; Decide right now if the graduate nurses and. other
nurses aides get the same pay in regards of their wages, if
it cannot be approved, then how can we do it?
Tsuzuki 5 Like Mr. Kaneko said about Mr. Suwada’s recommenda
tion was made by the block managers* co-ordinating committee
and health committee, what do you think about the recommenda
tion.
Should we make the decision?
Chairman: Just because that one nurses aides came from that
block and get #16.00 is wrong because she is doing it for
the welfare of all the residents.
Suwada ; Let us decide whether to give $3.00 more so it will
be $19.00.
Kawaguchi:

Let us

go

as the committee planned.

Chairman:
Whether bid or new nurses aides to give the same
amounts from the hospital donation.
One point I want everyone
to understand is that those nurses aides working for about one
or two years, the WBA raised their pay to §19.00 because of
their efficient work.
If the block residents will pay more
toward the hospital donation and raise $30.00 more then it is
all right.
To raise #16.00 to $19.00 from hospital fund then
it is a common sense and its another method of thinking.
T a k e u c h i m Fran the hospital donation to give §1.00 to §19.GO
nurses aides and give #3.00 more to new nurses aides and those
who are get ting #16.00.
Nodohara: The new nurses aides get $3.00 more, shall we make
a motion and after that ask the allocation board to decide
what to do?
Chairman;
Do you want this as a motion?
Is there any motion?
Hr. Fuji! suggested that the money left in the hospital
donation to give as Imas gift to the nurses aides.
If it is
to carry on then it will go on for two or three months.
Suwada:

Asking the residents for more wi ll not, be hard.
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Chairman; This is for the whole residents for nurses aides
so we could get it from the Community Fund if not enough from
the hospital fund*
Everybody understand this*
The motion csa
the floor is Mr* Takeuchi’s suggestion.*,
Eashiguchi :

I second the motion*

Chairman:
It was voted that $19*00 murses aides get $1*00
from the hospital donation and other nurses aides getting $16*00
get $3.00.
In regard to hospital donation, how should we raise
it?
Kaneko : What will happen to part-time nurses aides because
they are in the $16*00 pay.
Nodohara: Since the graduate nurses aides did not get more
pay then part-time nurses aides get the same as before*
Suwada; When should we set the date or have the health committee
set the date for the meeting*
Nodohara; Suppose some people are out and not at the meeting
then what ?
Tsuzuki: Then have the Adult Education and Administration stop
all activities during that night so everyone over 18 years
old attending the meeting*
Suwada:. If the block say that they will have one permanent
person to help everytime then there is no need for the meeting.
Chairman: The recommendation states that one person from the
block go out and if more will help out so much the better.
3h regards to the nurses aides it will close here.
About the
hospital donation there are 8 blooks that have not still turned
in the money.
I wish that it be attended to as soon as possible.
EDUCATION
Chairman; Will everyone remind the P.T.A* representative about
the meeting in Dr* Noble’s Office at 2:30 p.m., Wednesday,
Dec* 20th.
ELECTION
Chairman; Tomorrow is the election day and please everyone
bring home the ballot*
Suzuki;
Chairman:

What is the t ime for vot ing?
From 8:00 a.m* to 2:30 p.m*

Takahama: Today I noticed in our mess hall that it states
that from 11:30 a.m* to 6:00 p.m*
Chairman;

I think it is a mistake.

Xgarashi;

From my block one person declined and the block
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accepted it then what will happen in that case*
Chairman:

We have nothing to do with it*

COMMITTEE REPORT:
SPANISH CONSUL
Igarashi : Prom the Japanese Red Cross, four eases of Japanese
books are being sent and the Spanish Joint Consul would like
to know what to do with it?
Chairman:
I think we should let the Spanish Joint Consul
Committee handle it* How many are in favor of letting the
Spanish Consul handle it?
Majority were in favor*
COIMA CEMETERY

‘

_

;

Chairman: Mr* Tsukamoto just came to see me and said that
the Colma Cemetery will use the Japanese names*
Please tell
the residents who are interested about it*
NEW 'BUS M E S S A
;FOOD

I§¡

failli

Chairman:
In regard to the new allocation, a suggestion
was made to ask the other seven centèrs if they have received
the same instruction*
What are they going to do about it?
Suwada :

I think it is a very important problem*

Chairman : Are you all in favor of finding out if other
centersl?received the same, instruction? Majority were in favor of it *

ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPENING OF
Chairman: All of the blocks have received the notice and
Mr* Bell came over to my home about 1 :Q0 p.m* yesterday and
said that fee received a phone call from Washington.
At 3 :00 p*m,
meeting in Mr-. Hoffman?s office, 2 from the council, 2 from
block managërs, and about 5 other people were at the meeting.
At that time Mr* Stimson made the announcement o f opening of
the West Coast to the Japanese*
He said that not less than 6 months but after 6 months most
of the centers will be closed within 1 year. Most of the
Japanese may return to West Coast whether they are citizen or
alien*
The army order will be lifted.
Justice Department order
áre still on.
In closing the center the resident will know
three months in advance.
Nodohara :; ;If some people will not be able- to return then whsfcfc?

-8Chairman: '\They would not answer that question blit',will be
answered later*
Nodohara: What about the #3 in the notice of the return to
West Coast, what does it mean?
Chairman: There are 3 lists, white, black, a n d grey*
White
may return to west coast, black cannot return to West Coast
at all, and grey are uncertain peopl-e, like one member of the
family is in the armed force so thé Army will have to consider
about that•
Nodohara:

Some camps will still be opened?

Chairman:

The Army will decide about the people*

Nodohara: Dr* Ochikubofs case is considered on the black list,
then what will happen to him?
Suwada :B Those people cannot return to west coast but can go
to other states*
Some people who does not care to return
may not do so*
Chairman:

Let us leave the personal opinion out.

Shimamoto :
Chairman •

Suppose one wants to relocate?
That will come up later on*

Hideshima:

What happens to those on t h e 1black list people?

Chairman:
La regard to black list people we do not have a
definite answer*
Will let the indivièual people know about it.
Suwada;

I think it should be in Japanese*

Chairman: About the individual permit, I
will not need it but if they want it they
regards to leave after January End people
return to West Coast from that day on but
are not lifted until January 20th*
Takahama:

asked and said they
will get it#
In
who are outside may
center residents

Will the WRA pay for our transportation?

Chairman: Yes, they will pay for train fare, §25.00 grant,
and $1*00 for each meal* Also if a member of the family is
relocated and wants to go back with the rest of the family
they will be paid by the fSA.
If they have no job but would
like to take a domestic job*
The meeting was adjourned at 5:50 p.m.

Respectfully submitted
Shizuye Akiyoshi, Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Forty-Eighth Session
December 18, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman, Mr. Masaru
Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), M. Munjehara (5-Ex), T. Suzuki
(10-Ex), S. Handa (27-Ex), J. Koga (35-Ex), S. Okamoto (42-Ex).
The minutes of .the previous meeting was read and approved.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1. Memo from Mr, Roof pertaining to the new regulation.
2. JACL bulletin.
OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Health Committee met with Dr. Pressman from ?/ashington on Dec* 15th and
discussed on the hospital problems. Many problems are now satisfactorily
agreed. It was agreed that $16.00 pay for nurses aides was not justified
for the type of work they are performing. Dr. Pressman did not promise
but told the committee he would see if some arrangement can be made to
have nurses aides to received $19.00. All of the dental e<fuipment is now
in except the teeth for the dental clinic to make the dentures. He also
agreed that it would be better for the residents to have some optician
come to Topaz and continue.to have glasses purchased from the same company
as before than to pay retail prices.thru the arrangements with the Standard
Optical Co. of Salt Lake, but at present there are no opticians available
to come to Topaz. There was a possibility of having an optician (Caucasian
or Japanese) to come here for few days a month on a contract basis with
the approval of Washington.
NORSES AIDES
It was decided that the general block meeting for the purpose of having
each block be responsible in recruiting at lease one nurses aide to be
held’ on Thursday, Dec. 21st. This meeting to be held in every block uni
formly at 7:00 p.m. Mimeographed statement on the need for nurses aides
to be printed so that each block will have the same facts and reasons.
It was also decided that in views of the fact that many did not care to
work as nurses aides because of the undesirability of the 'ork and the pay
of $16.00 voted to ask the residents to give each nurses aides a bonus
of $3.00 per month. This decision was necessary as the Administration
has not been able to make any arrangements to have them placed in the
$19.00 per month category.
COMMITTEE REPORT:
SPANISH CONSUL
There are 4 cases of books being sent to Topaz residents by the Japanese
Red Cross. Any decision for its use or disposition was left to the Spanish
Joint Committee.
NEW BUSINESS:
ANNOUNCEMENT OF EXCLUSION ORDERS ON THE WEST COAST
Chairman made the report of the meeting called by the Project Director,
Mr. Hoffman yesterday at 3:00 p.m. where the announcement was made. Also
the WRA policy on closing of these centers. There was an army’s list of
3 groups - white, black, and grey, those that all free to return, those
that cannot and those that are uncertain and still to be considered.
Effective date January 2, 1945.
Block meetings were held yesterday .to make the announcement known to re
sidents with ?the cooperation of the block managers.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

COONGIL.MINUTES 1
Forty-Ninth Session
December 21, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman, Mr. Maseru
Narahara, at 1:55 p.m.
MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), J> Koga.(55-Ex), S. Muramatsu
(41-Ex) •

COUNCIL

OBSERVER:

Mr. Maeda, Block Manager®

The minuta oí the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1. Teletypes sent to other centers pertaining to the center con
ference.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1. Greeting from the Bed Gross
2. Letter of appreciation from Mr. & Mrs. S. Koizumi and family
pertaining to the monorial service.
3. Retum Receipt from the Ñational Headquarter ACLU•
Chairman: Before we go into the general meeting, we received a letter
of appreciation and a donation of $20.00 from the Koizumi family, what
shall we do about it?
Suwada: We appreciate the money but we cannot a ccept it because we did
not spend any money on the Memorial Service.
Takeuchi: Received the money and send a letter of appreciation. Give
half to the USO and the other half in the Community Fund.
Ksneko:

I second Mr. Takeuchi*s suggestion.

Chairman: Give half to the USO for them to use it and the other half in
the Community Fund. Any other suggestion.
Sugiyama:

Give it ell to the USO.

Naketa: If we got about $50 or $60 it might be different but it is small
so the Council take it all.
Chairman: First suggestion, the Council will or will not accept it.
Will the Council accept this money, those who are in favor?
Mojority were in favor of accepting this money.
Second suggestion, half to the USO as donation and the other half to the
Community Fund. Third suggestion is give it all to the USO. ' Fourth
Suggestion, keep it and put it in the Community Fund. We will do this
in secret ballot. The suggestion are: (l) half to the USO (2) all to
the USO (3) all in the community fund (4) let the special committee who
work on the Memorial Service, program make the decision.

-
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OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Suwade: Tonight is the camp wide meeting in each of the block and the
notice are being distributed to all the residents. In regard to this
is there any suggestion?
Suzuki.: 'In our block there is a party in the mess hall for commissaiy
workers. Is it all right to call the meeting tomorrow night?
Chairman: We want one person out of the block a permanent nurses aides
and start working next Tuesday.
Handa:

This commissary party was planned long time ago.

Suwada: If it was published in the Topaz Times yesterday it would,have
been all right.
'
Chairman:
Suwada:

This decision was made all of a sudden so it cannot be helped.
If the Council can say it was unavoidable.

Mr. Suwada read the recommendation made by the Council to be read at
each block tonight.
v^r S i t
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Kewagu chi: Working .hours m 11 be 8 hours?
Suwada;

It is either 8 or 4 hours*

Chairman: In regard to time, due to not enough nurses aides, we would
like to have them work full time, if we have more then the quota then the
hours will be short.
Takahama*. Will they be paid $16.00?
Suwada;

'

What Mr. Takahama said should be made clear to everyone.

Tkahama: At Block #9 there are 5 full time nurses aides and 2 part-time
nurses aides, there is no other people to go out then in that case what
will happen? . |■ |
Chairman: Call the meeting and request that at least one new permanent
nurses aides from each block go and work at the hospital.
Hashiguchi:

What kind of work will they do?

Suwada: Give them sponge bath, and etc. Mrs. Kikuchi from Block #41 will
start her special class Saturday but the new nurses aides will start next
year.
Chairman: Block #5, #35, and #41 have not turn in their hospital donation
in yet. Will you please attend to it right away.

Sugiyama; I went last time to Block #3 and they said that they have turn
in their money ,
Takeuchi; When %. Suwada goes on his round to distribute the notice
to also tell about the relocation organization work*
Nodoh&ra:

Let us have another meeting about relocation again.

Chairman: Re-allocation fund,'tomorrow i want the cabinet to meet Jin regard
to hospital donation, if possible to give the left over hospital donation
as 8 Christmas gift to hospital workers* Meeting tomorrow afternoon at
1:30 p.m. and the following people please attend the meeting: Messrs* Takahama, TSuzuki, Nakata, Kawamoto, Igarashi, Hashiguchi, Kaneko, Suwada,
Nodohara, Kanzaki, and Takeuchi.
LABOR
Chairman: There is no particular thing to discuss about the mess hall re
allocation, how are the other centers taking it. The Council approved
it the following day, the Topaz mess section has made plans so what other
Centers are doing will be different*
Igarashi: Mr. Hate talked to the group,the following day*
Chairman: The point is that they have a definite plan that nothing could
interfere with it* %ien something comes up that is important then we will
see it. Is it understood now.
NEW BUSINESS:
ÉLECTION RETURN

'

Chairmen read the election return of the new Councilmed for next term.
Chairman: We would like the new Councilmen to attend the next two meeting,
December 26th and 28th. We will also send a lettér to them.
AGRICULTURE

* '■ ■

*
’ . '.. .

/
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Suzuki: Mr* Otsuji said that the agriculture section are not going £o raise
ary vegetables for next year because the camp will be closing soon. The
agriculture workers cannot very well not work so is there any good suggestion
as to what they can to.
Chairman:
Suzuki:

Did they say what they- are planning?
Suggest that to write Mr. Bell to

go

on as before.

Chairman: They want the Council to ask Mr. Bell?

^

Suzuki: Yes, at the Administration they want to discontinue it.

-4OLD BUSINESS:

(Cont.)

RELOCATION ORGANIZATION PLAN
Chairman: I want some one to read the purpose of the other nights meeting*
Mr* Tsuzuki, will you please read it*
Mr. Tsuzuki read the purpose of the meeting.
Chairman: In regard to the Councilmen feeling was about the center being
closed, from the WRA, they will do more about it and until then we will
not more* The organized group, there was a different suggestion* I talked
to some of the Caucasian, rather questioned then as from the residents
point that they will not move until the last thing* WRA issue force will
be the same as the government. The cooperation will be very thin. Govern
ment agency take the responsibility of the Japanese after the centers are
Closed. Like someone wants to open a business and needs money so he will
go down to the Federal Agency and it will all be made right there* The
last War Veteran did not received their $500 or $600 bonus until after 16
years. In regard to that it is very hard. The Government use a good
office of the WRA and to have them assist us like a long term loan until we
are settled. That was the main purpose of meeting. Last spring when Mr.
Wirin was here, he said that Japanese in the West Coast were not organized
and he found out for the first time. There are lots of Japanese in the
United States and they are not organized at all. All other nationalities
have an organized group. The organization first starts in small groups.
It first applies to farmers, and it will directly affect small business
like laundry, grocery, clearners and many more because they will have
competition with the Caucasian people. In order to break the economic
block is to have an organized group. If organized then they might have
a chance. It is either individual or organized group. The living standard,
will be higher then before. The farmer groups will raise more better food
and give some to the shippers so we will get better service. For the
welfare of the Japanese an organized groups are hbcessaiy. Those were the
purpose of the other nights meeting. It was an two sided meeting, one to
have an organized groups and the others did not want to have an organized
group. Yesterday*s meeting was the same.
Takeuchi: What the chairman said was veiy good. What the Council should
to is as today how will they protect us? From the Council,we should step
by step have things planned. First step, is to give us protection. Elect
two representative from each block and call the representative meeting and
ask about their opinion. I think that is my suggestion.
Chairman: Administration does not have an definite plan but will come up
■day by day. In regard to hospital people it will come up, too. WRA
knows already that half of the people will not move. I think an representa
tive meeting is necessary but now Administration have no regulation or order.
I think the residents should have something planned before that.
Takeuchi: Ask the Japanese in Japan through the Spanish Consul, what they
are doing about the American when they are free.
Nakata: The finance per person is set but what Mr. Takeuchi suggested I
second the motion.

Handa: X think the block representative do something and not the Council •
Like me, I have some or two suggestion and Mr. Igerashi have another. Just
34 Councilmen cannât decide it. If the committee wants the Council to
handle it then we will.
Takahama;

I said what Mr. Handa yesterday so I second Mr. Handa suggestion.

Takeuchi: vIn the next 6 months the Council will have many different pro
blems to discuss so let the representatives handle it.
Chairman: Mr. Takeuchi suggestion is good and how to handle it the Council
will help. Mr. Hoffman would like to have someone who is reliable to help
out at the Administration in regards to orders and regulations receive
frotó' the Washington.
Hideshima:

Wasn*t it decided y esteràay?

Yenagi: It was not decided.
Nakamura:
Chairman:

I second Mr. Takeuchi*s suggestion.
\ * I
.*•*Y* *wJ ? * } ' * . ' 1' Híáft*»- ”
How many are in favor of Mr. Takeuchi*s motion.

,

’

Majority were in favor.
Handa: , Let the respective block announce it at the earliest convenience.
Some, id11 do it tonight.
Chairman: We have a written statement about the other nights meeting. I
would like to ask all the Councilmen bring ,it back and read it at the block
meeting.
Handa: There will be different points within the block*
Chairman:
points.

All tne centers should get together and get the most important

Nodohara:

There are 3 groups, white, black, and grey, so it will be hard.

Chairman: There are about 200 people on the grqy‘list so they will later
be placed on the balck and white list after they had there hearing.
Takahama:
meeting?

Let us set the date as to when to have the representatives

Chairman:

About the date the representatives will have to be elected first.

Takeuchi: After the nurses aides meeting tonight to vote for t wo representa
tives from t he block.
Yanagi: By December 26th, the Council meeting bring in the two representa
tives from each block.

-

Tsuzuki:
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How many are in favor of Mr* Yanagi* s motion?

Majority were in favoroof it*
TSuzuki: When wé have the lists of names then we could call the meeting
any time.
EDUCATION

(NEW BUSINESS:

eont.)

Takeuchi: In regard to Education about shortage of teachers to give school
teachers some monqy from the Community Fund*
Kanekoi

I suggest $3*00 tp each person*

Suzuki:

I second the motion*

Yanagi:; Most of the teachers are getting only $16.00.
Chairman: Then j$3*09 to bach of the teachers, is that it? Then the
Education Committee bring in the names of the teachers.
Chairman: Just before Mr. Hoffman s<% the télétype to all the Centers,
Mr. D. S. %er phoned and Mr. Hoffman told about the center conference and
Mr; Myer was in favor of it.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Condensed Summary
Forty-Ninth Session
December 21, 1944
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman, Mr. Masaru
Narahara, at 1:30 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
(41-Ex).

T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), J. Koga (35-Ex), S. Mursmatsu

OUTGOING COMMUNICATION:
1. Teletypes sent to other centers pertaining to the center conference.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1. Greeting from the Red Cross.
2. Letter of appreciation from Mr. & Mrs. S. Koizumi and family
pertaining to the Memorial Service.
3. Return receipt from the National Headquarter ACLO.
OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Tonight, Dec. 21, 194^ was decided by the Special Committee as the date of
the general block meet-ngs in a general appeal to the residents to be re
sponsible to send at least one nurses aides, either permanent or volunteer
to relieve the nurses aides shortage. It was also reported that necessary
informations regarding the s --cial block meetings were mimeographed and
distributed to each block. The residents give a bonuo of $3.00 per month
to each nurses aides receiving $16.00 per month.
It was decided that in view of the undesirability in the nature of duties
of the nurses aides, many residents had terminated their jobs as nurses
aides and also many were applying for jobs elsewhere where working condi
tions were more desirable and easier for the same pay of $16.00 per month,
the facts which were presented many times to the Administration for their
consideration for nurses aides to receive $19.00 which as yet, we have
not had any favorable answer except to those who have given at least one
year of service will receive $19*00 as piactical nurses.
LABOR
In tie new re-allocaticn of workers in the mess unit, it was reported that
they had a definite plan to present to the Administration.
Ü

NEW nUSINESS:
ELECTION RETURN
Election returns of the new councilmen for the new term was made. Thqy were
invited to attend the next two meeting, on Dec. 26. and 28.

Council was requested to ask the Administration to continue the crop section
of the farm.

Council decided that it is necessary to have another representative group to
work with the Council on problems facing the residents since the revocation
of Arrays' exclusion orders and the new policy of the WRA. Each Councilman
was requested to bring the names of their two block representatives by Dec.
26th.
EDUCATION
It was decided to give out of the community fund $3.00 to full time and
$1.50 to part time resident school teachers as Xmas presents.
The Chairman reported that Mr. Hoffman, our Project Director stated that
Mr. Dillon Myer was in favor of all center conference.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Shizuye Akiyoshi

COUNCIL MINUTES
Fiftieth Session
December 26,
The regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr* Masaru Narahara, at 2:00 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: T. Kawasaki 0 -Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ex),
B* Kawamoto (11-Ex), K. Kanzaki (2S-Ex;, J. Koga (35-Ex)*
OBSERVER:

Mr* fiosoda, Block Managers

The minute of the previous meeting was read and approved.
OUTGOING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*

Letter of season greeting torthe following section:
\
Mr* L * T . Hoffman, Project Director! Mr. James Hirano-C^^
Block Managers Headquarters, Rev. Okayama, chairman of
Ministerial Association of the Interfaith! Mr. K. Ikeda,
chairman of the Judicial Commission; Mr. George Matsumoto,
chairman of the Topaz Credit Unions Mr* Sasato Yamate,
chairman of the Business Enterprise; Mr. Fred Koba, chair
man of the ffiopaz Red Cross; and Mrs. Susie Arimoto, Chair
man of the Topaz U.S.O.

INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
1*
2*
3.

A*
5.
6*

Season Greeting from Mr. L. T* Hoffman, Project Director*
Season Greeting from Dr. 0* F. Hoffman, Community Analyst.
Season Greeting from the Poston Community Council.
Season Greeting from Mr. James Hirano, chairman of the
Block Managers*
Memorandum from Mr. L. t . Hoffman pertaining to the
shortwave radio.
Memo from Miss Kirchner encloiihg ^ the names of all the
new nurses aides.

Chairman:
Pertaining to the Japanese book received from Japan.
Here we approved that the Council will not handle it but will ac
knowledge it. Mr. Koba, from Red Cooss, wants a definite procedure*
We will write that we have received it and will pay it on to the
pass
Spanish Joint Committee*
How many are in favor of apcepting it?
Majority are were in favor.
SHORTWAVE
Chairman read the letter received from Mr. Hoffman pertaining to
the. shortwave
Chairman: Mr. Hoffman states that it is just a rumor. The Internal
Security did not receive a direct Information and also from the Ad-

is
ministration*
5P it/true that the Nisei will be responsible and
to report to the Administration but today we have not received
any information about it. Mr. Hoffman said that it is jtao vicious
rumor and I think that it is not good.
This rumor went to the
Councilmen in some blocks. X want each Council--member to say that
it is Just a rumor and you will be responsible.
Does someone want
to come in at this time?
Buwad&^l: In regard to Mr. Hoffman and about three or four months
ago pertaining to the shortwave radio, I myself heard that Council
man went to the Administration and told them.
I said that it was
wrong and not true.
Two days ago from my block they said that I
Started the rumor. As chairman said that the Councilmen did not
say it and for six months we have dome everything for the residents.
I want everyone to know that I did not say anything like that.
Chairmans
Regarding this, these rumors or pointing therfe fingers,
I d o n ’t know where it started and as Chairman I know that he did
not say that .and ATgrv
*i-,„
11u¿plip mm£^ ttiWb M r
Suwada
have 'argue! with the. AdminJ strata

-Mr. &uwada hnvci

Hideshima. Work of Mr. Suwada for past six months here was good
and as Councilmen that what Mr. Hoffman thought I am sure that it
is understood and particular in Mr. Suwada»s block, have about three
or four people from the Council goed to his block and report that
it is a rumor and that he did not start it.
Hashiguchit How about letting the whole residents know what Mr. Hoff
man said even translate it in Japanese.
Hideshima:
Report earlier to the block and from the Council, few
Councilmen go to his block and clear this up.
Chairman:

What.do you think about Mr. Hideshima’s suggestion?

Suzuki: jjias in the same position as Mr. Suwada but I said that
as a Council, we are working hard.
Block Manager said that fee is
I was not that kind of a person and he never has that in mind.
I told the election committee that if that is how they feel, I d o n ft
want to be the Councilman and they understood my point. Few Councilmen go to Mr. Suwada1s block and report that it was Just a rumor.
Publish it in the paper we also.
Chairman:
Select a committee to go to Mr. Suwada’s block and say
that it was a rumor, how many are in favor of having a few Councilmen go to Block #33?
Majority were in favor of it.

Suggestion as to who will go to Block #38.

Chairman:
Hideshima:

You elect the committee and also the chairman go, too.

Chairman: Will the following Councilmen please go, Messrs. Nodohara,
Suzuki, Hideshima and Tsuzuki go tonite.
Suwada:

I did not say that and I want everyone to understand it.

P M It in TOPM
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Chairman:
fTwill^check with Topaz Times*««!
How are in favor of it?
.J L
m

. M

the Project

*

tUtjvCttr*

Majority were all for it.
Chairman:
here.

Mr. Hoffman’s letter and block #38 condition will end

HOSPITAL
Chairman:
Last cabinet meeting decision is necessary.
will you report about the gift?

Mr. Tsuzuki,

Tsuzuki: Hospital gift allocation amount was made and hospital
workers whether doctors or nurses aides will be given the same amount.
$3.50 be given to full time workers and part-time workers will get
$2.00.
School teachers here given $3*00. At first, High School and
Grammar School
We asked for the lists of High School and Grammar
School teachers from Dr. Noble’s office and they suggested that
nursery school teachers be included so they here also given $3*00,
part-time workers here given $1.50 and the money was taken from the
Community Fund.
The Council office girls were given a Christmas
gifts and that was taken from the Community Fund, also.
Chairman:
They were put in separate envelopes and also enclosed a
season greeting.
OLD BUSINESS:
HOSPITAL
Chairman:
Last Saturday, I saw Dr. Goto and on December 29th, the
hospital will have a Christmas party and he ask if the Christmas
gift could be given at that time.
I ask if he will give it or
the chairman go and give it to them. Pertaining to hew nurses
aides, ther are 20 new nurses aides.
Mr. Suwada
Mr. Suwada read the list of the new nurses aides.
Suwada:
xhese new nurses aides or orderlies are nofc working. I
talk with Mr. Kircher and she was very glad.
Block #33, and #6,
there was an misunderstanding and that they will be given $19.00.
She said that it was wrong and threu thought for us to tell them
that it is an $16.00 job. All they have to do is to goe to the
hospital administration and they will get their assignment through
there.

Tawa:

From our block there is no representative.

Suwada:
Tawa:

Miss Kircher said that it was from block #33.
There must have been a mistakevsfcanding;

Suwada:

I will go and report that to Miss Kircher.

Shimamoto:

Are their some volunteer nurses aides on that list?

Suwada: They are all permanent nurses aides.
k* r ''' ‘
‘
a
Shimamoto: From my block, it is going to be/volunteer nurses aidfees.
Buwad: Please go to the hospital and report the blocks that are
having a volunteer nurses aides.
I will also report it.
Chairman:
I d o n ’t think that we should go into more in detail.
This result is very good.
¥he last year-er se The health committee
did a fine work.
Suwada: Mess hall worker may go to hospital to work and that mess
hall work will be filled.
Chairman:
If that is all then the education report, please Mr.
Hideshima.
Hideshima:
11 former high school teachers and now 13, and 5 formerly
elementary school and now 8.
10 full time and 9 part-time teachers
at the nursery school.
Each full time teachers were given $3.00
and part-time workers $li>50.
Chairman:
Suzuki:

Some of the school teachers came over and thank me.

Garbage and pipeline workers be given $19.00.

Chairman: We have gone to the Manpower Commission about that and
the Council push it to get $19.00 nurses aides• If they work one
year then they are praCtic&l nurses aides.
The other nurses aides
we are not finish pushing the business.
CENTER CONFERENCE
Chairman:
Pertaining to the teletype sent to other centers that
same day Mr. Myer ¿phoned Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Hoffman suggested about
the center conference and the W.R.A. for the expense.
It can be *
approved but not officially.
I talked to Mrl Hoffman and the follow
ing day because of the change in the teletype but up to now no report
has come in.
Suwada:

What part was changed?

Chairman: It is the understanding that the center residents may
have the conference.
They are free to hold conference inside or
outside in so as they desire.
The teletype was still the same.

-5Suwada:

What was the date the teletype was sent?

Chairman:
I think It was Friday. The next problem is the two
representatives from, each blocks* Day b y day there will be a
different report from either the W.R.A. or from the West Coast.
The reason why it is necessary to have a representatives is maybe
today something might come up and some block might not get the in
formation, if they do not have the representatives• The Council
will not interfere.
N q w about the block reporesentative reports•
Mr. Tsuzuki?
1?^$
t
;
g
Tsuzuki: Most of them have reported to the office but those who
have not please to turn it into the office.
Chairman:

Are there any block that have not turn in the names?

Suwada: Right now from my block, they do not have the names be
cause they think that it is not necessary. When the time comes
then they will elect the representatives.
Chairman: Mr. Hoffman and committee of five to be elected to assist
and information as to how to donduct the meeting.
Chairmans of the
glock Managers, Mr. Hiranof Inter-Faith, Rev. Okayama ; Judicial
Commission, Mr • Ikeda, and M r . Taken chi from the Council went the
first time«and Mr * Suwada and I met Dr. Hoffman and said that they
are withholding the information.
From today the Council will not
handle it but the general committee will handle it. When should
the rpereeatativee representatives meet and set the date?
Kaneko:

The earlier the better.

Chairman. I think that the meeting is necessary and set the date.
Any suggestion as to when is the good time?
Handa:

I suggest tomorrow.

Kaneko:

There is still time to have the meeting during this term.

Chairm:

How about Friday, December 29th.

Nodoharat* A special meeting be called of the block to discuss with
the representatives before the whole representatives meet.
Chairman: We:have no detail information but will receive some soon.
As residents, before we receive more information to decided.
Hodohara:

Will the information be received by December 29th?

Chairman:

1

cannot say that.

Kaneko: ^ M y block, the two representative know what the block wants.
Maehiguehi:
Takeuchi: Detail will come in and by six months, this camp will be
closed but before to discuss what they have in mind.

-
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Chairman: Another point,is that W.R.A. policy the residents
cannot accept it then the Administration can accept our de
cision and maybe changed.
Tell the Administration that they
want it in this way, our way.
If definite plan was made the
W.R. A. will help out.
Takeuchi:
Every day something will come and the connittee will
say that they want it in just a tfay.
Suzuki! Nisei will want te it like the W.R.A. suggested.
It will
be two side and whe how to decide. Mr. Hoffman said that W.R.A.
policy might be bhanged.
Those who doesn!t wan&tta go out or with
children, old folks, it will be hard to go out so I think it is
necessary to have a meeting.
Takahama:
Set a date and teach representative will here what
is being said and report to the meeting.
Chairman! The committee will be tinder the sponsorship of the
Council. Where will be a good place to hold the meeting?
How
Suwada: /About mess hall #30?
Chairman:
camp,
SuwadaJ»
Igarashi:

I think it is best to have it at the center of the

How about mess hall #26?
The mess hall is being used every night.

Suwada:

How about mess hall #19?

Mizote:

I will ask and let you know.

Chairman:
7^00 p.m.

December 29th, mess hall #19 tentative plan and at
I w§nt every Councilman to report the the representatives.

Suwada:
How about tellJube block managers to remain# the represenatives also.
Chairmans: Regarding this meeting, from the Council I want three or
four people to go start ^fee it.
Suwada: The two chairman and from the public relation* a committee
of 3 or 4 go.
Chairman:

Is it all right, All those who are in favor?

Majority were in favor.
CLOSING OF MESS HALL IN BLOCK #8 AND #41
Chairman: Block #8 and # 4 1 mess hall will be closed.
a labor business and will be definite.

It will be

Hashiguchi: Washington order and mess hall workers said that leaving
it alone is not good. It is said that the camp will be closed and
ask if the mess hall could be continued on as before. Mr. Iwatsubo,
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do you have anything to say*
Iwatsubo:
Have decided before in the Council meeting but to continue
on as before. The block people stated the four points:
$h) 2 years
and no trouble and is unfair*
(2) Home idea
(3) Mess-manpower
(labor)
(4 ) Facilities must be maintained.
Chairman: Mr. Hoffman said that Block #8 and #41 is a Washington
mandatory order, Administration said that it will be closed.
Sleek #8
and #41 Mr. Iwatsubo have brought out the 4 points from that blobk
residents.enefc Put it as the whole residents and not as B^lock #8
and #41.
From the Council to bring it up to the Administration these
four points.
Muramatsu: Waitress and dishwasher be volunteer but for the W.R.A.
to pay for the cooks* My block there are lotfe of children*
Bring
ing the food from other mess hall will be hard*
Chairman: It was brought up by Mr* Hirano, Chairman of the Block
Managers. He said to forcing ¿them is not good, but to talk to the
Administration about it again*
Pertaining to this, Block Managers
and the Council together discuss it, how do you all feel about it.
MaJority were in favor of it.
Chairman:
It will involve manual labor.
I think Manual release
said th*|t at least 150 in the block are eating in the mess hall or
it will be closed*
Tsuzuki: When I heard that block #8 and #41 will be closed then
all of a sudden about the West Coast being opened the picture has
changed. Again to ask the Administration to have it continue as
before.
Tim irtinl 11 iwiiitfTtfiffiIn
I second* Mr. Hashiguchi1s motion.
Hashiguchi:
before.

I motion to please have the mess hall continue as

Takahama: The chairman from the Council and block managers and d.
also the labor committee go tomorrow and tell them.
Suwada:
I think what Mr. Takahama said is very good, also represen
tative from each block #8 and # 4 1 go.
Chairman: With Mr. Takahama and Hashiguchi together vote, how »«y
many are in favor.
Majority were in favor*
EOMMITTEE REPORT:
INFORMATION
Chairman:
Information chairman, Mr. Kawamoto is not here so I will
report, January 6th, 12 boys will be leaving for active duty. 1 here
are more going but are outside n o w .

NEW BUSINESS:
SPECIAL BULLETIN - WORK OF COUNCIL
Suwada:
It will end this week and a special bulletin be published
as to What the Council have dfehe in the past 6 months.
I suggest
that as a whole the Councilman be publish to camp wide people.
This is not a permanent thing.
Hideshima:

I second M r ¿ S u w a d a suggestion.

Chairman: Any other suggestion pertaining to Mr. Suwada?
are in favor of Mr* Suwada1s motion?

How many

Majority Were in favor.
it
The day is getting short and have a committee to do the

Chairman:
soon.

Suwada:
The cabinet committee, Mr. Mumehara, Mr. Murakami and
Mr. Yoshizumi #eet with the chairman.
I think it ban be done.
Takahama: How about tomorrow afternoon?
Chairman:

The general cabinet meeting.

Suwada: Will-you please ask Messrs. Yoshizumi, Murakami, and Mumehar
to attend the meeting also.
Chairman: Will you please attend the meeting, tomorrow afternoon
at 1:30 p.m. and is a very important meeting.
BUS LINE
Chairman: We have said before that we cannot pay for bus fare and
if the W.R.A. will cover the fare. Whether the W.R.A. bring two or
three buses the additional expenses be paid by the W.R.A.
Takeuchi:
For about two months we heard about it. The free ptransportation and told the Administration but still they have gone ahead
.with' it. v
Hideshima:

Please buy at the Co-op.

ChaiaEoan: New problem will come up and will be a new business.
So it will end here.
AGRICULTURE
Suzuki:

Pertaining to last minuts, we want to carry on as befor e.

Chairman:
It was discussed at the last meeting and I Walked with
Mr. Hoffman pertaining to the agriculture section workers and he
said that there many work jobs.

*9GIFT FOR THE CHAIRMAN
Kaneko:
I have been thinking about it before and from the Commodity
Fund to give the chairman for $25.00 for what he has done for the
past 6 months *
Chairman:

I don’t want to accept it.

Takahama:

Instead of the Community Fund from each Councilmen.

Chairman:

This is not a Council business so to not discuss it.

Suwada: You are an honorable chairman and your pride, we must watch
out. . He was working volunteering and work hard so from #each Council
man to contribute.
Discuss
while he is here.
Chairman:
I did it for the block people too and appreciate your
feeling. With your cooperation I was able to do it.
Suwada:

Let us discuss it at the cabinet meeting.

Takahama:
Hideshima:

The chairman is here so to discuss it later.
What to the v ice-chairman think about it?

Tsuzuki:
Since the office manager is not here to work day Or night
to use it out of the Community Fund and I, myself cannot approve
it. As a Councilman to contribute to the chairman. Not from the
Community Fund and if from the Community Fund I think the chairman
will not accept it being a Councilman himself• Select a represen
tative and discuss it.
Kawaguchi:

To discuss it at the cabinet meeting.

CO-OP UNCLAIMED REBATE
Takahama:
$150. are still unclaimed and use it as center conference
or put it in the community fund. Ask if the Co-op will agree with
us.
Yanagi:
fund.

W a s n ’t it decided when we discussed about the community

Takahama:

Mr. Tsuzuki said that it was not decided at that time.

Chairman:

Do you think that wé should discuss about it?

Takeuchi:

This can still be carried at the next Council term.

Takahama: If approved here then it will be reported back to the
Co-op tomorrow.

A
-

flodohara:
Co-op*
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I agree with that but if it is necessary then ask the

Suwada: It is necessary to have it and center community fund is
different now and we ere still from the Council to ask for it. Un
claimed rebate and be used on Community Fund*
Chairman:
meeting.

Should we vote today.

It will be tabled until next

The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

COUNCIL MINUTES
Fiftieth-First Session
December 28, 1944
The: ¡regular meeting was called to order by the chairman,
Mr. Masaru Narahara, at 2:00 p.m*
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
T. Kawasaki (3-Ex), T. Suzuki (10-Ebc),
S. Kawaguchi (34-^x), J. Koga (35-Ex), K. Suwada (38-Ex:),
K. Takahashi (40-Fx), S. Muramatsu (41-Ex).
The minute of the previous meeting was read and approved.
INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS:
I 1.
2.
3.

Letters of appreciation from some of the school teachers
pertaining to the Chiistmas gift they received.
Topaz Student Aid Fund Committee Financial Report.
Season Greeting from the Topaz Consumer Cooperative Enter
prises.

OLD BUSINESS:
CO-OP UNCLAIMED REBATE
Takahama: What Mr. Suwada and I said in the last meeting, I am
sure everyone has studied it.
I would like to finish it up today.
Chairman: Mr. Takahamafs suggestion was that the months unclaimed
rebateL.be put in the community fund.
Takahama:
fund.

I mean one or two months together be put in the community

Nodohara: What Mr. Suwada siid was that to be put in the hospital
fund because for the next two months it is all right but after that
it will be very hard to give the some allocation to the hospital
workers.
I was .mixed up about it.
Kaneko:
I think it was decided in the last meeting Mr. Takahama
motioned it and Mr. Suwada second it.
Chairman: Mr; Takahama will you please state what you said in the
last meeting.
Takahama:
$3*00 for nurses aides and if not enough it will be taken
out of the community fund.
Hideshima:
This is the last meeting and we cannot continue it so
to discuss it at the new Council term.
Chairman:

Is there any other suggestion?

Takeuchi: If It is hot important to carry it on the new term. Even
if we did decided it it will not work out right away. Hhat Mr. Takaham
eiad-sraggested-aek suggested will still be carried on.
Chairman:

Is there a second to Mr. Takahamals suggestion.
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Nodohara:
Have everyone pa y $1 $.10 more towards the hospital
donation so the ne?/ nurses aides will get $3*00 more*
Cxiairman:
If it is not enoughs to use a raise fund method.
The next time it comes up we will decide at that time.
Nodohara:

Community Fund be used.

Chairman:
It is only for best interest of the resident and we
can use it. Everyone to understand this.
Hashiguchi:
Chairman:

If we ask and is easy to get it, why not try it?
That is why we will like to decide.

v
Takahama:
I would did not start this, it was discuss before the
test case fund.
Handa:

Right now if it is easy, let us try.

Suzuki : Pipeline drew, and graduate nurses aides get $19.00 but
other nurses aides get $16.00.
If pipeline crew and garbage get
$19.00, I don?t see why the other nurses aides cannot get $19.00.
Chairman:

That is a different story.

Banda:

Let us finish it up whether we want it or not.
Takahama
Chairman:
Is there any motion to what Mr. T&kahma suggestéd.

Kaneko:

I second the motion.

Chairmani

Those who are in favor say I.

Majority were in favor.
Chairman:
Co-op.

It is passed that the Council will write a letter,to the

Takahama:;

Should w e s e t a % to it?

Randa:

It is very different so it will be hard to say.

Chairman:

%

Takahama:

Mr. Tsuzuki, what is the amount £or

Tsuzuki:

is very different.
unclaimed rebate.

It varies every month.

Takahama:

Let us ask for certain

%

of the unclaimed rebate.

Chairman: The Community Fund, we had the quota set and so it
will be bad to ask for it.
Handa:

Let us say for $100.

-3Tsuzuki: If we set the amount it will be very hard and may not
say, yes. Just say that we will just request.
Takahama:

Let us not say the amount.

Hodohara:
The Co-op unclaimed rebate will go to the hospital do
nation or the Community Fund.
Chairman:
It will be put in the Community Fund and it is all right
to let the chair write the reason.
HOSPITAL
Chairman:
This morning I went to see Mr. MarStella.and
have the definite number of nurses aides Some block say
will volunteer.
If it is possible that he will like to
block is on volunteer base. What block is on volunteer
Block #11 and #36.
Shimamoto:
just read?

they do not
that they
know what
base?

Are all the block nurses aides on the list, Mr. Suwada

Chairmans
There were some that were sick and were is not able to
help at that time.
Kaneko:

I think they said 24 permanent nurses aides so far.

Suzuki: My block, it was decided riight away and she would like
to start from January 3th because the class will start then.
Chairman:

Is ther^any other suggestion?

Tsuzuki: About unclaimed rebate, it is decided by the block repre
sentative from each block and they will decided about our decision.
Chairman:
The old business is finished here. Before we go into the
Community Report, I meet Mr. Suwada and he went to the hospital and
was told to stay home today. He wanted to come because it was the
last meeting but was not able to. He wanted me to give his regards
and wants to thank everyone for their cooperation.
COMMITTEE REPORT:

Chairman: About the mess hall #8 and # 41 closing, the meeting was
attended by Mr. Hoffman, Mr. Wiesse, Mr. Lafabregue and many more.
Mr. Hoffman said that it was diemssed before and nothing happened
but this time Washington mandatory order and closing they want the
center residents and block people to understand it. The reason is
because of the opening of the West Coast. W.R.A. order will be
different from now on. Mr* Hirano and I said that small things like
closing mess hall #8 and # 41 to be held £ e r ,and studied the big
things like return to the West Coast. January 1st. the new alloca
tion order from Washington and has about 200 cuts again.
If it does
come to comply it. What we said was just because of Washington order •
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as resident representative we will not accomplish it. /? I want to
resign if that is the case, and Mr. Hirano said tha same so they
said that they would like to study it more. ^ nave the same tidied
as you have and I cannot say anything And would like to discuss it
also." I think it will turn out all right. At that meeting they
would not give a definite answer.
It will come up to mess unit
hut my thinking is that it will come out. After that I went to
another meeting about New Years Eve Party with the appointive staff
and residents.
Yesterday, they had the it outlined for December
31st party.
The highlights ¿re 9:30 starting time but will probably
start about 10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., social dancing; 11:00 p.m. to
11:45 p.m., floor show; 15 minutes for speeck before the New Year
from 12:00 grand march, refreshment and last social dancing. They
would like all the Councilmen to attend the party also the block
managers.
They said that it will probably be the last time for a
New Year*s party.
Last night we went to Block #38 and at first
there was some misunderstanding.
We talked with M r ♦ Tsuzuki*s help
Andtalso read Mr. Hoffman*s letter and generally speaking every
thing turned out all right.
FOOD
Tsuzuki: Three week ago we discussed about the mochigome. We
learned that on December 8th a teletype was received saying that
they senixjt out.and we were satisfied knowing that. Now as time
±i glttini short and we still did not receive it. From yesterday,
we have been sending teletypes and placed long distance call.
It meant that on December 8th, they sent it to all the centers.
Yesterday and today, just before the meeting we phoned and ask but
no answer so they will do something and let us know before the this
meeting is over.
Some people said maybe it went to Gila, first.
From Minidoka Mr. Niesse received a phone call and they asked if
we have received it or not.
The order is coming frtem California
and hwere it is we do not know. Maybe it is in Ogden and is side
track so to please check on it.
If it^in Ogden, we asked to have
the trucks sent to Ogden to get it.
I want everyone to ha understand
this point.
As food committee, we have tried everything.
Have
received a teletype saying that they sent it on the Southern Pacific
train.
Chairmans

Mr. Igarashi, what is the New Year menu?

Igarashi:

Chocken and sashime for main dish.

Takahama! Where is the mochigome coming from?
Chairman:

It is coming from

-California•

Tsuzuki:

If it was sent then we would have received it bfrt they
have sent it all together in one car.
Shimamoto:
set up?

Who ordered to have it sent by one carload?

What is the

Tsuzuki:
The Army Quartermaster ordered and stated how many pounds.
If it was right and sent it separately then it would not have happened.
If we know that it is in Ogden then Mr. Niesse said that we would

-5send a truck out right away*
INFORMATION
Kawamoto:
There are two more added on to the active duty lists
going January 6th* 10 boys are going for their physical examination
on
January 2th*
Chairman:
Received a teletype from Minidoka in answer to the tele
type we have sent pertaining to the center conference*
Chairman read the teletype.
Chairman*

It is definite that they will give their full cooperation*

SPANISH CONSUL
Chairman:

What happen about the books received from Japan?

Igarashi:

Not definite, did not receive it yet.

Chairman: Mr. Koba said that they have received it.
If the Spanish
Joint Consul will please take care of it them I will write Mr. Koba
about that.
NEW BUSINESS
NEXT COUNCIL MEETING DATE
Chairman:
We will have the first session on January 4th, Thursday,
instead of Tuesday because it is too near to New Years*
PETITION ABOUT DR COLLIER
Hideshima;
It ended at the last meeting but was decided that we
should have the Dr. Collier’s petition back*
Tsuzuki:
Yesterdays cabinet meeting, as we came to the hospital
Dr. CollierTs petition was brought up and some of the name on the
list have relocated so we should return it. We should have a new
petition if we do need it.
That is the reason why we have brought
it up*
Chairman:
At the cabinet meeting to return it to the respective block
pertaining to Dr. Collier1s petition, how many are in favor?
Majority were in favor.

Chairman: As fourth term chairman, i want to thank everyone for
their full cooperation and I was able to accomplish it. The next
term Council to carry on as before.
REPRESENTATIVE MEETING
Mizote:

MesS hall #19 is all right to use oft December 29th.

The

-
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meeting is for representatives from each block pertaining to Relo
cation Organization Plans*
I would like as Council to
Chairman:
The meeting is on December 29th, Friday, at mess hall #19
at 7:00 p*m.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:35 p.nu

Respectfully submitted

Shizuye Akiyoshi
Secretary
Community Council

